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 COVID WAR 
 ENDING 

 Welcome to this 
 week’s  Trends 
 Journal  :  COVID 
 WAR ENDING. 
 COVID CULT 

 DYING 

 As  Trends Journal  subscribers well know, 
 we had forecast several weeks ago that 
 the COVID War would be winding down in 
 late March, mid-April. The wind-down is 
 “officially” underway. 

 Across the States and Europe, 
 governments are relaxing draconian 
 COVID mandates that have robbed 
 citizens of their inalienable Rights of Life, 
 Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness. 

 And as  Trends Journal  subscribers also 
 know, we were the first to forecast that 
 the Canadian truckers Freedom Convoy 
 was a Megatrend that would be heard 
 around the world and it would accomplish 
 much of what they set out to do... prevent 
 governments from forcing people to get 
 the Operation Warp Speed gene therapy 
 jab. 

 It worked. 

 Despite claiming they were not ending the 
 COVID War because of the truckers, 
 today—joining Alberta, Saskatchewan, 
 Prince Edward Island and 
 Ontario—Quebec became the fifth 
 Canadian province to announce the lifting 
 of many COVID restrictions. 

 And on the Cold War front, the United 
 States is playing down its war talk of an 
 “imminent” Russian invasion of Ukraine... 
 the same "imminent" claim, as we have 
 detailed in a  2014 edition of the Trends 
 Journal  . 

 On the market front, it’s all about interest 
 rates and inflation. 

 From geopolitics to technocracy, from 
 Hi-tech science to survivalism... we cover 
 the current events forming future trends 
 to help guide you into the future. You 
 won't get this depth of coverage and 
 dedication from any other magazine 
 anywhere in the world. 

 Also, tomorrow at 6 PM EST, please tune 
 in for a  one-of-a-kind podcast  with Judge 
 Andrew Napolitano that provides insights 
 and solutions from a judicial authority that 
 you won’t find anywhere else. 

 Sincerely, 

 Gerald Celente and the Trends Journal 
 Team 

 COMMENTS 

 CANADA TRUCKERS INSPIRING THE 
 WORLD 
 Hi, thanks Gerald ,really great articles in 
 this week’s Trends Journal. I have been 
 watching the Ottawa protests and the vibe 
 over there is Amazing. The people are so 
 positive an inspiration to us all! 

 I really do think this is going to change 
 everything so many are watching Ottawa! 
 Think it is like dropping a pebble in the 
 lake and we are beginning to see the 
 ripple effect. They are saying over in 
 Ottawa they are expecting trouble from 
 the government before the weekend. I just 
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 hope no one gets hurt ,they are such 
 courageous people 

 Sarah Krupinski 

 The truckers in Canada are showing the 
 Americans with no cojones what the 
 Americans should have done two years 
 ago!!! We are so afraid of telling the 
 tyrants to go to hell that we appear unable 
 to act in a responsible manner and take 
 control of our health!! 

 Maybe the lawsuits being set up by Dr 
 David Martin and Dr Reiner Fuellmich will 
 reap some justice for all of humanity that 
 was harmed or killed by the tyrants and 
 their minions!!! 

 harlow53 

 SOARING FOOD PRICES NO CONCERN 
 OF ELITES 
 The globalists don’t care how you 
 die—starvation, abortion, forced ‘vaccines’, 
 war—just die mofo! 

 Not only is this level of evil astonishing 
 but how widespread it is. It seems like just 
 about every politician and institution is 
 willing to go along with it. 

 Eagle11 

 GREATER SELF-SUFFICIENCY WOULD 
 SOLVE A LOT 
 There is no dignity quite so impressive, 
 and no one independence quite so 
 important, as living within your means. 
 Calvin Coolidge 

 I believe a self sufficient economy, as used 
 to be, in this country needs to return. 
 Great thoughts and ideas used to be the 

 norm for teaching in this country, beware 
 the subversionists in society. Coolidge, 
 who was a great supporter of advertising 
 perhaps did not imagine that within a few 
 years it would be used for propaganda. 
 Gerald is right, we should be angry. 

 a1achiropractic 

 MIT HOPS ABOARD THE LAB LEAK 
 TRAIN 
 This Magazine gets better every issue. 
 Thank you 

 Kenneth Gerry Anderson 

 AGE A FACTOR IN ‘24? 
 America needs to move on from these 
 geriatric presidents, it’s a sign of a culture 
 in decline IMO. I think a Ron Desantis is a 
 much more appealing option to most 
 republican voters, and won’t bring out the 
 anti Trump voters like in the 2020 
 election. 

 Michael Melitz 

 U.S. ARTISTS SELL-OUT 
 Once upon-a-time, not too long ago, 
 “artists,” creative free thinkers, challenged 
 and protested nearly everything the 
 government imposed upon them. 

 Then, the mass media told the truth about 
 the war. Now, the mass media hides the 
 truth about Covid. 

 James Orrico 

 Click  here  to support the TJ by using our 
 links for products and services 
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 TRENDS ON THE U.S. ECONOMIC 
 FRONT 

 MARKET OVERVIEW 

 INFLATION, RATE FEARS, UKRAINE JITTERS SINK STOCK PRICES 

 Inflation and Ukraine War. 

 Lies, damn lies and statistics. 

 On the inflation lies front, for nearly a year, the Fed Head Bankster, Jerome 
 Powell, along with the former Fed Head and now U.S. Treasury Secretary, Janet 
 Yellen, kept yelling that inflation was “temporary” and later, as inflation kept 
 rising, said it was “transitory.” 

 Yes, lies, damn lies and statistics. They are not stupid, they knew inflation was 
 real but ignored the inflation statistics to keep the cheap money pumping 
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 scheme going to artificially boost the equities market and the economy. And it 
 worked as planned. 

 And on the statistics front, for over a decade the Fed, as with the European 
 Central Banksters, kept selling the bullshit that when inflation hit above 2 
 percent, they would raise interest rates. In fact, the last time the Fed lifted rates 
 from where they are now, at near zero, was in 2015, when inflation was running 
 below its 2 percent target range. 

 Despite the consumer price index spiking 7 percent in 2021, the highest in 39 
 years, not one rate hike by the Fed Banksters! 

 Today it was reported that U.S. wholesale prices rose 1 percent in January 
 hitting 9.7 percent over the past year... the biggest jump-up to a near-record that 
 it hit in 2010 at the height of the Panic of ’08. 

 Where is it all heading, what’s next? Read Gregory Mannarino’s article: “A 
 Rapidly Developing SUPER-Crisis: YOU’RE IN ONE.” 

 As he notes, 

 “The global economy is in FREEFALL, inflation is surging, and 
 debts/deficits are skyrocketing. Real wages, personal income weighed 
 against inflation, is CRATERING. Meanwhile, the US stock market after its 
 rebound off the recent low, is only single digit percentage points away 
 from all time highs. Does this make sense to you? In short, it’s a freak 
 show.” 

 TREND FORECAST:  Go back to last year. Up until recently,  the word on the 
 Street was that the Fed would not raise interest rates until 2023... or late 22 at 
 best. Now, as reported by the mainstream business media CNBC shill, “The Fed 
 is prepared to tighten monetary policy after two years of unprecedented 
 accommodation. 
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 Nearly all central bank policymakers say they expect a rate increase next month, 
 and the market is pricing in a strong possibility of a 1.75 percentage point 
 increase by the end of 2022.” 

 Shill? 

 Yes, only a shill would call what the Fed did “unprecedented accommodation.” It 
 was a total sellout to enrich the Bigs by giving them all the cheap money they 
 needed for record levels of merger and acquisitions, to artificially inflate equity 
 markets with monetary methadone so the Wall Street money junkies could stay 
 on their over-injected high, make the billionaires trillions of dollars richer... while 
 median household income hit record lows and inflation spiked well above wage 
 gains. 

 Should the Fed raise rates to 1.75 percent as the market now perceives, we 
 maintain our forecast that equities will dive deep into bear territory and the nation 
 will fall into severe recession/Depression. 

 War Time or War Time Out? 

 On the Ukraine War front of lies, damn lies and statistics, equities across the 
 word declined dramatically last week on Washington’s claims that their 
 intelligence showed Russia would invade Ukraine before the Olympics ended. 

 Will they? Not if the “damn lies” trend continues. 

 As we have detailed, since 2014, the United States has been claiming that a 
 Russian invasion of Ukraine was evident. In fact, today, Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, 
 who wrote in detail for the  Trends Journal  about the  U.S. inspired Ukraine civil 
 war and the false claim Russia was ready to invade Ukraine, posted that  Trends 
 Journal  article on his website for all to see: 

 https://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2022/02/15/washington-has-been-predicting- 
 a-russian-invasion-of-ukraine-for-8-years/  . 
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 And now today the word is that Russia is backing off the Ukraine invasion... 
 which Russian had been saying since 2014, that they would not invade. 

 At a joint press conference in Moscow today with Russian President Vladimir 
 Putin and German Chancellor Olaf Scholz, Putin was asked if he would rule out 
 a war with Europe. He said, “Do we want it or not? Of course not. That’s exactly 
 why we put forward proposals on a negotiating process that should result in an 
 agreement ensuring equal security for all, including our country." 

 As we have been reporting, Russia has claimed their military build-up posed no 
 threat to Ukraine and that Moscow’s security concerns of NATO’s decades long 
 eastward expansion to the Russian border were being ignored. Furthermore, as 
 we have detailed in this and past  Trends Journal  s,  NATO’s expansion was in 
 violation of past U.S./Russian agreements. See, in this issue, “RUSSIA: US 
 SPREADING ‘LARGE-SCALE DISINFORMATION CAMPAIGN’ TO DIVERT 
 ATTENTION FROM THEIR ‘OWN AGGRESSIVE ACTIONS’.” 

 The Market Front 

 Last week, U.S. stocks closed lower on Friday for the second consecutive day 
 as the labor department reported January’s inflation to be a 
 worse-than-expected 7.5 percent. 

 Reacting to the news, James Bullard, president of the Federal Reserve Bank of 
 St. Louis, said the Fed could consider raising interest rates by a full percentage 
 point by July, heightening investors’ fears that the U.S. Federal Reserve will raise 
 rates higher and faster than previously thought. 

 Concerns about interest rates are most clearly expressed in the bond market, 
 where the yield on 10-year treasury notes rose past 2 percent last week, a 
 33-percent gain since the year began. 

 The Dow Jones Industrial Average sank 1.43 percent, about 503 points, on 
 Friday. The NASDAQ surrendered 2.8 percent and the Standard & Poor’s 500 
 index dropped 1.9 percent. 
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 The S&P has fallen in four of the last six weeks and has tumbled 7.9 percent 
 from its 3 January high this year. The NASDAQ has slid 14.1 percent from its 
 peak last November, putting it firmly into a correction, defined as a decline of 10 
 percent or more from a recent high. 

 The Russians are Coming, The Russians are Coming! 

 The line from Washington of “imminent” war on the near horizon in Ukraine also 
 drained investors’ enthusiasm after “intelligence” reports that the government 
 refused to show, indicated Russia was ready to invade the country at any 
 moment. 

 Russia produces about 10 million barrels of oil a day that likely will be 
 sanctioned if it invades its neighbor as the U.S. says it will. Concerns over global 
 oil supplies pushed the benchmark Brent crude price above $95 a barrel Friday. 

 Thus, if the Russians invaded Ukraine as the U.S. claims they will do within a 
 week’s time, we maintain our forecast that Brent Crude will spike well above 
 $100 per barrel to the $125 per barrel range. 

 With the Russian invasion of Ukraine fear rising, equity market players started 
 taking money off the stock market table. 

 Also on Friday, the University of Michigan released its monthly survey of 
 consumer sentiment, which found consumers were more pessimistic about the 
 U.S. economy than they have been since 2011 during the Great Recession. 

 Abroad, the Euro Stoxx 600 and Shanghai Composite indexes closed last week 
 up 0.01 percent. Japan’s Nikkei 225 rose 0.14 percent and Hong Kong’s Hang 
 Seng index gained 1.2 percent. 

 The Dow Jones Industrial Average dove 300 points, or about 1 percent, on 
 Monday morning on news that the U.S. was moving its remaining skeleton 
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 diplomatic staff in Ukraine from Kiev west to the city of Lviv, closer to Europe. 
 Investors feared the news presaged Russia’s imminent attack. 

 The market climbed back to its opening level mid-day after Russian president 
 Vladimir Putin and foreign minister Sergey Lavrov appeared together and 
 indicated a diplomatic solution to the Ukraine crisis might still be negotiable. 

 In the afternoon, with Washington ramping up Russia will soon invade Ukraine 
 war-talk, the market tumbled again, at one point losing 400 points before 
 recovering to close the day down only 172 points, a fraction of 1 percent. 

 The Standard & Poor’s 500 index was down 0.4 percent for the day. The 
 NASDAQ closed flat. 

 Abroad, other markets followed a similar rollercoaster. 

 The pan-European Stoxx 600 index dropped about 2 percent early, then 
 recovered to end with a loss of 1.3 percent. Japan’s Nikkei 225 gave up a 
 fraction of a percent and closed the day essentially unchanged. 

 The Shanghai Composite index trended gently down through the day, closing off 
 0.007 percent. Hong Kong’s Hang Seng quickly shed 1 percent at the open, 
 then bumped through Monday to finish down 0.007 percent. 

 Oil won the day. March Brent crude futures moved up to $96.48, their highest 
 price since 2014. West Texas Intermediate, the U.S. benchmark, closed at 
 $94.77. 

 Today 

 On news today Russian Defense Ministry spokesman Igor Konashenkov said 
 troop drills on the Ukraine/Russian border were winding down and the troops 
 “have already begun loading onto rail and road transport and will begin moving 
 to their military garrisons today,” the Dow sprang up 422 points, while the S&P 
 500 and tech-heavy Nasdaq rose 1.58 percent and 2.53 percent respectively. 
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 GOLD/SILVER:  After hitting a several month high over  fear that a Russian 
 invasion of Ukraine was “imminent,” safe-haven asset gold went down $15.70 
 per ounce today, closing at $1,853 per ounce and silver dropped 1.92 percent to 
 close at $23.39 per ounce. 

 TREND FORECAST:  The spike in gold as a safe-haven  asset was exemplified as 
 war-talk fear intensified. It should be noted that while gold and silver prices rose, 
 bitcoin prices slightly decreased. 

 And today, despite wholesale prices hitting a 14 year high, both precious metals 
 declined. 

 We maintain our forecast that should interest rates radically rise as is now the 
 belief on The Street, it will crash the greatly overvalued equity markets which 
 have been artificially propped up with cheap money. However, as interest rates 
 rise before the crash, it will put downward pressure on precious metals since 
 interest rate hikes raise the opportunity cost of holding non-yielding bullion. 

 However, when higher interest rates crash Wall Street, Main Street will crash with 
 it, bringing down the residential real estate sector as well... which we forecast 
 will not be a crash. 

 On the commercial real estate side, with a portion of society still working 
 remotely, there will be strong downward pressure in that sector. Thus, we 
 maintain our forecast that even when the COVID War officially ends, remote work 
 will become a part of the future. Thus, the fewer commuters, the lower office 
 occupancy rates and the more it will hurt small businesses that rely on commuter 
 traffic. 

 Indeed, according to Kastle Systems, in the first week of this month, the office 
 occupancy rate was down 77 percent from its pre-COVID War levels in 10 major 
 U.S. cities. They also report that movie theater attendance is down 42 percent 
 from pre-COVID War days. 
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 And today, The Wall Street Journal noted that in Massachusetts the majority of 
 3,400 businesses that closed since March 2020 when the COVID War was 
 forcibly launched, have yet to reopen. 

 It should also be noted, the higher interest rates rise, the more it will cost the 
 U.S. government in interest on its $30 trillion debt. 

 And on the equity market front, we truly suspect the plunge protection team will 
 purchase equities as they plummet. 

 OIL:  The price of benchmark Brent crude oil passed  $95 a barrel last week, their 
 highest price since September 2014, after U.S. national security advisor Jake 
 Sullivan hit the airwaves... warning the world that Russia could invade Ukraine 
 “at any moment,” and urged Americans in Ukraine to leave at once. 

 West Texas Intermediate oil closed above $93 a barrel on Friday. 

 Russia delivers about 10 million barrels of oil a day into the world market. 

 If it invades Ukraine, the West would almost certainly slap sanctions on Russia’s 
 oil exports, disrupting and shrinking global supplies. 

 The prospect comes as several OPEC members are failing to reach their 
 assigned production levels, already tightening the world’s oil supply. 

 OPEC members and allied countries agreed last summer to add monthly 
 increments of 400,000 daily barrels to the world’s oil market as the global 
 economic recovery progressed. 

 However, Angola, Malaysia, and Nigeria consistently have failed to meet their 
 production targets, leaving the cartel group 900,000 barrels a day short of their 
 target output in January after falling 790,000 daily barrels behind in December. 

 Since the start of 2021, OPEC+ has failed to deliver 300 million barrels of oil that 
 it had pledged, according to figures from the International Energy Agency. 
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 Today, following news that Russia is winding down its military drill at the Ukraine 
 border Brent crude fell 3.33 percent to $93.15 per barrel while West Texas 
 Intermediate fell 3.80 percent to close at $91.83 per barrel... basically at the 
 same range as a week ago. 

 TREND FORECAST:  Despite oil prices falling from the  recent highs, they are still 
 up some 17 percent since the start of the year. If oil passes the psychological 
 $100-a-barrel milestone and continues to climb, it will spike inflation, thus 
 forcing central banks to radically raise interest rates to fight it... which will sharply 
 drive down equity markets and economies as money becomes too expensive to 
 borrow and the cost of servicing debt increases. 

 And according to CNN data exclusively shared to them, RMS indicates that if 
 Brent Crude hits $110 a barrel, inflation in the United States would exceed 10% 
 on a year-over-year basis. 

 BITCOIN:  Shortly following the massive Super Bowl  cryptocurrency advertising 
 campaign, Bitcoin climbed more than 4 percent to $44,115 per coin as we go to 
 press. 

 TREND FORECAST:  We maintain our forecast that bitcoin  will find strength to 
 hit new highs when it breaks above $55,500 per coin. We had also forecast, the 
 downward breakout point would be hit should prices fall below $25,000 per coin. 
 If they go that low, bitcoin could well fall back to the $10,000 range. 

 We also note this because the mainstream business media had forecast that 
 when bitcoin slid to the $33,000 range a few weeks ago, it was signaling an end 
 to cryptocurrency mania. 

 As we have been noting for over five years, a major factor in forecasting the 
 future price of bitcoin and other crypto currencies is dependent upon 
 government regulations. 
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 (For more crypto trends and forecasts, please see our TRENDS IN CRYPTOS 
 section.) 

 S&P STOCK PRICES SAGGED TO THEIR LOWEST IN ALMOST TWO YEARS 

 The Standard & Poor’s 500 stock index 
 traded in late January as low as 19.3 times 
 expected earnings over the next 12 months, 
 its first dip below 20 since April 2020, 
 according to data service FactSet. 

 The index entered 2022 at a 21.5 multiple and still remains above the five-year 
 average of 18.9. 

 As of 12 February, the S&P was off 2.2 percent for the year. 

 Investors will need to see “robust profit growth” to reignite a bull market,  The 
 Wall Street Journal  said, which will be a challenge  during a time of rampant 
 inflation and rising interest rates. 

 Markets also are jittery about the prospects of war in Ukraine, the  WSJ  noted. 

 “Now that we’re talking about higher interest rates, future earnings aren’t as 
 concrete or as clear, so people aren’t paying that elevated multiple,” Megan 
 Horneman, chief investment officer at Verdence Capital Advisors, told the  WSJ  . 

 The S&P’s best-performing sectors this year have been those that closed 2021 
 with the lowest price-to-earnings ratios. 

 Energy stocks were trading at 11 times earnings at the end of the year and are 
 up 26 percent in 2022; financials, the only other sector in positive territory this 
 year, ended last year at 14.7 times earnings and have eked out a 2.2-percent 
 gain. 
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 Exxon’s share price has risen 31 percent this year and Bank of America’s price 
 has added 7.7 percent. 

 In contrast, Microsoft has shed 12 percent, Tesla has given up 19 percent, and 
 Meta has plummeted 35 percent. 

 On 10 February, treasury bond yields broke up through 2 percent for the first 
 time since 2019. 

 Rising yields weaken share prices, especially for tech stocks, because investors 
 expect higher bond rates to lower companies’ future cash flows. 

 S&P companies’ profits will grow by 8.8 percent this year, analysts told the  WSJ  , 
 compared with a record 47 percent in 2021 that was driven in part by federal 
 stimulus payments, grants, and loan guarantees. 

 TREND FORECAST:  We repeat our long-standing forecast  that when Fed rates 
 break above 1.5 percent to 2 percent, the equity and housing markets will 
 sharply contract and the U.S. economy will lurch toward recession.  

 As inflation and interest rates rise, the U.S. debt burden will hobble GDP growth, 
 public spending, and devalue the dollar. 

 The U.S. national debt has topped $30 trillion, as we reported in  “U.S. Public 
 Debt Tops $30 Trillion. Who Cares?”  (8 Feb 2022),  and consumer debt has now 
 reached $15.6 trillion, having added $1 trillion in 2021 alone. Thus, the higher 
 interest rates rise the more it will cost to service the public debt and private 
 adjustable debt. 

 As inflation and rising interest rates both rise, consumer spending—which 
 historically accounts for as much as 70 percent of the U.S. GDP—will slow, 
 adding to pressures pushing the country toward recession. 
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 INTEREST RATE HIKES COMING, THE WORST IS YET TO COME 

 January’s 7.5-percent inflation pace all but 
 guarantees that the U.S. Federal Reserve 
 will raise its key interest rate next month 
 from the 0.25 percent where the Fed has 
 held it since March 2020. 

 The remaining variable is the size of the rate 
 hike. 

 Traditionally, the Fed raises its rate by a quarter of a percentage point at a time. 

 However, reacting to January’s 40-year record inflation rate, James Bullard, 
 president of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, suggested the Fed could 
 consider a half-point raise in March and also could raise rates between its 
 scheduled bimonthly meetings. 

 The central bank has not bumped rates by half a point at a time since 2000. 

 “We are going to have to be far more nimble and far more reactive to data,” 
 Bullard said in a Bloomberg interview. 

 “There was a time when the committee would have reacted to something like 
 this by having a meeting right now and raising rates right now,” he said. 

 On 10 February, the yield on the two-year treasury note—which is finely tuned to 
 potential near-term changes in interest rates—jumped from 1.346 percent to 
 1.560, the biggest one-day increase since 2009. 

 A day later, yields on 10-year treasuries broke above 2 percent for the first time 
 since summer 2019. 
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 Also on 11 February, interest-rate futures markets had priced in an almost 
 50-percent probability that next month’s rate hike will be greater than 0.25 
 percent, compared with a 25-percent probability that prevailed two days earlier. 

 The probability rose to 90 percent late in the day after Bullard’s comments were 
 publicized. 

 Clogs in the global supply chain will continue to drive inflation through the first 
 several months of this year, Fed chair Jerome Powell said in a press briefing last 
 month. 

 “The Fed is deeply behind the curve on inflation,” Timothy Duy, chief economist 
 at SGH Macro Advisors, said to  The Wall Street Journal  .  “There is no other story 
 at this point.” 

 Seven Shot 

 Traders are betting that the U.S. Federal Reserve will raise interest rates by 0.25 
 percentage points seven times this year, Bloomberg reported. 

 Goldman Sachs agrees, upping its forecast to seven Fed rate hikes instead of 
 the five it had predicted in December. 

 Bank of America’s analysts predict seven rate bumps this year and another four 
 in 2023. 

 Pricing of overnight index swaps on 11 February showed traders expect the 
 Fed’s main interest rate will end the year at 1.84 percent, compared to the 
 effective 0.08 percent it holds today. 

 Yields on 10-year treasury bonds briefly zoomed to 2.05 percent on 11 February 
 before settling back to close at 1.92 percent. The rate had broken through 2 
 percent the day before for the first time since 2019. 

 Bond yields rise as bond prices fall. 
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 Last week’s developments pushed yields for two-year bonds higher, as those 
 are sensitive to Fed policy shifts. The rise in yields narrowed the gap between 
 yields on five-year and 30-year bonds, a shift that indicates traders expect 
 economic growth to slow. 

 Inflation is nearing its peak and will ease down to 4.8 percent this year and 2.4 
 percent by the end of 2023, according to traders and analysts Bloomberg 
 surveyed. 

 TREND FORECAST:  After too many months of ignoring  inflation to nurture the 
 equity market rise and artificially boost the economy, the Fed must now run to 
 catch up. 

 If February’s inflation rate remains above 7 percent, the Fed is more likely to raise 
 its base interest rate by half a percentage point. If inflation eases back under 5 
 percent this month, The Street will bet that the Fed will stick with a quarter-point 
 bump and monitor the economy’s reaction while it prepares for decision-time in 
 future meetings. 

 However, we expect sharp interest rate rises which will hit the economy in the 
 late third quarter and for the Fed to sharply lower interest rates in the run up to 
 the 2024 Presidential Reality Show®. 

 JANUARY INFLATION WORST IN 40 YEARS 

 Inflation ran at 7.5 percent in January, year 
 over year, its fastest pace since February 
 1982, topping December’s 7-percent rate. 

 Used-car prices soared 40 percent year on 
 year; the cost of energy climbed 29 percent. 
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 Overall food costs shot up 7 percent, their sharpest annual gain since 1981, with 
 grocery prices rising 7.4 percent and restaurant menu prices up 8 percent. 

 A dramatic rise in residential rents added almost a third of last month’s inflation 
 figure, Aichi Amemiya, Nomura Securities’ senior economist, said to The  Wall 
 Street Journal  . Rental vacancies dropped to 5.6 percent,  the lowest since the 
 1980s. 

 The Consumer Price Index rose 0.6 percent in January from December, the 
 same rate as the month before. 

 Inflation’s near-record rate boosted chances that the U.S. Federal Reserve will 
 act quickly and dramatically to raise interest rates, a concern that weighed on 
 equity markets and sent bond prices to their highest in more than two years (see 
 related story in this issue). 

 By some measures, the U.S. economy is doing well. 

 It grew by 5.5 percent last year, faster than in any year since 1984. Businesses 
 added 1.6 million jobs in 2021’s final quarter. Employers have raised wages 5.1 
 percent in the year ending 31 January to attract and hold scarce workers. 

 However, dramatic wage gains over the last year have failed to match inflation, 
 leaving workers with less usable income despite fatter paychecks. 

 That sets conditions for a wage-price spiral, in which workers demand more pay 
 to cover rising costs, forcing businesses to raise prices to pay workers more. 

 Almost three-quarters of 133 large-corporation CEOs surveyed by the 
 Conference Board said the Fed’s pending rate hikes will not immediately rein in 
 inflation. 

 Instead, they cited supply chain woes and rising labor costs as key factors. 
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 TRENDPOST:  At his December 2020 press conference, Fed chair Jerome 
 Powell pointed to “disinflationary pressures around the globe” and said “it’s not 
 going to be easy to have inflation move up.” 

 A month later, with inflation on the move well above the Fed’s 2-percent target 
 rate, Powell said it was only “temporary.” 

 In July, with inflation running at 5 percent, Powell told a Congressional 
 committee that “we really do believe that these things will come down of their 
 own accord as the economy reopens,” he noted.  

 Treasury secretary Janet Yellin echoed his mistaken view in a 24 October CNN 
 interview, describing high inflation as “temporary” (  “Powell, Yellin Agree: Higher 
 Inflation Ahead,”  26 Oct 2021). 

 Wrong, wrong, wrong, and wrong. 

 As we noted in  “Fed: Stronger Economy, Steady Rates”  (23 Mar 2021), Fed 
 officials predicted overall U.S. inflation in 2021 would be 2.4 percent. 

 Instead, it topped 6 percent in October and has averaged 4.1 percent from 
 January through October. 

 Until November, Powell and the Fed’s Open Market Committee were referring to 
 inflation as “temporary,” which became “transitory,” a more useful weasel word 
 as what Powell had called “temporary” stretched into its 10th month. 

 In 30 November testimony to Congress, Powell admitted it was “probably a good 
 time to retire” the Fed’s characterization of inflation as transitory. 

 In fact, considering his inaccuracy, it is “probably a time to retire” Powell, but 
 president Joe Biden has reappointed Powell for another term as Fed-Head of the 
 Bankster Bandits. 
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 As we noted in  “The Powell Push: For Better or Worse”  (7 Dec 2021), the Fed’s 
 credibility has become another casualty of the COVID War. 

 TREND FORECAST:  The Fed has woken up too late to the  reality of inflation’s 
 threat, having called it “temporary,” then “transitory,” through almost all of 2021, 
 as we have documented in  “Inflation Tsunami Approaching”  (4 May 2021), 
 “Inflation Soon To Get Much Worse”  (18 May 2021),  “Fed Officials Send Mixed 
 Signals on Policy Shift”  (29 Jun 2021),  “When Will  Fed End Cheap Money 
 Policy?”  (27 Jul 2021), and in many of our  “Market  Overview”  sections. 

 Because the Fed is entering the inflation fight late, prices will continue to rise 
 sharply through the first half of this year. 

 Part of the rise will be due to consumers rushing to finance cars, homes, and 
 other big-ticket items before rates go up, so increased demand will drive prices 
 still higher while supply chains are still snarled. 

 Also, a shortage of key raw materials, from nickel to copper to computer chips 
 will keep pushing factory costs higher, as we have documented in articles such 
 as  “Commodities Supercycle Underway?”  (11 May 2021),  “Nickel is the New 
 Gold”  (21 Sep 2021), and  “Chip Shortage Slashes Economic  Outlook”  (2 Nov 
 2021). 

 INFLATION ADDS AVERAGE $276 TO PLANTATION WORKERS OF 
 SLAVELANDIA 

 In the dead-woke world of the Presidential 
 Reality Show®, where the President takes 
 the stage to brag about strong GDP growth 
 and rising wages for the plantation workers 
 of Slavelandia, the average U.S. household 
 is laying out an extra $276 a month to 
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 cover the rise in prices over the past year, according to a study released last 
 week by Moody’s Analytics. 

 Prices have increased across virtually all categories, including for basic items 
 such as clothing, fuel, groceries, and housing (see related story in this issue). 

 U.S. inflation soared to a 40-year high of 7.5 percent in January and has been 
 above 5 percent for the past eight months. 

 The study compared average household expenses under 7.5-percent inflation 
 with the same expenses when inflation was 2.1 percent, its average rate through 
 2018 and 2019. 

 Middle-class households felt the pinch the most, paying 6.7 percent more in 
 December, a half-point more than lower and higher income groups. And in 2020, 
 median household income had its sharpest decline on record. 

 The middle class also is paying more for gasoline and used vehicles. Higher 
 earners tend to buy new cars, prices for which increased at a lesser pace, the 
 study noted. 

 Higher-earning households spent more on restaurant meals and recreation, 
 costs of which rose less than inflation overall. 

 Hispanic households saw inflation at a rate of 7.1 percent, also due to the rising 
 cost of fuel and used cars. 

 Consumers ages 35 through 44 were hit hardest, paying 6.9 percent more 
 overall, though younger consumers saw their costs rise almost as much. 

 Adults 65 and older were burdened by a 5.8-percent inflation rate, with 16 
 percent of their incomes devoted to healthcare. 

 TREND FORECAST:  Remember the 1992, Bill Clinton campaign  theme? “It’s 
 the economy, stupid.” 
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 Now, 30 years later, with the upcoming midterm Congressional elections, “It’s 
 the economy, stupid,” because economic reality consists of what consumers feel 
 in their wallets, and inflation will be the chief issue in this year’s political freak 
 show. 

 Democrats will reverse course in the weeks ahead, downplaying plans to spend 
 trillions more on social infrastructure and talking up job creation, wage growth, 
 and other larger indicators of economic improvement. 

 Although Republicans have offered no plans to counter inflation, or any kind of 
 blueprint for governance, they stand to reap the benefits of the $276 “inflation 
 tax” that the Fed has helped to charge us with. 

 However, in the lead up to the 2024 Presidential Reality Show®, we forecast 
 interest rates will dramatically drop so those in control of the White House now 
 can stay there for another four years. 

 TOP 2022 TREND: THE CONSUMER SPENDING SHUFFLE 

 U.S. consumer spending on basic and 
 essential goods and services such as 
 clothing, food, housing, transportation, and 
 utilities rose to a record proportion of 
 household incomes, according to a 
 December survey by the Federal Reserve 
 Bank of New York. 

 Spending on cars, furniture, home repairs, and other major expenses had 
 dropped, consumers reported. 

 Households surveyed also are less likely than previously to make major 
 purchases in the four months ahead. 
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 Households’ reprioritized spending plans reflect our  “Top 2022 Trend”  of 
 self-sufficiency: consumers are trimming expenses and conserving funds so 
 they can better weather the next financial crisis. 

 Fewer than one household in five—less than 20 percent—are planning to spend 
 for a vacation this year, compared with 27.8 percent in August 2020 and 25.2 
 percent in December 2019. 

 The survey also found a record gap between planned spending on “must have” 
 versus “want to have” items. 

 Although shoppers are spending a little more at grocery stores, the number of 
 items in the typical shopping cart has fallen, according to data service IRI, with 
 consumers foregoing snacks, cut flowers, and bottled water, among other frills, 
 Bloomberg noted. 

 Also, consumers are switching from name brands to generic or store-brand 
 versions of the same products, IRI found, and shopping more at discount food 
 stores such as Aldi and Lidl. 

 Beef and pork, among the most costly meats, have seen prices rise fastest and 
 sales decline quickly, with consumers choosing poultry, prices for which have 
 been rising more slowly, Bloomberg said. 

 TREND FORECAST:  Consumers will be spending less as  inflation keeps its 
 steady pace. Therefore, even when inflation comes down from its 40 year highs, 
 it will still be higher than wage gains, thus putting more downward pressure on 
 consumer spending. And as we forecast, should Brent Crude oil prices spike 
 above $100 per barrel, it will bring down consumer spending. 
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 HOME PRICE RISE CONTINUES. END IS NEAR? 

 The median sale price of an existing 
 single-family home was $361,700 in 2021’s 
 fourth quarter, a 14.6-percent gain from a 
 year earlier, in 181 of the 183 metro areas 
 watched by the National Association of 
 Realtors (NAR), the association reported. 

 However, the price was slightly less than the $363,000 median set in last year’s 
 third quarter. 

 In 67 of the areas, prices rose more than 10 percent year on year, compared to 
 78 percent in the third quarter, indicating a slight easing of price gains. 

 The typical mortgage payment in the quarter was $1,240, compared to $1,039 
 the year before, the NAR said. 

 Mortgage interest rates are expected to rise when the U.S. Federal Reserve 
 boosts its benchmark rate, almost certainly next month, “which likely will have 
 an adverse impact on home buyer demand,” Sam Khater, chief economist at the 
 Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation. 

 Active listings in January were 29 percent fewer than a year earlier as home 
 buyers hurried to lock in deals before rates go up, according to online brokerage 
 Redfin. 

 Millions of Millennials entering their prime home-buying years and the shift to 
 remote work are keeping demand for houses strong,  The Wall Street Journal 
 noted. 

 TREND FORECAST:  We maintain our forecast that when  the Fed rates 
 significantly rise to 1.5 percent, 2 percent range, it will bring down the housing 
 boom... not destroy it, but slow it and bring home prices down. 
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 But not down dramatically, since unlike the real estate bubble that helped ignite 
 the Panic of ’08, this time those who bought houses could afford them... there 
 were no subprime mortgage deals during this COVID War home buying spree. 

 The continuing demand for homes by employees who are part of the new 
 remote workforce emphasizes our long-standing forecast that the market for 
 commercial office space will permanently shrink. 

 The consequences of that loss include a loss of income for landlords, both from 
 empty office suites and from having to charge lower rents to lure tenants. 
 Investors will eat their losses. 

 Office towers in cities where they once anchored an economy, such as New York 
 and San Francisco, will see property values slide; those cities will lose property 
 taxes, a key source of revenue, forcing either higher taxes on remaining 
 landlords, cuts to public services, or both. 

 We have detailed the gradual decline of urban office economies in articles such 
 as  “Office Workers’ Slow Return Endangers Landlords,  City Finances”  (9 Mar 
 2021),  “New York Office Vacancies Set Record”  (13  Jul 2021) and  “Will Delta 
 Variant Kill Commercial Office Space?”  (3 Aug 2021). 

 MIDDLE-INCOME BUYERS TOO POOR TO BUY HOMES 

 At the end of 2021, there were 411,000 
 fewer homes on the market that were 
 affordable for households making $75,000 
 to $100,000 a year, compared to the end of 
 2019, according to a study released 7 
 February by the National Association of 
 Realtors (NAR). 
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 Households in that income category could afford 51 percent of the houses for 
 sale in December, the NAR said, compared to 58 percent two years earlier. 

 That 7-point drop was not as bad as the 8-point loss by households earning 
 $100,00 to $125,000, which could qualify for only 63 percent of homes for sale 
 at the end of 2021 instead of 71 percent, as they could on 31 December, 2020. 

 At 2019’s close, there was one affordable home on the market for every 24 
 households earning $75,000 to $100,000, NAR figures showed. 

 By the end of 2021, that number was one affordable home for every 65 
 households earning in that bracket. 

 The study assumed that buyers would qualify for a 30-year, fixed-rate mortgage 
 and spend no more than 30 percent of their income to pay for principal and 
 interest, property taxes, and homeowner’s insurance. 

 The 30-percent figure is one benchmark lenders typically use to determine a 
 potential buyer’s ability to afford a home. 

 Since 2019, affordability has worsened for every income group other than the 
 wealthiest, while the shrinking number of homes on the market made it harder to 
 buy a home for every income group, the NAR found. 

 The number of homes for sale was smaller than usual before the COVID era 
 began; then people seized on low mortgage rates and the chance to work from 
 home to flood into the housing market, driving up prices and slashing 
 availability, especially for starter and mid-price homes. 

 The COVID War also made lenders more cautious about who to grant mortgages 
 to, favoring buyers with lofty incomes and huge cash down payments. 

 Those locked out of the housing market found themselves in a double bind: the 
 cost of rent was soaring with demand, and higher rents left them less able to 
 save the cash needed to make a down payment on a house. 
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 “At the end of the day, there are fewer houses that you can afford,” Nadia 
 Evangelou, NAR’s director of forecasting said to  The  Wall Street Journal  . “You 
 have fewer options.” 

 In the fourth quarter, the typical monthly mortgage payment for a single-family 
 home rose to $1,240, from $1,039 a year earlier, NAR said. 

 TRENDPOST:  Among the factors adding to the shortage  of houses that modest- 
 and middle-income families can afford has been private equity firms’ entry into 
 the residential real estate market. 

 We have documented the trend extensively: as home prices rose, private equity 
 firms began snapping them up, often snatching a house from a family that 
 already had made an offer. 

 The firms then rent the houses back to the failed buyers at premium rental rates. 

 This tactic has reconfigured the housing market for years, and perhaps 
 generations, to come. 

 Renters are paying top rates because the U.S. is in the midst of a long-term 
 housing shortage. Materials, labor, and especially land to build new houses are in 
 acute short supply. 

 TREND FORECAST:  Demand for rental homes will keep  prices high, making it 
 harder and harder for renters to save enough cash to make a down payment on a 
 home for which the price is now at record levels. 

 This is likely to create at least one generation of renters instead of homeowners, 
 depriving these households of the main way in which Americans build and store 
 wealth: by creating equity through home ownership. 

 To trace the development of this trend and explore its meaning, see our past 
 coverage: 
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 ●  “Real Estate Investors Choosing Single-Family Rental Homes”  (13 Oct 
 2020) 

 ●  “Invitation Homes to Buy $1 Billion Worth of Houses This Year”  (1 Jun 
 2021) 

 ●  “Blackstone Extends Reach Into Housing Market”  (29  Jun 2021) 
 ●  “Private Equity Partners Target $5 Billion in Rental Houses”  (27 Jul 2021) 
 ●  “Residential Rental Rates Skyrocketing”  (10 Aug 2021) 
 ●  “Rents Soar as Investors Buy Properties and Raise Rates”  (14 Sep 2021) 
 ●  “Investors Now Targeting Off-Campus Student Housing”  (14 Sep 2021) 
 ●  “Rents Soaring. What’s Next?”  (21 Sep 2021) 
 ●  “Single-Family Rental Homes: Investments Galore”  (16  Nov 2021) 
 ●  “Home Sales Up as Money Gang Gobbles Up Houses”  (23  Nov 2021) 
 ●  “Rents on the Rise”  (11 Jan 2022) 

 And, the cost of materials continues to drive up home prices. While lumber 
 prices are down from their highs, they are rising once again... up nearly 30% for 
 the month, which is consistent with a broader rally in global commodity prices. 

 AS FED RAISES INTEREST, SAVERS WON’T BENEFIT AS BANKSTERS 
 CASH IN 

 Although the U.S. Federal Reserve will raise 
 interest rates this year, banks are unlikely to 
 raise interest rates on savings accounts or 
 CDs,  The Wall Street Journal  said. 

 Banks just don’t need to offer higher returns 
 to attract more money. 

 During the COVID War, the U.S. savings rate reached near-record levels, padded 
 by government stimulus checks. 
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 Deposits at American commercial banks now sit at $18.1 trillion, compared to 
 $13.3 trillion as 2020 began, the  WSJ  said. 

 Instead of rewarding savers with higher rates, banks are expected to use their 
 growing revenue to invest in their operations and revive their profit margins. 

 Banks skimped on both in recent years. 

 Interest rates on loans were low before the COVID era; then the U.S. Federal 
 Reserve sank rates close to zero in March 2020 when much of the commercial 
 lending market collapsed. 

 As a result, savings accounts at U.S. banks paid an average interest of 0.06 
 percent at the end of 2021, the  WSJ  noted. Returns  on so-called high-yield 
 accounts were paying about 1.5 percent two years ago; now the average is 0.5 
 percent, a two-thirds reduction. 

 Now banks are reporting an increase in loan applications during the last three 
 months of 2021, a trend they see continuing—and boosting their revenue. 

 However, “you’re not going to see [interest banks pay on deposit accounts] 
 jump with any sort of magnitude until banks have many more loans on the 
 books than they do today,” Peter Gilchrist, in charge of retail deposits for 
 banking consultancy Curinos, told the  WSJ  . 

 Banks operate, and book profits, in the space between what they charge 
 borrowers and what they pay depositors. 

 Waiting  for interest on savings accounts to increase  “will be a long haul,” chief 
 analyst Greg McBride at Bankrate told  The New York  Times  . 

 Small and online banks are likely to raise rates on deposits sooner than large 
 national banks, he said. 
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 TREND FORECAST:  Once again, the “too big to fail” banksters cash in. Another 
 case of “trickle-down economics,” in which Bigs pay themselves first and 
 Slavelandia’s plantation workers get the leavings. 
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 TRENDS ON THE GLOBAL 
 ECONOMIC FRONT 

 EU CUTS 2022 GROWTH FORECAST AS INFLATION RAGES ON 

 Energy prices will be “a more protracted drag” on the European Union’s (EU’s) 
 economy this year, moving the European Commission (EC) to trim its 2022 
 growth forecast from 4.3 percent to an even 4. 

 The rate will slow further to 2.8 percent in 2023 and 2.7 percent in 2024, the EC 
 predicted, as the EU’s economy recovers from the COVID-era shutdown and 
 supply chains unclog. 

 Energy prices rose 26 percent year over year in December and will remain 
 elevated at least until 2023, the EU said. 

 The EU’s inflation rate will peak at 3.9 percent this year and at 3.5 percent 
 among the 19 countries that share the euro currency, the commission said, 
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 higher than previously forecast, before settling at 1.9 percent in the EU and 1.7 
 percent among the 19 Eurozone countries next year. 

 The forecasts heighten pressure on the European Central Bank to raise its 
 interest rate from the -0.50 percent, where it has lain since 2014. 

 The bank has insisted that it will not raise rates this year, but a recent statement 
 by bank president Christine Lagarde indicated the bank’s ruling committee 
 might soften that stance, as we reported in  “ECB About  Face: Interest Rate 
 Hikes”  (8 Feb 2022). 

 After the COVID wave passes and supply lines clear, Europe will enter “a 
 prolonged and robust expansionary phase” as consumers resume spending and 
 labor markets strengthen, the EC’s statement said. 

 The EU’s GDP returned to its pre-COVID level last summer and is expected to 
 surpass 2019’s output in all 27 member states before 2023, the EU said. 

 However, swelling energy prices will keep inflation above 3 percent across the 
 region until at least the third quarter, the EU cautioned. 

 TREND FORECAST:  Although Europe’s recovery lags those  of the U.S. and 
 China, reality will force the ECB to increase rates this year as energy prices 
 continue to press inflation higher. 

 Because inflation is already curtailing consumer spending (see related article in 
 this issue), any rate boost has a greater chance of derailing Europe’s economic 
 recovery. 

 Therefore, the ECB’s initial rate hike, even if it is 50 basis points, will bring the 
 rate to just zero! If that increase is tolerated and does not bring down the EU 
 economy, the ECB will continue to raise rates a little at a time until Europe’s 
 economy shows signs of going into reverse. 
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 TIGHTEN POLICY NOW, BUNDESBANK CHIEF SAYS 

 Europe’s central banks need to stop 
 economic stimulus programs now, begin a 
 “normalization” of monetary policies, and 
 tighten the European Union’s (EU’s) fiscal 
 rules to ensure they are being adhered to, 
 Joachim Nagel, the new head Germany’s 

 Bundesbank central bank, said in an interview last week with the  Die Zeit 
 newspaper. 

 “The economy is recovering,” he said. “The job markets are looking good. That 
 is why monetary policy can become less expansive.” 

 When the European Central Bank’s (ECB’s) governing committee meets on 10 
 March, Nagel will call on it “to end net bond purchases in 2022,” he said, “then 
 interest rates could rise this year.” 

 Also, “when we put this [COVID] crisis behind us, it will be time to reduce high 
 government debt ratios and rebuild buffers,” he added. 

 Last week, Nagel added his voice to that of other ECB committee members 
 calling for more immediate action than the committee as a whole has chosen to 
 adopt. 

 In recent press comments, ECB president Christine Lagarde refused to reiterate 
 her long-standing insistence that the bank would not raise rates this year, as we 
 noted in  “ECB About Face: Interest Rate Hikes”  (8  Feb 2022). 

 The bank could stop net bond purchases and lift its key interest rate to zero this 
 year from the -0.50 percent where it has been since 2014, analysts told the 
 Financial Times  . 
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 Nagel also called on the EU to enact tougher rules that would “better ensure that 
 high government debt ratios are reduced.” 

 Nagel’s comment takes an opposite view from the central banks of France and 
 Italy, which want looser rules to allow greater government investment in national 
 economies. 

 The rules are due to be renegotiated next year. 

 TRENDPOST:  The Bundesbank has always been skeptical  of negative interest 
 rates and central banks’ bond-buying sprees. And, they have noted repeatedly 
 that the zero and negative rates hurt the average public, since they get no 
 interest on the extra cash they have while benefiting the “Bigs” who borrow 
 cheaply... and keep growing bigger with record levels of mergers and 
 acquisitions. 

 TOP 2022 TREND: EUROPE WILL INVEST €43 BILLION IN CHIP 
 MANUFACTURING 

 The European Commission (EC) has 
 announced €43 billion in funding to build 
 new plants to make advanced computer 
 chips that will power next-generation 
 smartphones, appliances, and electric 

 vehicles. 

 The move aligns with our  “Top 2022 Trend”  of households,  businesses, and 
 nations moving toward economic self-sufficiency. 

 The COVID War “painfully exposed the vulnerability” of Europe’s chip supply 
 chain, EC president Ursula von der Leyen said in announcing the allotment. 
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 Under the plan, the EC and national governments will spend €11 billion to build 
 three chip factories that any company could use. 

 Then, by 2030, businesses and national governments would be obligated to 
 invest an additional €32 billion. 

 The proposal also alters EC rules to allow government subsidies for companies 
 building and operating the plants and requires companies to prioritize European 
 customers in the event of another chip shortage. 

 The scramble to secure the EC’s new plants has sparked concerns of a “race to 
 the bottom” as countries offer tax breaks and other incentives to lure 
 manufacturers. 

 However, EC rules governing competition allow for customized approaches in 
 special cases, Margarethe Vestager, EC commissioner for competition, said in 
 comments quoted by the  Financial Times  . 

 Big semiconductor plants are pricey and “would not exist in Europe if we did not 
 do something,” she said. 

 U.S. chip colossus Intel already has announced a $20-billion plan to build two 
 factories in Germany, with research labs and support services targeted to 
 France, Italy, or the Netherlands. 

 In the U.S., the Biden administration has proposed a $52-billion outlay to 
 subsidize strengthening and expanding the domestic chip industry; other 
 governments also are following suit. 

 TRENDPOST:  Europe’s plan reflects our  “Top 2022 Trend”  of countries moving 
 aggressively to develop  “Self-Sufficient economies”  in the wake of the lingering 
 supply-chain chaos created by the COVID crisis. 

 Global vulnerabilities will continue for months; the supply chain snarl will last at 
 least through this year, according to the World Trade Organization, as we 
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 reported in  “Supply Chain Snarls Will Last Longer Than Expected, WTO Head 
 Says”  (8 Feb 2022). These supply-line kinks make it  more urgent than ever for 
 nations to become self-sufficient in key supplies and materials. 

 TREND FORECAST:  Households, companies, and nations  will continue to shift 
 their behavior from “just in time”—keeping minimal supplies on hand and being 
 ready to buy more as the need arises—to “just in case,” stockpiling essentials to 
 prepare for the next virus or government-ordered lockdown. 

 RUSSIA RAISES RATES, AGAIN 

 The Bank of Russia announced on 11 
 February that it will raise its base interest 
 rate from 8.5 percent to 9.5 in its ongoing 
 attempt to lasso inflation, which edged up 
 from 8.4 percent in December to 8.7 
 percent in January. 

 The bank has raised its rate seven times in the past year, first moving it from 
 4.25 to 4.5 percent last March, with little success in taming price increases. We 
 tracked the increases in articles such as  “Russia  Boosts Interest Rate”  (23 Mar 
 2021),  “Russia Raises Interest Rate to Tamp Down  Inflation”  (15 Jun 2021), and 
 “Russia Boosts Interest Rate to 6.5 Percent”  (27 Jul  2021). 

 If Russia invades Ukraine, western sanctions will weaken the ruble and drive 
 inflation higher,  The Wall Street Journal  noted. 

 Yields on Russia’s government bonds have risen in recent days, reflecting a 
 “geopolitical premium,” bank governor Elvira Nabiullina told a press briefing 
 cited by the  WSJ  . 

 Even if sanctions are not imposed, the bank could raise rates again due to rising 
 wages in Russia’s tight jobs market, she said. 
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 TRENDPOST:  Russia’s central bank has raised rates  seven times and still not 
 gotten a grip on inflation. That does not bode well for the U.S. Federal Reserve’s 
 ability to beat back price growth with the Fed starting when U.S. inflation already 
 is at 7.5 percent after a year-long running start. 

 TURKEY’S BONDS DOWNGRADED. WORSE TO COME 

 On 12 February, ratings agency Fitch 
 lowered Turkey’s sovereign bond ratings 
 deeper into junk status, dropping them from 
 BB- to B+, putting the G20 nation on the 
 same credit footing as Benin and Rwanda. 

 The lower rating will increase Turkey’s 
 borrowing cost, an especially painful consequence because Turkey depends on 
 foreign lending to keep its economy afloat. 

 Fitch also issued a negative outlook for Turkey’s bonds, meaning they could be 
 downgraded even more. 

 The country’s official inflation rate stood at 21.31 percent last month, although 
 private groups have pegged it as high as 48.7 percent, as we reported in 
 “Turkey: A Crime to Tell the Economic Truth?”  (5 Oct  2021). 

 Many citizens have all but abandoned the lira, Turkey’s currency, and instead are 
 doing business in dollars and even Bitcoin. (  “Turks  Dump Lira to Buy Crypto,”  18 
 Jan 2022.) 

 Fitch also said in its statement announcing the downgrade that Turkey’s plan to 
 revive its currency through bank-account savings plans that make up deposits’ 
 losses due to inflation will not “sustainably ease macroeconomic and financial 
 stability risks.” 
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 We noted Turkey’s novel, if desperate, savings plan in  “Turkey’s Markets Crash, 
 Currency Crisis”  (21 Dec 2021) and  “Turkish Lira Pauses  Its Decline; Erdogan 
 Fires Statistics Chief”  (1 Feb 2022). 

 The lira, Turkey’s currency, lost about 44 percent of its value against the dollar in 
 2021. The savings scheme slowed the lira’s fall but has not definitively halted it. 

 Turkey’s fiscal distress is due to president Recep Erdogan’s long-standing 
 insistence that low interest rates cure inflation, a notion that defies both basic 
 economic theory and Turkey’s economic experience. 

 Erdogan fired three governors of the central bank in a matter of months when 
 they failed to hew to his insistence on a series of interest rate cuts. The sackings 
 were followed by flights of foreign investment and the lira’s accelerated slide. 

 We documented these episodes in  “Turkey’s Financial  Markets Crash After 
 Agbal Firing”  (30 Mar 2021) and  “Turkey: Another Day,  Another Central Bankster 
 Fired”  (1 Jun 2021). 

 The rate cuts have brought the central bank’s main rate to 14 percent, giving 
 lira-denominated investments a real return of about -35 percent, according to 
 the  Financial Times  . 

 Turkey’s current monetary policies “could entrench inflation at high levels [and] 
 increase the exposure of public finances to exchange-rate depreciation,” 
 exhaust public confidence in the lira, and force the country to continue to drain 
 its foreign currency reserves to buy lira to shore up its value, Fitch warned. 

 Erdogan maintains that he is pioneering a “new economic model” and that the 
 weak lira will boost Turkey’s exports and encourage employment. 

 About 11.2 percent of the country’s workforce was jobless at the end of 2021. 
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 TREND FORECAST:  As we noted in  “Turkey: The Famous Lira Dive”  (23 Nov 
 2021), the country’s crashing currency and soaring inflation continue to roil an 
 increasingly chaotic and unstable Turkish socioeconomic and geopolitical 
 environment. Foreign investors are pulling their cash out before Turkey’s 
 economy crumbles completely. 

 As the global economic recovery decelerates—and as inflation keeps rising 
 across the globe—the lira and Turkey’s economy will continue to decline. 
 Ongoing COVID outbreaks will worsen Turkey’s plight; nearly 13 percent of its 
 GDP rests on travel and tourism. 

 Erdogan’s domestic popularity recently fell to a two-year low and will continue to 
 sink with citizens’ economic prospects. 

 For that reason, look for Erdogan to become more belligerent in his comments 
 and actions directed at foreign “enemies.” As Gerald Celente often says, “When 
 all else fails, they take you to war.” 

 BACKLOG AT CALIFORNIA PORTS EASES 

 On 8 February, the number of container 
 ships waiting to enter ports at Los Angeles 
 and Long Beach fell to 78 from the peak of 
 109 a month earlier, the Marine Exchange 
 of Southern California reported. 

 The backlog is the smallest since 11 
 November, according to  The Wall Street Journal  . 

 It is unclear whether the slowdown is a continuing trend or only a lull due to 
 Asia’s factory slowdowns during the lunar new year holiday, the exchange said. 
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 Ships are still waiting an average of 18 days for a berth in the ports. Before the 
 COVID era, any wait was rare. 

 The backlogs have contributed to inflation as adequate supplies of goods have 
 been unable to reach consumers, creating shortages and driving up prices for 
 items that were on hand. 

 The port clogs will continue at least until June, CEO Soren Skou of shipper 
 Moller-Maersk said in a statement last week. 

 Based on previous experience, the back-ups could take as long as nine months 
 to fully clear, analysts at the Sea-Intelligence consulting firm warned in 
 comments cited by the  WSJ  . 

 TREND FORECAST:  As we reported in  “Supply Chain Snarls  Will Last Longer 
 Than Expected, WTO Head Says”  (8 Feb 2021), supply  chains will remain 
 clogged to some degree for at least the rest of this year, hampering the U.S. 
 Federal Reserve’s efforts to control inflation. Shortages mean price increases, 
 regardless of what the Fed does with interest rates. 

 LUXURY AIRPORT BOUTIQUES GROUNDED 

 Before 2020, airports boutiques hawking 
 Gucci, Louis Vuitton, and other luxury 
 brands were an integral part of traveling 
 and made up 6 percent of luxury brands’ 
 global sales, according to  The Wall Street 
 Journal  . 

 Then came COVID. 
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 Passenger air travel in 2020 shrank to a quarter of its previous year’s volume and 
 2021’s volume was 4.6 billion trips, just half of 2019’s, the Airports Council 
 International (ACI) reported. 

 As a result, Dufry, one of the world’s biggest airport concession chains, reported 
 that fourth-quarter sales in 2021 were only 66 percent of what they were during 
 the same period in 2019. 

 Based on data from the first nine months of 2021, London’s Heathrow Airport 
 was expecting only a quarter as much revenue from its concession businesses 
 last year as in 2019. 

 Before 2020, airport concession sales were growing by 8 percent a year, the 
 WSJ  said, creating competition for space. 

 LVMH, Hermès, and similar luxury houses were willing to pay top dollar for 
 space, especially in key international hubs where Chinese tourists would spend 
 thousands between flights. 

 In return, airports could collect as much as half the stores’ sales, industry 
 insiders reported, compared to rents downtown, which might average 10 to 30 
 percent of sales. 

 Those pricey airport storefronts sometimes generated as much as 30 percent of 
 airports’ annual revenues, ACI figures show. 

 Now, by the end of this year, airports will have lost an estimated $310 billion in 
 retail-related revenue because of the global travel lockdown. 

 Airports are limited in how much they can increase landing fees they charge to 
 airlines, so airports are not able to offset retail losses by dramatically raising 
 charges to airlines. 

 While U.S. domestic travel has returned to 58.5 percent of its pre-COVID 
 volume, international travel at long-haul hubs such as Paris’s Charles de Gaulle 
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 airport or Dubai International has recovered only about 38 percent of its 
 passengers. 

 Those terminals had invested heavily in fitting out luxury retail spaces that now 
 remain largely empty. 

 If and when international travel returns, luxury shops might not be much better 
 off. 

 Future travelers are likely to be younger and have less money to spend on high 
 fashion, according to a report by Bain Capital. The study foresees business 
 travelers and Chinese vacationers—both prime customers of luxury 
 brands—declining in number by at least 5 percent. 

 The Chinese government is trying to persuade travelers to spend their mad 
 money at home by tripling their domestic duty-free allowance, reflecting China’s 
 policy of a dual-circulation economy (  “China Announces  “Dual Circulation 
 Economic Policy,”  9 Sep 2020) and our  “Top 2022 Trend”  of countries moving 
 toward economic self-sufficiency. 

 As a result, China Tourism Group Duty Free has become the world’s leading 
 airport retailer by revenue. Its stock has doubled in value since 2019, while 
 Dufry’s has been cut in half. 

 As their market shifts, purveyors of luxury goods such as LVMH Louis Vuitton 
 Moët Hennessy are prioritizing China, not airports, as locations for new stores 
 and are strengthening their online presences, the  WSJ  said. 

 TREND FORECAST:  In the new Metaverse World, Business  travel is unlikely to 
 return to anywhere near its past volume, as we reported in articles such as  “Bid 
 Farewell to the Business Travel Economy”  (29 Sep 2020),  “Airlines’ Profits 
 Crashing”  (20 Oct 2020) and  “HSBC Endorses Remote  Work Model, Slashes 
 Travel Budget”  (14 Sep 2021). 
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 And until or unless, government’s ease travel restrictions and do not demand vax 
 passports, international travel, while bouncing back, will be well below 
 pre-COVID War era levels, which will in turn keep downward pressure on airport 
 stores of all varieties. 

 SPOTLIGHT: BIGS GETTING BIGGER 

 Each week, we report instances where the 
 money junky hedge funds, private equity 
 groups and the already big companies 
 swallow another piece of the global 
 economy. Here are some more examples 
 of what the BIGS have been gobbling up 
 and how the Bigs keep getting bigger and 

 the rich keep getting richer... 

 AFTER RECORD REVENUES, PFIZER IS ON THE HUNT 

 Sale of Pfizer’s COVID vaccines will garner $32 billion this year, the company 
 forecasts, and sales of its COVID-curing pill will add another $22 billion, bringing 
 the pharma giant’s income for the year to about $100 billion, it said. 

 Last year’s sales were $76 million for the pill and $36.8 billion for the vaccine, 
 the highest annual sales ever for any pharma product, according to  The Wall 
 Street Journal  . 

 Pfizer plans to use its cash windfall to continue buying up companies developing 
 drugs in Pfizer’s areas of focus, including immunology, cancer, and rare 
 diseases. 

 Pfizer has bought a slate of competitors recently, including several making 
 mRNA vaccines and its $6.7-billion purchase of Arena Pharmaceuticals in 
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 December, which we reported in  “Pfizer Buys Arena Pharmaceutical for $6.7 
 Billion”  (21 Dec 2021). 

 Arena makes drugs to treat inflammatory bowel conditions. 

 Pfizer expects to make new buys that will add $25 billion to its annual revenue 
 by 2030, the  WSJ  reported. 

 APOLLO CLOSING DEAL TO BUY WORLDLINE’S POINT-OF-SALE 
 BUSINESS 

 Apollo Global Management is finalizing 
 negotiations to buy Worldline SA’s 
 point-of-sale terminal business for about €2 
 billion, or roughly $2.3 billion,  The Wall 
 Street Journal  reported. 

 The buyout specialist will take possession of a hardware and software network 
 that enables consumers to pay for purchases with their smartphones or plastic 
 cards, a trend that has grown dramatically during the COVID era. 

 The digital payments business has become especially lucrative for private equity 
 firms. 

 In a recent transaction, takeover firm Hellman & Friedman sold Nets Group, a 
 Scandinavian payments business, to Italy’s Nexi SpA for €6 billion; in 2018, 
 Francisco Partners led a group that bought Verifone for $2.6 billion. 

 Worldline has been revamping its focus to concentrate on cloud-based 
 payments that generate recurring revenue. 

 It acquired competitor Ingenico for €7.8 billion last fall, confirming its position as 
 a leading European payments company. 
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 SPOTLIGHT: INFLATION 

 UNILEVER FACES $2.3 BILLION IN COST 
 INCREASES, SHIFTS STRATEGY 

 Unilever, whose 400 consumer brands 
 include Lifebuoy soap and Ben & Jerry’s ice 
 cream, faces a $2.3-billion increase in the 
 cost of its raw materials during the first half 

 of this year, CEO Alan Jope said in a statement last week. 

 Its cost for crude oil is up 60 percent, palm oil 130 percent, and soybean oil 100 
 percent. 

 In response, the company plans to raise product prices in the U.S. and Latin 
 American and cut back on specials and discounts in Europe. 

 The company will not return to its pre-COVID profit levels until at least late 2023, 
 Jope warned, adding that Unilever will not make any major acquisitions, at least 
 in the short term. 

 In July, Unilever announced that its 2022 profit margins this year will be about 
 the same as in 2020. 

 Unilever recently failed in its attempt to buy drugmaker Glaxo Smith-Kline, as we 
 reported in  “Trian Buys Into Unilever”  (1 Feb 2022). 

 Jope also is fighting a looming takeover attempt by private equity firm Trian 
 Fund Management and recently trimmed Unilever’s management structure and 
 launched a €3-billion effort to buy its own shares. 
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 In January, the company unveiled a plan to cut 1,500 jobs and spin off its 
 beauty, ice cream, and personal care operations as independent businesses—a 
 move that will cut costs long-term but would incur €1.4 billion in charges now. 

 Unilever has been able to pass much of its higher costs through to consumers. 

 However, that strategy may be short-lived: as name-brand products become 
 more expensive, consumers are shifting to generic or low-priced alternatives or 
 foregoing the purchases altogether (see related story in this issue). 

 Shareholders are becoming restless, Bloomberg reported, with the stock’s price 
 languishing near 2017 levels. 

 CHILE’S CENTRAL BANK EXPECTED TO RAISE RATES AGAIN 

 Inflation in Chile rose by 1.2 percent in 
 January from December, bringing the 
 annual pace to 7.7 percent, fractionally 
 more than the U.S.’s 7.5-percent rate, even 
 though Chile’s central bank has raised its 
 key interest rate by five percentage points 
 since July, bringing it to its current 5.5 

 percent. 

 The bank is likely to keep tightening until the rate reaches at least 7.5 percent, 
 analysts told the  Financial Times  . 

 Chile’s inflation rate has been fueled, in part, by $27 billion in government 
 stimulus spending last year and a program that allowed savers to withdraw 
 pension funds early. 

 As a result, the country’s GDP ballooned 11.9 percent last year but drove prices 
 higher. 
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 Chile’s economy will expand by 4 percent this year due to high levels of 
 household savings and as much as $15 billion in public investment, finance 
 minister Rodrigo Cerda said to the  FT  . 

 Analysts at Oxford Economics see 2022’s growth closer to 2.2 percent. 

 Markets have shown anxiety over incoming president Gabriel Boric’s pledges to 
 raise taxes, abolish the private pension system, and insert government more into 
 the economy, the  FT  said. 

 A committee in the country’s legislature has drafted a new constitution that 
 would nationalize some of the world’s largest copper and lithium mines and 
 reduce water rights now held by farms and mining companies. 

 However, early statements by the new president and his finance minister, former 
 central bank chief Mario Marcel, indicate “quite a lot more gradualism in policy” 
 in the new administration than campaign promises would indicate, Cerda said. 

 “Economic growth is fundamental and we need to keep growing fast,” he added. 

 TRENDPOST:  The yearly inflation rate in Chile at 7.7  percent is just two tenths of 
 a percent higher than the United States. Yet, Chile’s central bank has raised its 
 key interest rates by five percentage points since July, bringing it to its current 
 5.5 percent. 

 However in the U.S., the Banksters have kept the Fed rate near zero. We note 
 this not only to illustrate the hypocrisy of the U.S. Fed who have kept interest 
 rates at these record lows despite soaring inflation to keep enriching the rich 
 while damaging the average consumer, but that these facts are not reported by 
 any news media. 
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 JAPAN’S CENTRAL BANK HOLDS LOW RATES IN PLACE 

 Countering the global trend toward higher 
 interest rates, on 10 February Japan’s 
 central bank told investors that it would not 
 allow the yield on 10-year bonds to exceed 
 0.25 percent, a level that yields have 
 approached in recent days. 

 The bank announced it would buy an unlimited number of the bonds on Monday 
 this week to keep rates close to zero, a strategy the bank sees as continuing to 
 nurture the country’s still-struggling economic recovery. 

 TRENDPOST:  Again, this is unprecedented. For over  a decade, Japan’s central 
 bank has been buying up stocks, bonds and keeping interest rates low as the 
 nation teeters on and off into recession. Clearly, their strategy is a failure, yet 
 they double down on their incompetence... and get away with it as all Bankster 
 Bandits do in a country near you. 

 GOODYEAR STOCK PRICE PLUNGES 27 PERCENT ON HIGHER COSTS 

 Goodyear Tire & Rubber’s share price 
 shrank by 27 percent on 11 February after 
 the company announced its raw material 
 costs will grow by as much as $800 million 
 during the first six months of this year, 
 portending retail prices increases. 

 Energy, labor, and transportation costs also are moving up, the company noted. 

 “The real challenge in terms of 2022 earnings is going to be addressing inflation 
 in other costs” than raw materials, CEO Richard Kramer said. 
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 The pressures pushing costs higher likely will continue for the next several 
 quarters, he added. 

 Eight of Goodyear’s nine major competitors either raised prices last year or have 
 announced increases this year, Kramer pointed out. 

 Goodyear’s share price slid even though sales increased by 38 percent to $5.05 
 billion in 2021’s final quarter, returning 57 cents a share and beating analysts’ 
 expectations. 

 COKE AND PEPSI REPORT HIGHER SALES, COSTS 

 Coca-Cola’s fourth-quarter revenue grew 
 by 9 percent against a 10-percent increase 
 in retail prices, while PepsiCo’s sales for 
 the period gained 12 percent on a 
 7-percent price boost, the companies 
 reported. 

 Higher costs of materials, packaging, and transport slashed Coke’s operating 
 profit by 28 percent during the period, while Pepsi’s fell 9 percent. 

 Both results surpassed analysts’ forecasts. 

 The fourth quarter was the first in which Coke’s sales topped pre-COVID levels 
 after bars, restaurants, concert halls, and sports arenas continued reopening, 
 CEO James Quincey said in a statement announcing the results. 

 Supply chains will continue to untangle this year, he added, but will not return to 
 their pre-COVID smooth flows until next year. 
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 Cost pressures may continue into 2023 but recent retail price increases have not 
 hurt sales, Pepsi executives said. 

 Coke expects 2022 revenue to grow 7 to 8 percent compared to 2021’s, with 
 earnings per share adding 5 or 6 percent. Pepsi foresees 6 percent revenue 
 growth and an 8-percent bump in earnings per share. 

 Coke also owns Minute Maid juices, Gold Peak tea, and Costa coffee, among its 
 more than 200 brands. 

 Pepsi, which also owns Doritos and Lays snack chips, Gatorade, Mountain Dew, 
 Gatorade, and Quaker Oats, is not exploring new acquisitions and has the brand 
 numbers and variety to continue its current strategy, CEO Ramon Laguarta said 
 in comments quoted by  The Wall Street Journal  . 

 Shares of the two soda companies are trading near their record prices. 

 TREND FORECAST:  As we keep noting, as evidenced by  how much soda and 
 snack crap the general public keeps devouring, all the talk about people eating 
 more healthy is nothing more than business media bullshit. 

 And as we have detailed in scores of  Trends Journal  s,  the vast majority of those 
 dying from COVID are suffering from preexisting comorbidities such as obesity 
 and Type 2 diabetes. 

 Therefore, there are swelling opportunities for new weight-loss and whole health 
 healing programs. 
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 CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL: HIGHER PRICES AHEAD 

 After boosting menu prices 4 percent in 
 December, the 2,788-store Chipotle 
 Mexican Grill chain expects to raise them 6 
 percent more this year, CEO Brian Niccol 
 said in an 8 February earnings call reported 
 by  The Wall Street Journal  . 

 Menu prices now are about 10 percent higher than a year earlier, Niccol noted. 

 During last year’s fourth quarter, the company saw costs rise for avocados, 
 beef, freight, and labor. 

 “It just doesn’t look like inflation is going away any time soon,” he said. 

 Chipotle’s share price has slipped as much as 16 percent this year as investor 
 concerns mounted over the potential effect of higher prices on sales. 

 TREND FORECAST:  Prices are rising faster than wages  across all categories of 
 consumer spending. 

 As a result, fewer people will have enough money to eat out as often as in the 
 past. 

 With restaurants already raising wages to lure and keep good workers, their 
 costs will continue to rise as their revenues stagnate or shrink. 

 Restaurant chains will close unprofitable locations and fewer new eateries will 
 open as inflation continues the hollowing out of the restaurant industry that the 
 COVID War began. 
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 NO LUMBER SLUMBER 

 The price of lumber, after falling back 
 sharply from a record high in May as we 
 have been reporting, is back on the rise. 
 While some 22 percent lower than their 
 May peak, lumber prices are three times 
 their average pre-COVID War price, 
 according to Random Lengths.  

 Therefore, according to the National Association of Home Builders, the recent 
 lumber spike added more than $18,600 to the price of a newly built home. The 
 higher lumber costs have also added $7,300 to the cost of the average new 
 multi family home, which means that renters are paying $67 a month more to 
 rent a new apartment.  

 Other issues inflating lumber prices include ongoing supply chain disruptions, 
 tariffs on Canadian lumber imports and an unusually strong wildfire season in 
 the American West and in British Columbia. 

 COCOA COST MORE 

 Cocoa futures keep rising higher as 
 weather in West Africa gets hotter and 
 dryer. 

 As reported by  The Wall Street Journal  , 
 most actively traded cocoa futures have 
 risen about 8.4 percent this year—and 8 

 percent in February alone—to $2,731 a metric ton, which would represent the 
 highest monthly closing level since November 2020. 
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 Therefore, the higher cocoa prices rise the more it costs to buy chocolate. 
 “You see cocoa futures going up and your chocolate bar is going to be more 
 expensive,” Peter Mooses, a trader at RJO Futures, told the  WSJ  . 

 Further pushing up inflation, sugar prices are nearing a four-year highs,  
 soybeans are near last year’s highs and Arabica coffee has jumped 10 percent 
 since the start of the year. 
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 FEATURED ARTICLES BY GUEST 
 WRITERS 

 YOU ARE WRONG IF YOU BELIEVE ALL VACCINES ARE SAFE AND 
 EFFECTIVE 

 By  Gary Null PhD  ,  Progressive Radio Network 

 During the past two years, a paradox we have heard repeated by the White 
 House, and our health agencies are the warnings and fears about the threats of 
 the SARS-2 contagion. This fear mongering has been framed as consensual 
 scientific fact that is non-negotiable. Topping the list is the propaganda that the 
 Covid-19 vaccines are safe and effective, and inexpensive repurposed drugs 
 such as hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin are ineffective and dangerous. 

 Being presented as facts, they no longer warrant debate and it is our duty as 
 responsible citizens to simply accept our government’s 24-7 advertisements 
 throughout the mainstream media. Those who question the narrative are labeled 
 as enemies of science. Thousands of physicians and medical experts who 
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 disagreed with Biden, Fauci, and the CDC’s Rochelle Walensky have been 
 excoriated as anti-vaxxers, perilous distributors of misinformation, and 
 systematically censored from social media. 

 Efforts to bring scientific debate into the halls of Washington by Senator Ron 
 Johnson are denigrated. Sen. Johnson has been wrongfully ridiculed for hosting 
 only opponents of the official narrative and patients suffering from severe 
 vaccine reactions in his televised hearings. The media fails to report that 
 Johnson invited over a dozen mandatory vaccine proponents, including Paul 
 Offit, Peter Hotez and senior officials from every federal health agency who 
 either declined to participate or ignored the invitations altogether. 

 If you deeply believe you are in the right and you have a dominant position of 
 strategic advantage over your opponents, there is no incentive to engage in any 
 kind of conversation where your weaknesses may become publicly exposed. 

 Questions over vaccine efficacy and safety have been with us for several 
 decades. Yet during the past couple years we no longer hear any discussion 
 about previous vaccine risks. In the meantime, the nation’s autism rate has 
 increased to 1 in 40 children compared to the previous 1 in 59 rate reported by 
 the CDC in 2018. The autism-vaccine controversy has not disappeared; it has 
 only gone underground, and we need to think very carefully about injecting small 
 children starting at 2 years of age with experimental gene therapy drugs 
 alongside the 16 other multi-dose vaccines administered to children before the 
 age of six. 

 In the meantime, our health officials and the overarching medical establishment 
 has been mesmerized by collective group think to stand firm with a single script. 
 For decades this hypnotic trance of scientific denialism has functioned as a 
 vicious feedback loop to perpetually reinforce their biases. Our dozens of 
 investigative reports questioning vaccine efficacy and safety and the politics that 
 keep this mythical narrative alive shows that very legitimate questions remain 
 unanswered for the majority of vaccines currently on the market. Unfortunately, 
 these vaccine falsehoods have been carried into the political and economic 
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 efforts to mandate experimental gene therapies that have not been adequately 
 tested and analyzed. 

 This is despite the fact that the Covid-19 vaccines have contributed to more 
 serious injuries, permanent disabilities and deaths than all previous vaccines 
 combined during the past thirty years. A quick search on the CDC’s Vaccine 
 Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) reveals that during a 14 month period, 
 the Covid vaccines were 49 times deadlier than the influenza vaccine per the 
 number of doses administered. 

 Between 2008 and 2020, over 1.7 billion flu shots were 
 administered—approximately 140 million per year. This accounted for 137,533 
 adverse reports and 663 deaths. Comparing that with the near 550 million Covid 
 vaccine doses, or one third of the number of flu shots given in less than a tenth 
 of the time frame, we find 742,179 adverse events and 10,423 vaccine-induced 
 deaths. 

 If this were any other vaccine or drug, it would be immediately removed from the 
 circulation. Debate would be unnecessary. And these are only the adverse event 
 figures pulled from the official data found in VAERS, which we will see are 
 grossly underreported. 

 The US federal health agencies and their media advocates for mandatory 
 vaccination consistently repeat a dangerous mantra that has no warranted basis 
 in medical science. This monolithic industry, now a massive network of private 
 corporations and government institutions, all supported by a compliant media, 
 forces us to believe that science has finally settled the debate over Covid-19 
 vaccine safety and efficacy. 

 All the data is in, so we are told. No further research and discussion is necessary 
 because aside from very rare adverse effects, such as myocarditis and 
 thrombosis, vaccines pose no worrisome neurological and immunological risk to 
 infants, children, pregnant mothers, adults and the elderly. This is stated as an 
 official decree. But this official storyline is founded upon flawed premises and a 
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 naive understanding about the complexities of the human body and its 
 multifaceted immunological system. 

 The narrative’s fallacy is actually quite simple. Valid science is never settled.  The 
 myth of “settled science,” which is especially endemic to the biological and 
 medical sciences that rely heavily on private financial interests rather than 
 intellectual curiosity, is sheer propaganda. Valid science, on the other hand, 
 constantly seeks new discoveries to acquire further knowledge and greater 
 understanding. The pursuit to fully comprehend the complexity of our biological, 
 immunological and physiological systems is in a perpetual regress. 

 Today’s justifications for medical intervention, whether by drugs or vaccines, 
 eventually become tomorrow’s barbarities as science further penetrates the 
 hidden functions and operations of the human organism.  Hence valid medical 
 research should elicit new questions and not settle upon incomplete facts that 
 are then proselytized as universal truths. 

 However, government and its pharmaceutical allies want to stamp out both 
 scientifically based skepticism and public uncertainty once and for all by 
 repeating irrational absolutist claims. As we will see, the grand mRNA gene 
 therapy experiment to wage a war against Covid-19 has moved out of the 
 controlled clinical trial setting and into the public domain. This medical 
 experiment has gone global; it has become a reality-TV game show pitting the 
 righteous and compliant vaccinated population against the unvaccinated who 
 are to be shamed and blamed for perpetuating the pandemic. 

 During the past year since the Covid-19 vaccines were launched, there is 
 growing evidence that these experimental shots have categorically failed to curb 
 the pandemic. Positive caseloads have been worse under Biden than under 
 Trump, despite the over-reliance of faulty PCR testing to monitor accurate 
 infection rates in 2020. Now that the CDC has officially phased out PCR testing 
 for SARS-CoV-2, we know PCR also failed to distinguish between coronavirus 
 and influenza infections, which may account for the mysterious decline in flu 
 rates and deaths to near zero during the past two years. There is no scientific 
 rationale for a natural biological mechanism to account for influenza’s decline 
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 other than inaccurate testing, institutional neglect to monitor the flu season or 
 the reclassification of flu and other respiratory illnesses as Covid cases. 

 New variants such as Omicron, which health officials claim will require booster 
 shots as a sole defense, did not have to follow the present course. There was no 
 sound scientific reason to ignore effective prophylactic and early treatments for 
 SARS-2 infections in order to put the nation’s full attention and resources into 
 experimental vaccines. Consequently, it comes with little surprise that the 
 original vaccines have had minimal effect, if any, to reduce the new variants. 
 Even the most fanatical pro-Fauci media outlets, such as CNN, PBS, NPR and 
 The New York Times  have had to call Biden’s and our  health officials’ policies 
 into question in order to maintain any journalistic credibility. 

 There are numerous examples from other countries’ national policies to 
 dramatically reduce serious progression of SARS-CoV-2 infections. If a 
 treatment strategy had been followed at the start of the pandemic, Covid-related 
 deaths would have been effectively reduced and the virus may never have 
 reached pandemic levels. However, US health agencies were direly unprepared 
 to confront a pandemic caused by a new viral strain. 

 They were also grossly negligent to follow and act upon the available medical 
 data on inexpensive repurposed drugs. Rather, their focus was on developing a 
 vaccine and as a consequence, the US, UK and Canada became exemplary 
 models of institutional medical ineptitude. Their health policies are a lesson of 
 what should never be done to lessen the threats of a pandemic. 

 Evaluating benefit versus risk ratios to determine anti-pandemic measures is a 
 subjective exercise fraught with inherent and confounding biases by those who 
 conduct the analysis. There are no proven objective means to accurately 
 determine whether benefits outweigh risks or vice versa. This is especially true 
 for the novel experimental Covid-19 gene therapies, which have been relabeled 
 as vaccines. Before receiving the FDA’s green light for emergency authorization 
 use, the trials were cut short by vaccinating the studies’ control group who 
 received the placebo. 
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 An unusual anomaly happened during the Moderna and Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine 
 clinical trials in 2020 that violates conventional medical standards. The placebo 
 control groups were not carried through to their full conclusion. Contrary to 
 common sense and clinical protocol, placebo participants were vaccinated long 
 before the trials’ completion. In effect the vaccine companies wiped out any 
 potential clinical trace to properly observe and evaluate long-term adverse 
 vaccine events. Their trials became null and void, and no post-trial data will ever 
 be forthcoming about their long-term risks. 

 Therefore, it is imperative that those who are unvaccinated remain so. It is not 
 incorrect when critics argue that the premature release of these mRNA drugs is 
 a global medical experiment. Vaccine trials have moved out of a controlled 
 clinical setting and have entered real life. To conduct a robust medical trial to 
 determine the safety and efficacy for any drug or vaccine, a control group is 
 essential. Now the world’s unvaccinated are the placebo control group for all 
 future epidemiological studies that will eventually deconstruct the official 
 Covid-19 narrative, which has destroyed the quality of life and livelihood of 
 millions of Americans, and perhaps billions worldwide. 

 As long as there remains a notable percent of unvaccinated persons in a 
 population, this global experiment can continue. Sound evidence is building that 
 the rhetoric behind mandatory mask wearing, social distancing and vaccination 
 will implode eventually. However, if governments succeed in vaccinating every 
 citizen, the experiment will come to an end and the truth will never be 
 scientifically confirmed. It will be a new normal to build back better a world 
 overseen by digital technology and surveillance. Since there is very little chance 
 to bring a halt to these experimental mRNA therapies, it is crucial to keep this 
 real-life trial alive by supporting the individual rights of unvaccinated populations 
 and the opponents of vaccine mandates. 

 There are no reliable algorithmic models that government funded research relies 
 upon to keep the propaganda mills churning in order to accurately evaluate the 
 vaccines’ risk versus benefit ratio. Biases are intrinsically built into these 
 methodologies. Results are only as good as the data selected to serve as the 
 base criteria. Little credence can be given to any report that the benefits of 
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 vaccination against SARS-2 outweigh the risks. To our knowledge none of these 
 modeling studies have included the growing number of Covid-19 vaccine 
 injuries and deaths. Nor are they able to properly determine vaccine 
 ineffectiveness. 

 For this reason we now find a wide variety of competing data behind warring 
 narratives. Massachusetts and Vermont have the highest vaccination rates of 
 nearly 90 percent, yet both states are reporting their highest rates of SARS-2 
 cases. Similarly professional athletic teams such as the NFL, NBA and NHL have 
 near 100 percent vaccination compliance yet positive test results are 
 skyrocketing. Throughout the country, and in the most vaccinated nations such 
 as Israel and the UK, doctors and health professionals working on the ground 
 consistently report that the majority of symptomatic cases, and even hospital 
 and nursing home deaths, are among the fully vaccinated. 

 The CDC acknowledges that the Covid vaccines are contributing to anaphylaxis, 
 thrombosis, thrombocytopenia syndrome, Guillain-Barre Syndrome, myocarditis, 
 pericarditis and death. Yet despite reports from around the nation and overseas, 
 the government continues to make every effort to convince us that these 
 adverse effects are extremely rare. Based on this false assumption, the CDC has 
 found an excuse to ignore the inclusion of accurate vaccine adverse event data 
 into its benefit-risk analyses. 

 A recent review of VAERS data conducted by Columbia University estimated 
 that there were upwards to 187,000 vaccine-related deaths during a 
 seven-month period between February and August 2021. This is a twenty-fold 
 increase over the CDC’s figures. The Columbia researchers expressed their 
 greatest concern about vaccinating children. The report states, “the risks of 
 Covid vaccines and boosters outweigh the benefits in children, young adults 
 and older adults with low occupational risk or previous coronavirus exposure.” 
 They also concluded that VAERS is unsuited for estimating life-threatening 
 events or vaccine-induced fatality rates. 

 A separate VAERS analysis by Dr Jessica Rose at the Institute for Pure and 
 Applied Knowledge in Israel estimated that the US’s actual vaccine death rate is 
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 140,000 and vaccine injuries are 41-fold higher than that reported by the CDC. 
 In addition, there is an enormous backlog of vaccine injuries entered into the 
 database from their original source that have yet to be officially recorded. 

 Over the years, the CDC’s VAERS has been criticized as an inaccurate system 
 for evaluating the safety profile for any given vaccine and to monitor actual rates 
 of vaccine-related injuries. VAERS is the public’s only access to data about 
 vaccine safety and efficacy. On the one hand, VAERS is a passive system. 
 Although healthcare professionals are encouraged to report adverse reactions to 
 VAERS, there are no legal requirements to do so. Many physicians and 
 pediatricians are unaware the database exists. Whether or not a reaction is 
 reported is largely left to the professional discretion of the attending physician or 
 medical facility. 

 If a person with a life-threatening adverse vaccine reaction is seen in an ER, it is 
 near impossible for attending healthcare workers to enter the case into VAERS 
 unless they administered the vaccine or know the manufacturer’s vaccine lot 
 number. The entire reporting system is terribly subjective. In addition, the system 
 is not user-friendly. Health professionals who make efforts to enter adverse 
 reactions frequently complain about it being time-consuming and extremely 
 cumbersome. 

 Over a decade ago, VAERS’ failure as a reliable vaccine adverse event database 
 was reviewed and criticized by Harvard scientists. Their report predicted that 
 only about 1-2 percent of vaccine-related injuries and deaths get recorded. 
 Although there has been a rather weak official effort to require healthcare 
 workers to report adverse reactions into VAERS following mass Covid-19 
 vaccination, it has been discovered that the database grossly underreported 
 actual vaccine injuries. 

 Recently Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla backtracked on previous statements to 
 support the company’s Covid-19 vaccine efficacy. Speaking at a healthcare 
 conference hosted by JP Morgan, Bourla admitted that “two doses of the 
 vaccine offers very limited protection, if any. Three doses with a booster offer 
 reasonable protection against hospitalizations and deaths.” The comments 
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 come at a time when breakthrough cases among the fully vaccinated have 
 escalated, particularly for the now predominant Omicron variant. 

 In addition, a flurry of studies during the past 6 months indicates that the 
 vaccines do not provide any robust and long-term immunity. Depending upon 
 the individual’s health status and the strengths and weaknesses of his or her 
 immune system, vaccine immunity can begin to wane rapidly after 3 months 
 following vaccination. At best, immunity seems to last no longer than 5-6 
 months for the average person. 

 We are also discovering that there are far more problems than we were led to 
 believe during the very limited clinical trial period in autumn of 2020. Due to 
 vaccine failures to protect recipients, an emphasis is now being placed on 
 booster shots. But nobody in the drug industry and federal health agencies 
 question at what point will repeated boosters create irreparable damage to the 
 body’s immune system. If we anticipate the emergence of new SARS-2 
 mutations in the future, when will frequent boosters for every new variant ever 
 cease? It has been 14 months since Israel launched its vaccination campaign 
 exclusively with Pfizer’s mRNA drug and the government now demands Israelis 
 receive a fourth shot. 

 Medical experts advising the Israeli health ministry raised an alarm. As reported 
 in  The New York Times  , the scientists noted “that  too many shots might actually 
 harm the body’s ability to fight Covid… [and] might cause a sort of immune 
 system fatigue.” Other concerns include: 1) following a third shot, immunity 
 wanes more rapidly, and 2) the elderly who receive repeated boosters are at high 
 risk of a systemic immune system shutdown. This may be one reason, among 
 others, that the vaccines are being shown to be ineffective against Omicron. 
 According to the Israeli scientists there is no evidence that more boosters can 
 prevent Omicron infections. 

 In fact, vaccine failure, immune escape, the growing cases of adverse effects in 
 people receiving more than one injection, and the rapid pace of viral mutations 
 giving rise to new variants were predicted by the Dutch vaccinologist Dr. Geert 
 Vander Bossche back in the summer of 2020.  We might remember that the 
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 most crucial bio-mechanism in our immune system is Immunoglobulin M 
 antibodies (IgM), our memory antibodies. This is our first line of defense against 
 SARS-2 infections and everyone who has been exposed to any coronavirus 
 variant in his or her lifetime has these neutralizing IgM antibodies. When we 
 contract the virus, the B-cells activate the body’s memory cells thereby 
 producing IgM. 

 However, as Vander Bossche warned—and what we are now observing to 
 explain vaccine failure—the mRNA vaccines and repetitive shots can overload 
 and override our neutralizing immunity with non-neutralizing spike protein 
 antibodies.  We do not wish to undermine SARS-Cov-2’s risks among the 
 immune-compromised and elderly. The SARS-2 virus’ spike protein can indeed 
 trigger serious autoimmune reactions and this has been reported extensively in 
 the scientific literature. However, the mRNA gene therapies are perfectly 
 designed whereby we would expect to see similar or identical autoimmune 
 activity giving rise to life threatening health conditions. 

 Consequently the rise in vaccine-related autoimmune conditions was very 
 predictable and every immunologist is qualified to concur this fact.  Following 
 multiple mRNA vaccinations, the body’s cells express enormous amounts of the 
 toxic spike protein. The immune system recognizes these proteins as foreign 
 and attacks them, but can also potentially attack the body’s own cells 
 expressing the spike protein. This is a basic definition of an autoimmune 
 disease. This is the gist of Vander Bossche’s early concerns about immune 
 escape. And now this is exactly what we observe as vaccine-related injuries and 
 deaths continue to pile up. 

 In a paper published last May, the authors warned that the Pfizer vaccine 
 “reprograms both adaptive and innate immune responses.” This can result in 
 gradual immune depletion. Vaccine-induced immunity is waning as clinics and 
 hospitals fill up with vaccinated patients. On the one hand, there may be 
 temporary, short-term protection against the virus and its variants for high risk 
 persons; however, overall the body’s immune system is gradually deteriorating 
 after every shot. 
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 It is a horrible tradeoff as vaccinated persons become increasingly susceptible 
 to other viral, bacterial and fungal infections. Repeated and frequent cytokine 
 stimulation following each shot also increases the prospects of triggering a 
 life-long systemic autoimmune condition such as cancer, arthritic diseases, 
 diabetes, multiple sclerosis, etc. We have been reading about such cases 
 steadily during the past year but the research is being completely ignored by the 
 media. 

 Last November, a Freedom of Information request was submitted to the CDC to 
 get documented data on 1) persons who never received a Covid vaccine, 2) who 
 were once infected, recovered, and were later infected again, and 3) recovered 
 persons who transmitted the virus to another person. To the surprise of the 
 submitters, the CDC responded that “a search of our records failed to reveal any 
 documents pertaining to your request. The CDC Emergency Operations Center 
 conveyed that this information is not collected.” 

 Over 130 published studies have been compiled by a Dr. Paul Alexander, a 
 former assistant professor of evidence based medicine at McMaster University 
 in Ontario, to confirm the advantages of natural coronavirus immunity following 
 infection compared to immunity generated by vaccination. 

 There is more data on the benefits of natural immunity compared to the 
 uncertainty of how long vaccine-induce immunity lasts. A Washington University 
 School of Medicine study indicates that for some individuals immunity may be 
 life-long after a SARS-2 infection. For children the news is better. Young infants 
 according to the University of Bristol produce an extraordinarily strong immune 
 response against SARS-2 compared to other age groups. The researchers state 
 there is no reliable evidence or argument whatsoever to warrant vaccinating 
 small children. 

 Israel National News reported natural immunity may be six times greater than 
 that provided by vaccines, and Bloomberg upgraded this study with another 
 estimating thirteen times greater immunity. There is already strong evidence, 
 such as a UCLA study, that there is little to no difference in SARS-2 infection 
 rates between the fully vaccinated and those with natural immunity following a 
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 previous infection. But one of the strongest studies published in  Science  by 
 Maccabi Health Services in Israel,  which enrolls about  2.5 million Israelis, found 
 that those who once had a SARS-CoV-2 infection were much less likely than 
 vaccinated people to get the more dangerous Delta variant, become 
 symptomatic, or be hospitalized. 

 This would explain a novel analysis by epidemiologists at the World Health 
 Organization. The study analyzed records of 160 million people worldwide who 
 had recovered from Covid-19.  Those who have recovered  had an astonishingly 
 low frequency of repeat infection, disease, or death. This is clearly not the case 
 for the evidence emerging among the vaccinated whose symptomatic infection 
 rates continue to increase. 

 During the past month, nations, particularly in Europe, are opening up again, 
 dropping lockdowns and vaccine mandates and allowing their societies to return 
 to a level of normalcy. Finally almost a dozen western countries are following the 
 prevailing science about masks, social distancing, school and business closures 
 and the robustness of natural immunity against SARS-2. 

 Especially important, unvaccinated persons who were previously infected with 
 the virus will be categorized on par with the “vaccinated.” Sweden, for example, 
 has announced that the pandemic is essentially over and the virus will no longer 
 be classified as a danger to society. 

 Had the FDA and Anthony Fauci’s National Institute for Allergies and Infectious 
 Disease (NIAID) started approving existing clinically-proven and inexpensive 
 drugs at the start of the pandemic, many millions of people would have been 
 saved from experiencing serious infections or even dying from the SARS-2 virus 
 rather than waiting for a vaccine that was rushed to market with very minimal 
 regulatory oversight. 

 Why federal health officials never followed this strategy is a question the 
 mainstream media has refused to ask let alone investigate. What we do know is 
 that the entire landscape of modern medical science has entered a time warp 
 since the arrival of the Covid-19 pandemic. For those of us who have been 
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 trying to make sense of the long trail of incomprehensible medical 
 decision-making, contradictions, scientific sleight of hand, media lies, 
 bureaucratic posturing, and censorship of otherwise orthodox physicians and 
 scientists who refuse to adopt the narrative decreed from the high thrones of the 
 CDC, NIAID, the FDA and the General Surgeon’s office, we feel like we have 
 been abducted in a time-capsule and dumped off in a pre-Galilean dark age. 

 Today our regressive medical regime is populated by a dictatorial clergy dressed 
 in lab coats instead of lurking tonsured priests in scarlet robes. Rather than 
 executioners in black hoods, the snitches and accusers are Silicon Valley and 
 mainstream media executives who censor dissenters and heretics. 

 Metaphorically speaking there is little difference between the pro-mandate 
 Covid-19 vaccination establishment cult and the Inquisition, except the forms of 
 torture are physically less painful. Unless of course you are one of the millions of 
 Covid-19 gene therapy recipients who have suffered from trusting Anthony Fauci 
 and the Trump and Biden administrations’ czars of Covid operations. 
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 KILLING THE BILL OF RIGHTS 

 By  Philip Giraldi 

 In 2005, President George W. Bush 
 allegedly addressed  a meeting of 
 Republicans discussing whether to renew 
 the Patriot Act due to its possible 
 unconstitutionality by angrily blurting out 

 that the Constitution was “just a goddamned piece of paper!” 

 If the story is true, it partly explains the numerous crimes committed by Bush 
 and his associates, including the invasions of both Afghanistan and Iraq based 
 on hyped and even fabricated intelligence. It also suggests the unwillingness of 
 proponents of overriding executive authority to accept that the American people 
 are the inheritors of a number of inalienable liberties to include freedom of 
 speech and association, both of which were impacted negatively by the Patriot 
 Act and the other legislation that followed. 

 I often think of George Bush when I observe the antics of Joe Biden and his 
 claque of Trotskyites at work. To be sure, thanks to the Bill of Rights you can 
 currently say anything you want in the United States, though there are limits on 
 that freedom if one goes so far as to offend those who are powerful. If you do 
 upset the oligarchs who run our country through corruption of public officials, 
 they have a thousand ways to get you. 

 I recently wrote  an article  on the use of lawfare  to block people and views one 
 objects to by taking them to court on some pretext and bankrupting them 
 through legal fees and penalties. The court system hardly represents the people 
 in any country. It is inevitably heavily politicized by the politicians that grant it its 
 authority and ultimately represents the big money interests that the judges 
 consider their real peers in the Establishment. 
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 The United States government has in fact embraced the suppression of 
 unpopular views and the nations and groups that it finds offensive through the 
 use of sanctions, which are essentially punishments doled out arbitrarily as the 
 government can issue a sanction on its own authority without having to provide 
 any evidence or make a case. And when the White House sanctions a foreign 
 government or group, secondary sanctions kick in to prevent anyone from 
 exchanging goods or services with the targeted entity. 

 I recently was on the receiving end of a Department of the Treasury demand that 
 I stop writing for a foreign website which had been sanctioned. I was warned 
 that I might be subject to a $311,562 fine if I failed to comply. Insofar as I could 
 determine, the foreign website was only guilty of having strongly condemned 
 United States foreign policy, as do I and many other Americans, but the threat of 
 the government coming down with its thousands of lawyers meant that I and 
 other US contributors terminated our relationship. 

 The federal government was telling us that we had a right to free speech and 
 association except in cases where we were interacting with groups that the 
 Treasury Department disapproved of. In a system as hopelessly corrupted as the 
 US federal government, it is inevitable that powerful groups will surface that will 
 be able to dictate what is acceptable and what is not. That very often comes 
 down to what might once have been regarded as free speech and association 
 issues. 

 The Democratic Party might reasonably be described as a group of satrapies 
 representing certain special interests, most visibly homo-and transsexuals, 
 “choice” women, blacks and Jews. The balancing act required to keep all the 
 subsets under control frequently strains credibility. Joe Biden recently made an 
 impassioned speech demanding that the so-called Equal Rights Amendment 
 should immediately become part of the Constitution because it is “the clear will 
 of the American people.” 

 Ironically, Joe heads a government that believes that gender discrimination is 
 okay as long as it is directed against white men. He is also currently pushing for 
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 national education reform, which some refer to as either dumbing down or 
 reverse racism, to bring more “diversity” and “equity” into the system. 

 Doing so of course will require Affirmative Action style discrimination based on 
 race and the president is also pledged to nominate a new Supreme Court 
 Justice based solely on skin color and gender, not on qualifications or 
 preparation for the position. Other candidates need not apply even if they are 
 better qualified and “equal rights” depend on who you are in the Democratic 
 Party pecking order. Leondra Kruger, reportedly a leading candidate is black, a 
 woman and also Jewish. 

 So Joe Biden either understands the meaning of the words and expressions he 
 uses, or he doesn’t. He probably thinks it doesn’t matter as he is speaking to a 
 receptive and not very critical audience, which includes his mainstream media 
 allies. And there is also his Chief of Staff Ron Klain there to poke him in the ribs 
 when he is hesitating and has to say anything or look presidential. 

 In  another speech in Atlanta  regarding the so-called  “right to vote,” Honest Joe 
 explicitly compared skeptics in the Senate who would prefer to have the states 
 determine who is a legal resident and citizen for voting purposes to historic 
 racists Bull Connors and George Wallace. He then denied that he had been 
 calling the dissidents out as racists. George Orwell’s “newspeak” is definitely on 
 the way as the “right to vote” is little more than a pious slogan that is an 
 invitation to widespread electoral fraud benefiting the Democrats through mail-in 
 voting and registration without documentation. 

 And there is of course Israel, which has an entire government department 
 dedicated to the propagation of expressions like “holocaust denial, “surging 
 anti-Semitism” and “right to defend oneself.” January 27th was International 
 Holocaust Remembrance Day and some of the antics engaged in by presumably 
 well-educated adult politicians and government officials perhaps offer a glimpse 
 into what is coming in terms of the waning ability to speak one’s mind. 
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 The United Nations  approved an Israeli motion  calling for a crackdown on 
 “holocaust denial,” and the Israeli ambassador Gilad Erdan demanded that such 
 content be banned from social networking media worldwide. He claimed that: 

 “Holocaust denial has spread like a cancer. It has spread under our watch. 
 It has spread because people have chosen to be irresponsible and to 
 avoid accountability…As you dodge responsibility, evil grows… Social 
 media giants can no longer remain complacent to the hate that spreads on 
 their platforms.” 

 To be accurate, the “avoiding accountability” claim sounds more reminiscent of 
 Israeli and US behavior than that of those social media sites alleged to be in 
 denial. And the malady appears to have taken hold in “liberal” Canada, where 
 Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has denounced protesting truckers as “fascists” 
 and “racists.” 

 He is beginning to sound like Joe Biden and Naftali Bennett and I am waiting for 
 the “domestic terrorist” and/or “anti-Semite” label to be applied to quell what is 
 a genuine populist reaction to draconian government policies. 

 To cite Orwell again, what Israel, Canada and the United States understand is 
 that when it comes to establishing the preferred narrative, 

 “Who controls the past controls the future. Who controls the present 
 controls the past… The very concept of objective truth is fading out of the 
 world. Lies will pass into history.” 

 Labeling opponents as racists or Nazis delegitimizes them so you will not have 
 to deal with their grievances or arguments, which is precisely what is intended. 

 The irony is that free speech is already a distant memory in many countries. 
 Orwell opined that “If you want a vision of the future, imagine a boot stamping 
 on a human face—forever.” Constitutions guaranteeing a right to free speech 
 proliferated in the Old World but are ignored or circumvented by governments, 
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 particularly if one is addressing almost anything having to do with the Second 
 World War. 

 Witness how in Europe  the issue of presumed “holocaust  denial,” now 
 sometimes referred to in the US as “holocaust denialism” as if it were a disease, 
 has been widely criminalized. The European Court of Human Rights has  ruled 
 that the negation or revision of “clearly established historical facts—such as the 
 Holocaust— … would be removed from the protection of free speech under the 
 European Convention on Human Rights.” 

 Bear in mind that “holocaust denial” includes any questioning of any aspect of 
 the standard narrative endorsed by the US and other governments. Interestingly, 
 a bit of pushback against a holocaust exemption for free speech appeared in an 
 issue of Foreign Policy magazine, entitled  “First  they came for the Holocaust 
 Deniers and I did not speak out”  . 

 The author  Jacob Mchangama  observes how hate speech  and similar legislation 
 has an unfortunate tendency to propagate and be used by governments to block 
 all kinds of speech and writing that is actually quite innocent of any agenda but 
 disapproved of by those in power. 

 He cites how in 2014 a Russian blogger named Vladimir Luzgin was arrested 
 and imprisoned after writing quite innocently on social media that Communist 
 Russia and Nazi Germany collaborated to invade Poland in 1939 and thus began 
 World War 2. 

 His account was undoubtedly historically accurate, but the way it was presented 
 offended someone in power and he was found guilty of misrepresenting the 
 accepted narrative relating to the “Great Patriotic War against Germany.” 

 It is not completely clear what kind of Brave New World the Democrats are intent 
 on creating, but it should be accepted as certain that once free speech goes 
 and the universities go “woke” there will no longer be platforms to challenge the 
 status quo. 
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 Conservative or otherwise dissenting publications will come under pressure to 
 toe the line or the arbiters of decorum in Washington will be quick to make sure 
 that the message is received that there will be consequences. 

 We have entered into a strange twilight zone where what really happens and 
 happened in the past will not be subject to examination. Will it be a better or 
 safer world because of that? Undoubtedly no, but living now in what are likely to 
 be the twilight years of our tottering republic we can only hope that somehow 
 sanity will prevail and we will again be able to experience real freedom. 

 Philip M. Giraldi, Ph.D., is Executive Director of the Council for the National 
 Interest, a 501(c)3 tax deductible educational foundation (Federal ID Number 
 #52-1739023) that seeks a more interests-based U.S. foreign policy in the 
 Middle East. 

 Website is  www.councilforthenationalinterest.org  ;  the address is P.O. Box 2157, 
 Purcellville VA 20134, and its email is inform@cnionline.org. 
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 TRENDS IN THE MARKETS 

 A RAPIDLY DEVELOPING SUPER-CRISIS: YOU’RE IN ONE 

 By  Gregory Mannarino  TradersChoice.net 

 The global economy is in FREEFALL, inflation is surging, and debts/deficits are 
 skyrocketing. Real wages,  personal income weighed  against inflation  , is 
 CRATERING. Meanwhile, the US stock market after its rebound off the recent 
 low, is only single digit percentage points away from all time highs. 

 Does this make sense to you? In short, it’s a freakshow. 

 Today here in the United States 20% of the population is unable to pay their 
 energy bills—and this issue is much greater in parts of Europe. 

 People are deliberately being pushed beyond their breaking points all over the 
 world, BY DESIGN. 
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 Expect widespread protests to develop and spread. Protests which will 
 eventually turn violent! Which will give governments the “false flag event” which 
 they need to implement MORE CONTROL. 

 Global events may seem to be getting out of control, but nothing could possibly 
 be farther from the truth. What we have is an environment moving from 
 engineered crisis to engineered crisis, and all this is 100% deliberate. 

 The current rapidly developing energy crisis is going to get much worse, 
 globally. I would be willing to believe that we are in the early stages of a 
 SUPER-crisis regarding energy. Moreover, surging energy prices will be blamed 
 for skyrocketing global inflation—they need a scapegoat. 

 Make no mistake about it. Everything which we are seeing develop on the global 
 stage is being directly driven by central banks who are working in concert to 
 fulfill their endgame—to be the ruling body of the world. 

 All this is creating an entirely new demographic. Extreme haves, and 
 extreme have-nots, with a global wipeout of the middle class. Wealth is 
 being concentrated and re-distributed to a very small percentage of the 
 population. 

 The established powers have gone out of their way to create the illusion of 
 wealth being distributed in a more socialistic way—this was a distraction. 
 The truth is that the movement of cash ALWAYS moves higher, straight up 
 to the 1 and 2 percenters. 

 Yes, you were “sold” yet another lie. It wasn’t EVER socialism where we 
 are going, that was the cover story, but to a concentration of power and 
 wealth right up to the top. 

 I expect that the crisis-to-crisis phenomenon will not only continue but 
 accelerate. 
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 Never take your eye off the ball so to speak. What I mean by that is this—when 
 your attention is being directed in whatever direction by the mainstream 
 propaganda ministries and puppet politicians, ALWAYS REMEMBER THAT YOU 
 ARE BEING MISLED... look in the opposite direction to find the truth. 
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 TRENDS IN SURVIVALISM 

 IS THERE A “BEST STYLE” OF SELF-DEFENSE? 

 By  Bradley J. Steiner  ,  American Combato 

 A quick answer to that question is “Yes, there is a best style of self-defense.” 
 But clarifying what that “best style” is will certainly leave a lot of individuals 
 disappointed. That’s because the question is something like asking “Is there a 
 best language?” The answer depends upon what is not answerable for everyone 
 in every case. 

 The truth is that there are objectively best techniques and “tools” to be used in 
 self-defense and close combat; however, every individual who learns those 
 techniques and who acquires those tools must formulate a method and a style 
 of employing them that best fits himself. 

 Physique, athletic acumen or lack thereof, height, weight, degree of strength, 
 gender, age, psychology, and personal inclinations all play a part in what will 
 ultimately prove to be the best style for any given individual. 
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 Here is a very simple example: The chinjab smash and the handaxe chop are 
 very probably the two finest and most important basic hand techniques for 
 individual combat. However, each person who learns these two methods of 
 striking will adopt the best ways to employ them, for himself. He will cultivate his 
 own “style” of utilizing the two tools of close combat. 

 In a properly taught program of instruction the student will learn how to deliver 
 the various basic strike variations with those two tools. He will then be given 
 representative examples of attack combinations in which those blows are 
 utilized. And he will learn counterattacks (or “self-defense” techniques) in which 
 those two blows are used in application against common forms of violent attack. 

 All of this practice and drill will eventually result in the student acquiring both an 
 intellectual and an intuitive grasp of how best to use those skills for himself. 
 Thus, three different students starting training at the same time and having 
 about the same dedication to practice each, will discover after, say, four months 
 of hard practice, that they each prefer a different style of using the skills they 
 have been taught—even though they have each been taught exactly the same 
 skills. 

 To use an example from popular sports: every boxer, wrestler, and judo student 
 is taught his respective art and sport in a similar manner. However, as each 
 individual learns and then develops that which he is learning, his unique style 
 emerges. 

 Boxing is perhaps the simplest combat sport. It utilizes but one weapon—the 
 fists—and fundamentally four key ways in which blows are struck with the fists. 
 Yet no two boxers have the same style of boxing. And that is a sport. 

 Because of the enormous number of variables, and the inherent chaos of actual 
 hand-to-hand combat, it is essential that the student of self-defense build and 
 cultivate a style that is his and his alone; a style that provides him the most 
 effective and—for him—natural ways in which he makes use of the proper 
 techniques and tools of close combat. 
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 When a serious, hard-training student begins to discover this “personal style” he 
 is beginning to discover and to master the “Best Style” of self-defense. 
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 TRENDS IN TECHNOCRACY 

 By  Joe Doran 

 DEATH BY GOVERNMENT IS ALIVE AND WELL IN THE 21st CENTURY 

 It’s now crystal clear that leading government agency heads oversaw the 
 creation of the COVID virus, and then attempted to hide the truth as it spread 
 from a Wuhan virology lab around the world in 2020. 

 In early February, House Republicans on the Judiciary Committee and the 
 Oversight and Reform Committee released partially redacted emails they say 
 prove that officials knew the truth about COVID, but worked feverishly to hide it. 

 Specifically, in a letter to the head of the Department of Health and Human 
 Services (HHS), Congress members charged that Dr. Anthony Fauci conspired to 
 hide the role of the U.S. and Chinese governments in the disaster. 

 Fauci, Director of the National Institute for Allergies and Infectious Diseases 
 NIAID, has acted as the lead government policy point person and COVID czar 
 during the pandemic. 
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 The letter uses his own emails as evidence of his duplicity. Dr. Francis Collins, 
 former head of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), is also implicated in 
 wrongdoing. 

 In one section, the Congressional letter details how Fauci circumvented Federal 
 law to fund controversial “gain-of-function” virus experiments both domestically, 
 and abroad at the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV). 

 COVID was first identified in an outbreak close-by to that bio lab in 2019. 

 The letter stated in part [with numbers referencing footnotes and email 
 documents]: 

 “Despite Dr. Fauci claiming otherwise on multiple occasions, he was, in 
 fact, aware of the monetary relationship between NIAID, the U.S. National 
 Institutes of Health (NIH), EcoHealth Alliance Inc. (EcoHealth), and the WIV 
 by January 27, 2020.1 Dr. Fauci also knew that NIAID worked with 
 EcoHealth to craft a grant policy to sidestep the gain-of-function 
 moratorium at the time. 2 

 “This new policy, designed by EcoHealth and agreed to by NIAID, allowed 
 EcoHealth to complete dangerous experiments on novel bat 
 coronaviruses—with very little oversight—that would have otherwise been 
 blocked by the moratorium. 3 

 “In January 2020, Dr. Fauci was also aware that EcoHealth was not in 
 compliance with the terms of its grant that funded the WIV. 4 

 “EcoHealth was required to submit an annual progress report to NIAID by 
 September 30, 2019, and had not yet done so. 5 

 “The Committee subsequently learned that EcoHealth failed to submit 
 these reports presumably to hide a gain-of-function experiment conducted 
 on infectious and potentially lethal novel bat coronaviruses. 6” 
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 Details about Ecohealth have added to other evidence that Fauci was complicit 
 in funding gain-of-function research. The  Trends Journal  has previously 
 covered Fauci’s strident denials in Congressional testimony concerning the 
 controversial research. (See  “BATSH*T CRAZY: WUHAN  WALLS CLOSING IN 
 AROUND FAUCI,”  18 May 2021.) 

 The extraordinary Congressional letter also laid out the case that Fauci and 
 Collins had purposely worked to discredit the assessment of other scientists in 
 early 2020 that the COVID virus likely originated from the Wuhan virology lab. 

 Again, using emails from Fauci and Collins to supported their finds, the 
 Congressional letter states: 

 “On February 1, 2020, Dr. Fauci, Dr. Collins, and at least eleven other 
 scientists convened a conference call to discuss COVID-19. 

 “7 It was on this conference call that Drs. Fauci and Collins were first 
 warned that COVID-19 may have leaked from the WIV and, further, may 
 have been intentionally genetically manipulated. Again, it is unclear if either 
 Dr. Fauci or Dr. Collins ever passed these warnings along to other 
 government officials or if they simply ignored them. Only three days later, 
 on February 4, 2020, four participants of the conference call authored a 
 paper entitled “The Proximal Origin of SARS-CoV-2” and sent a draft to 
 Drs. Fauci and Collins. 

 “8 Prior to final publication in Nature Medicine, the paper was sent to Dr. 
 Fauci for editing and approval. 

 “9 It is unclear what, if any, new evidence was presented or if the 
 underlying science changed in that short period of time, but after speaking 
 with Drs. Fauci and Collins, the authors abandoned their belief COVID-19 
 was the result of a laboratory leak. It is also unclear if Drs. Fauci or Collins 
 edited the paper prior to publication.” 
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 When the published  Nature Medicine  article did not sufficiently squash scientific 
 doubts about a natural origin for the COVID virus, Collins and Fauci conferred on 
 how to further put down “the lab leak” suspicions: 

 “On April 16, 2020, more than two months after the original conference 
 call, Dr. Collins emailed Dr. Fauci expressing dismay that the Nature 
 Medicine article—which they saw prior to publication and were given the 
 opportunity to edit—did not squash the lab leak hypothesis and asks if the 
 NIH can do more to “put down” the lab leak hypothesis.10 

 “The next day—after Dr. Collins explicitly asked for more public 
 pressure—Dr. Fauci cited the Nature Medicine paper from the White House 
 podium likely in an effort to further stifle the hypothesis COVID-19 leaked 
 from the WIV. 11” 

 A Sad New Chapter in Death By Government 

 A seminal study of 20th Century history called  Death  By Government  , provides 
 an exhaustive reckoning of the millions of lives extinguished as a result of what 
 author R. J. Rummel terms “democides.” 

 Democides are not wars between nations. They are wars that governments of 
 the 20th century conducted against their own citizen populations. 

 Rummel’s tally of the worst democides of the 20th century include astounding, 
 heartbreaking numbers: 

 [  NOTE:  the numbers shown in the chart represent multiples  of a million; thus the 
 democide number of 61,911 for the U.S.S.R. means 61,911 million deaths, etc.] 
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 The tragedy of the COVID War is that it was spawned by governmental 
 authorities, and precipitated devastating policies by governments around the 
 world that compounded the suffering of many millions. 
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 The U.S. and Chinese governments share the most blame for COVID. 
 Governmental authorities broke laws and proved virtually unbounded by any 
 ethical considerations in their dangerous scientific pursuits. 

 It’s now beyond any doubt that the highest levels of both governments colluded 
 in illegally creating highly lethal viruses, and at the very least, in trying to cover 
 their tracks in the wake of the COVID outbreak and spread. 

 As a result, by their own numbers, COVID has directly resulted or contributed to 
 close to six million deaths worldwide (according to  data  compiled by the World 
 Health Organization). 

 And even that number doesn’t account for corollary deaths and suffering from 
 economic devastation, ensuing poverty and hunger, increases in suicides, and 
 adverse events from experimental gene-level COVID injections deceptively 
 labeled as vaccines. 

 When people speak of Nuremberg level crimes in the context of the figures 
 involved in the disasters of the COVID War, this is what they’re getting at. 

 At this point, Americans and average citizens of nations around the world should 
 be calling for a global COVID tribunal to fully investigate every aspect of the 
 origin and consequences of the virus, and the policies that followed. 

 If there’s one thing that the COVID War has proved, it’s that death by 
 government, fueled by technocratic ambitions run amok, is alive and well in the 
 21st century. 

 The  Trends Journal  has been comprehensively covering  every aspect of the 
 COVID War disaster since early 2020. 
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 THIS WEEK IN SURVEILLANCE 

 GOV’T AI WILL TRACK AUTHOR 
 “FINGERPRINTS” TO CRUSH DISSENT. 
 Artificial intelligence which can track written 
 materials back to their authors, by 
 identifying unique “fingerprint” traits of 
 authorship, is being rapidly developed by 
 the U.S. government. 

 That’s according to Nextgov, a consortium of leading tech corps that works 
 closely with government agencies, developing, selling and procuring technology. 

 The revelation is especially troubling, given the growing use of the U.S. 
 Intelligence apparatus and other government assets to trample the 
 Constitutional rights and freedoms of American citizens. 

 According to Nextgov, which was pre-briefed on the author fingerprint project, 
 the Department of Homeland Security said it could be used to strip the 
 possibility of anonymity from written communications. 

 Not surprisingly, a spokesperson talking about the project alluded to the safety 
 of children as a leading use case for the technology. 

 “This effort, we think, is potentially game-changing for tracking disinformation 
 campaigns, and things like combating human trafficking and other malicious 
 activities that go on in online text forums, and elsewhere using text,” Dr. Timothy 
 McKinnon told Nextgov. 

 McKinnon is the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA) 
 program manager of HIATUS, which stands for Human Interpretable Attribution 
 of Text Using Underlying Structure. 

 IARPA is a research hub for the U.S. Intelligence Community. 
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 HIATUS is being developed to work both ways, noted McKinnon. It will be able 
 to trace authorship back to any person, or even AI machines that write a given 
 document. It will also be able to disguise written communications to shield 
 authorship. 

 McKinnon explained: 

 “With attribution, what we're doing is we're identifying stylistic features. 
 So, this is like signs of blank word placement syntax that can identify who 
 wrote a given text. Think about it as like your written fingerprint, right? 
 What characteristics make your writing unique? So the technology would 
 be able to identify that fingerprint compared against a corpus of other 
 documents, and match them up if they are from the same author,” he 
 explained. “On the privacy side, what the technology would do is it would 
 figure out ways that text could be modified so that it no longer looks like a 
 person's writing.” 

 “We're looking to develop systems that can be robustly performant across 
 diverse domains and genres of text—and also, there's going to be foreign 
 languages involved in the program as it progresses as well,” McKinnon said. 

 Netgov notes that IARPA has a developmental role in tech, and doesn't have 
 much of a role deploying or operationalizing the technology it creates. The 
 “tools” it creates are distributed to intelligence agencies to implement based on 
 their own purposes and judgment. 

 DHS Already Casting American Free Speech Rights As  Terrorism 

 Just last Monday, the Department of Homeland Security issued a terrorist alert 
 bulletin, warning of a "heightened threat environment." 

 The cause? A “proliferation of false or misleading narratives” regarding 
 COVID-19. 
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 The DHS lamented that the unapproved thoughts and information provided by 
 outlets not toadying to the government line are weakening "public faith in 
 government institutions." 

 In the alert, the agency also cited "calls for violence" and threats from foreign 
 terror organizations: 

 “The United States remains in a heightened threat environment fueled by 
 several factors, including an online environment filled with false or 
 misleading narratives and conspiracy theories, and other forms of mis- 
 dis- and mal-information (MDM) introduced and/or amplified by foreign 
 and domestic threat actors…” 

 The DHS focus on demonizing the free speech rights of Americans was another 
 breathtaking escalation in the government’s war against domestic dissent. 

 It came on the heels of the President adding his administration’s voice to the 
 recent attempted canceling of Joe Rogan, the world’s leading podcaster, for 
 Rogan’s COVID wrongthink. 

 White House Press Secretary Jen Psaki has urged Spotify, a music streaming 
 service with exclusive rights to “The Joe Rogan Experience,” to censor the 
 show. 

 In response, Spotify pulled over a hundred episodes of the program from 
 access. 

 Despite that, Rogan this past week claimed Spotify has “stood by me,” during 
 the controversy, and said he’s considering a 100 million dollar from the surging 
 Rumble video platform. 

 Rumble, along with GAB, have emerged as “free speech” alternatives to big tech 
 platforms that have increasingly banned and censored dissident voices, often 
 with illegal prodding from Congress, which is explicitly barred by the 
 Constitution with infringing the free speech rights of Americans. 
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 No HIATUS From the US Government Domestic Spy Network 

 With HIATUS, U.S. Intelligence will have a new weapon in its arsenal to spy out 
 and neutralize dissident voices. 

 It will be used in the name of protecting children, protecting the health of 
 Americans, ensuring safety, and various other tropes. 

 But make no mistake, its real purpose will be to suppress, and if necessary, 
 crush popular uprisings against government policies which are robbing citizens 
 of their wealth and freedoms, all to the benefit of a tiny cabal of technocratic and 
 political elites. 

 For related articles, see: 

 ●  “GOVERNMENT: FREE SPEECH IS BAD FOR YOUR HEALTH”  (21  Sep 
 2021) 

 ●  “REUTERS ‘EXCLUSIVE’ CROWS ABOUT BIG TECH MERGING WITH 
 U.S. INTEL TO TARGET POLITICAL DISSIDENTS”  (27 Jul  2021) 

 ●  “U.S. GOVERNMENT CROSSING THE CONSTITUTIONAL LINE”  (23 Feb 
 2021) 

 ●  “Censorship 2019”  (11 Dec 2018) 

 UNAUTHORIZED CIA PROGRAM COLLECTING AND ACCESSING DATA OF 
 AMERICAN CITIZENS.  Two Democrat Senators revealed  this past Thursday 
 that the CIA has a secret, undisclosed data repository that includes information 
 collected about Americans. 

 Senators Ron Wyden of Oregon and Martin Heinrich of New Mexico, both 
 members of the Senate Intelligence Committee, said that the CIA had long 
 hidden details about the program from the public and Congress. 
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 The two sent a letter to top intelligence officials calling for details about the 
 program to be declassified, The Associated Press reported. 

 Wyden and Heinrich said the program operated “outside the statutory framework 
 that Congress and the public believe govern this collection.” 

 There have long been concerns about what information the intelligence 
 community collects about Americans. The CIA and National Security Agency 
 have a foreign mission and are generally barred from investigating Americans or 
 U.S. businesses. 

 But as revelations by National Security Agency (NSA) contractor Edward 
 Snowden made clear in 2013, U.S. spy agencies have been progressively 
 abusing their data collection programs to effectively surveill American citizens. 

 Wyden Helped Reveal The Lie In 2013 

 Senator Wyden was the one in 2013 who asked then Director of National 
 Intelligence James Clapper if the NSA collected “any type of data at all on 
 millions or hundreds of millions of Americans.” 

 Clapper, in what was later revealed to be a blunt lie in his Congressional 
 testimony, responded, “No.” 

 Snowden released info later that year that the NSA was collecting bulk data via 
 U.S. internet and telecommunication companies. It sparked a new global 
 scrutiny of secret government surveillance, and led to new laws supposedly 
 designed to end the abuses. 

 So much for that effort. 

 Intelligence agencies are required to take steps to protect U.S. information, 
 including redacting the names of any Americans from reports unless they are 
 deemed relevant to an investigation. 
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 The process of removing redactions is known as “unmasking.” The agencies are 
 also subject to guidelines on the handling and destruction of Americans’ data. 

 But none of the supposed safeguards have effectively protected Constitutional 
 privacy rights of Americans. 

 Indeed, “unmasking” was used in an abuse of surveillance of Donald Trump’s 
 presidential campaign in 2016, contributing to a “Russian collusion” narrative 
 that hobbled his administration. 

 The abuses have gone even further than undermining the will of the American 
 people in their choice of President. 

 In the wake of protests over alleged vote fraud and irregularities in the 2020 
 election, as well as opposition to draconian COVID policies, extensive and even 
 bizarre programs tracking and spying on U.S. citizens via the U.S. Postal service, 
 intercepting cell phone text messages, and more, have been in operation. 

 It’s obvious that the Snowden incident did nothing to deter the metastasizing 
 American police state that is drawing bipartisan concern from at least some 
 members of Congress. 

 The CIA issued a response to the latest revelations by Senators Wyden and 
 Heinrich. 

 “CIA recognizes and takes very seriously our obligation to respect the 
 privacy and civil liberties of U.S. persons in the conduct of our vital 
 national security mission. CIA is committed to transparency consistent 
 with our obligation to protect intelligence sources and methods.” 

 According to the agency, the program in question utilizes a pop-up box that 
 warns CIA analysts seeking any information about U.S. citizens that any 
 information sought must be for a “foreign intelligence” purpose. 
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 But the agency admitted that CIA analysts aren’t currently required to document 
 the justification for their queries. 

 Gregg Jarrett, a legal analyst on Fox News, called the C.I.A. an all-powerful 
 government agency that operates completely in secrecy and “is accountable to 
 no one.” 

 “It needs to change,” he said. “The first step would be to give authority to the 
 inspector general of the CIA who can’t even subpoena documents or report 
 criminal activity directly to the attorney general. It’s a feckless position. That 
 needs to change and Congress needs to be made aware of everything that the 
 CIA does.” 

 For some recent stories on illegal surveillance and attacks on Constitutional free 
 speech rights being conducted by U.S. government on its citizenry, see: 

 ●  “EDWARD SNOWDEN REFLECTED WITH THE EFF ON PRIVACY 
 PROGRESS”  (15 Jun 2021) 

 ●  “THE CROWD-SOURCED INQUISITION”  (18 May 2021) 
 ●  “THE FUTURE OF POLITICAL SURVEILLANCE IS BEING DECIDED NOW” 

 (18 May 2021) 
 ●  “WATCH THE SNARK: AI CAN NOW DETECT SARCASM ON SOCIAL 

 MEDIA”  (11 May 2021) 
 ●  “POST OFFICE PLAYING SPYMASTERS”  (27 Apr 2021) 
 ●  “CONGRESS PRESSURES BIG TECH TO CENSOR EVEN MORE”  (30 Mar 

 2021) 

 PUBLISHER'S NOTE:  Tune in to Celente & The Judge Wednesday  6PM to hear 
 Judge Andrew Napolitano's expert analysis of the CIA actions. 
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 TRENDS IN CRYPTOS 

 BINANCE BUYING BETTER PRESS WITH FORBES MAGAZINE? 

 Binance, the international crypto exchange, plans to invest $200 million in 
 Forbes  as the century-old business magazine lays plans to go public through a 
 deal with Magnum Opus Acquisition Ltd., a special-purpose acquisition 
 company (SPAC). 

 Forbes is seeking $400 million in a private placement as part of its entry into the 
 stock market, which is expected to value the publisher at about $630 million. 

 Binance’s investment would give the crypto platform two seats on Forbes’ board 
 of directors, the  Financial Times  reported, and help  the publisher advance its 
 digital ambitions. 

 “With Binance’s investment, we now have the experience, network, and 
 resources of the world’s leading crypto exchange and one of the world’s most 
 successful blockchain innovators,” Forbes CEO Michael Federle said in a 
 statement. 
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 In 2018, Forbes initiated a wealth database of crypto billionaires and began 
 publishing lists of promising crypto startups. 

 Binance founder Changpeng Zhao, with a fortune valued at $1.9 billion, was the 
 subject of a Forbes cover profile in 2018. 

 Binance sued Forbes in 2020 after the magazine alleged that the exchange used 
 a complicated corporate structure to evade U.S. regulations. 

 Binance denied the charge but later dropped the lawsuit. 

 Binance Smart Chain Was A Positive in 2021 
 Binance, still the world’s largest centralized crypto exchange, saw more than its 
 share of negative press coverage in 2021. 

 But despite having to wrestle with meeting a growing and sometimes messy 
 regulatory landscape, Binance also experienced some major successes, 
 including rapid adoption of its Binance Smart Chain (BSC) blockchain solution. 

 First launched in September 2020, BSC offers smart contract capabilities similar 
 to Ethereum, with faster transaction times and lower costs for developers. 

 Binance had already been operating “Binance Chain,” but decided to start a 
 second blockchain network that had smart contract features. 

 The availability of Ethereum's open source code in the open-source world may 
 have made it simple for Binance to fork it. 

 Binance Smart Chain is a fork of the open source Go Ethereum (Geth) client, 
 with some additions and differences added, according to Finbold.com. 

 Instead of Ethereum's present Proof of Work (PoW) consensus process, BSA 
 uses a Proof of Staked Authority (PoSA). Faster block writing times and reduced 
 transaction costs are possible using PoSA. 
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 BSC also built Ethereum compatibility into their blockchain via an Ethereum 
 Virtual Machine. 

 Binance was racing against time to capitalize on the decentralized finance (Defi) 
 and non-fungible token (NFT) frenzy. 

 So far, BSC has paid off. PancakeSwap, a top ten DeFi app, with over 300 
 thousand users, operates on the network. 

 Autoshark Finance, another popular DeFi app, and games like Alien Worlds also 
 opted for BSC. 

 The BSC network token Binance Coin (BNB) was trading at 136 dollars in Feb 
 2021. The price reached highs of over 600 dollars in the fall, and the token is 
 currently valued at 406 dollars. 

 NFTS: MUCH MORE THAN DIGITAL ART 

 Non-Fungible Tokens can establish an 
 immutable record of ownership of any 
 digital asset, and even real-world assets. 

 The issued token can then be utilized as an 
 authenticator for any process concerning that asset. 

 A previous  Trends Journal  article (  “THE CRYPTO ‘AGE  OF UTILITY’ HAS JUST 
 BEGUN,”  12 Oct 2021) detailed how an NFT powered music  rights portal was 
 helping artists fund their own album and tour projects by selling fractional rights 
 to songs via NFTS, to raise money without record companies or crowdfunding 
 platforms. 

 Companies in other industries are creating use cases and innovating with NFTs. 
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 For example, ACOER, a software company in the medical field, has developed 
 something called RightsHash™ to track medical consent and other info with 
 NFTs. 

 According to the company, RightsHash offers a simple way to express and 
 manage an individual's rights and protections as distinct, globally unique digital 
 assets. 

 RightsHash associates and tracks an individual's digital rights—such as 
 permission to participate in a clinical trial—to an NFT using the public Hedera 
 distributed ledger platform. 

 Capabilities include the ability to track and monitor discrete rights and 
 protections in real time, tracking transactions from various data sources and 
 across different apps, demonstrating cryptographic proof of action, and 
 providing an automated, continuous, transparent auditing of all related 
 compliance transactions. 

 NFTs Can Operating Smart Contracts And DAOs 

 A recent Coindesk.com article outlined some novel ways that NFTs can make 
 almost any process involving ownership rights more efficient, while building 
 features that currently don’t exist into assets. 

 Take a concert ticket, for example. Issued as an NFT, the ticket to a favorite 
 artist’s performance might include various functionalities and features: 

 ●  The income from your NFT automatically pays the artist 40%, and doles 
 out different percentages to the DJ, lighting crew, and so on,  thanks to the 
 abilities of smart contracts. Because no middleman is required to organize 
 the payments, you will pay nearly no expenses. 

 ●  An NFT could grant you the chance to be not only a spectator at Drake's 
 performance, but also a shareholder. The NFT could contain rights that 
 confer a little cut of the concert’s profits. In other words, attending the 
 concert may potentially allow you to earn money. 
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 ●  The NFT might feature artwork from a designer you like. 
 ●  It may be used as a piece of concert memorabilia. As a result, it may be 

 worth something in the future, similar to old Beatles concert ticket stubs. 
 ●  Inside the venue, the NFT may be used to purchase food or beverages. 
 ●  If you purchased a VIP ticket, the NFT grants you access to the artist’s 

 backstage area, as well as maybe unique access to future digital items. 

 As the few examples mentioned illustrate, NFTs and the crypto networks 
 powering them, are only in the infancy of their potential to transform almost 
 every industry. 

 For more on NFTs, check out: 

 ●  “ONE OF A KIND: THE WORLD OF NFTs”  (10 Aug 2021) 
 ●  “NFTs COULD BE ‘BIGGER THAN CRYPTO,’ COINBASE CEO SAYS”  (16 

 Nov 2021) 
 ●  “A MOVIE STUDIO ON THE BLOCKCHAIN”  (7 Dec 2021) 

 INVESTORS POUR CASH INTO CRYPTO INFRASTRUCTURE START-UPS 

 Private equity firms Silver Lake and 
 Lightspeed Venture Partners led a recent 
 $200-million funding round for a company 
 called Alchemy that makes software for 
 crypto developers. Alchemy is now valued 

 at $10.2 billion, the company said on 8 February. 

 A day earlier, the Indian company Polygon, which creates software that makes 
 Ethereum transactions easier, announced it had raised $450 million by selling its 
 own crypto tokens to a group of more than 40 investors, including Sequoia 
 Capital India, Tiger Global Management, and Softbank’s second Vision Fund. 
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 Solana Labs, which bills itself as “the world’s fastest blockchain,” took in more 
 than $300 million last June from Andreessen Horowitz and other backers. 

 “There’s a lot of people working on infrastructure for Web3,” the name often 
 given to the crypto universe, Alchemy’s co-founder Nikil Viswanathan told the 
 Financial Times  . “There’s a lot of space in the market.” 

 Last year, companies working in Web3 collected $31.6 billion in new investment, 
 the  FT  reported. 

 Consumer-facing crypto apps such as gaming have drawn most of the attention 
 given to the sector. 

 However, building the “back office” that makes crypto transactions quick and 
 easy remains a work in progress. 

 For example, Ethereum’s delay in reconfiguring its system has driven up user 
 fees and sent some crypto fans to other blockchains that are easier and cheaper 
 to use. 

 TREND FORECAST:  The money pouring into crypto’s “engine  rooms” will 
 correct key problems that have kept many casual users out of digital currencies. 
 As the transactions become easier and faster to make, more people will be 
 willing to “go crypto,” speeding the currencies’ widespread acceptance, 
 especially by older adults. 

 CFTC CHIEF SEEKS AUTHORITY TO REGULATE CRYPTO 

 In a Congressional hearing on 9 Wednesday, 
 Rostin Behnam, chair of the U.S. 
 Commodities Futures Trading Commission 
 (CFTC), asked Congress to grant his agency 
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 the authority to regulate cash markets in cryptocurrencies. 

 The CFTC already regulates derivatives markets. 

 “My responsibility is to assume that [crypto] will continue to take root and 
 emerge and wind itself into traditional finance,” Behnam said in testimony 
 quoted by  The Wall Street Journal  . 

 Without proactive regulation, “we run the risk of stability…safety…and 
 soundness issues,” he added. 

 Behnam urged Congress to enact a law that would give the CFTC oversight of 
 aspects of cryptocurrencies that now fall outside the purview of the U.S. 
 Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and thus go unregulated. 

 Markets in commodities such as oil or sugar are dominated by large 
 corporations, he pointed out. 

 In contrast, while crypto markets have attracted some hedge funds and other 
 professional investors, they are dominated by individuals, many of whom borrow 
 heavily to play on platforms that lack adequate security and have been hacked, 
 as illustrated by the 2016 multi-billion-dollar theft from the Bitfinex crypto 
 exchange. 

 SEC chair Gary Gensler has asked Congress to enable the SEC to extend its 
 remit to regulate some digital currency markets that, he contends, fall within the 
 regulatory definition of securities. 

 The SEC and CFTC have both toughened their oversight of digital assets but 
 have not yet persuaded Congress to act, which has left Bitcoin and 
 Ether—which together make up about 60 percent of the cryptocurrency 
 market—unregulated. 

 Two issues are in play. 
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 First, many contend that Bitcoin and Ether are, in legal terms, commodities and 
 not securities, meaning the SEC should not oversee them. 

 Second, the CFTC has the power to regulate swaps, futures, and other 
 derivatives, which gives it powers only in part of the crypto realm. The agency 
 lacks the authority to govern cash deals or spot markets. 

 “The CFTC is well-situated to play an increasingly central role in overseeing the 
 cash digital-asset commodity market,” Behnam said. 

 TRENDPOST:  The SEC and CFTC are engaging in a turf  battle. 

 SEC chair Gary Gensler has been lobbying Congress for months to legislate his 
 agency’s authority to rein in digital currencies, as we have reported in our 
 “Market Overview”  of 3 Aug 2021,  “SEC Chief Sets Regulatory  Sights on 
 Cryptocurrencies”  (10 Aug 2021, and  “SEC Push to Regulate  Crypto”  (7 Dec 
 2021). 

 Gensler has likened the crypto universe to “the Wild West” (  “Gensler: Crypto Not 
 Viable Long Term,”  28 Sep 2021). 

 Meanwhile, one of Gensler’s colleagues on the SEC has urged Congress to 
 regulate digital currencies lightly if at all, arguing that regulation smothers 
 innovation (  “Regulator Calls for Few Rules on Cryptocurrencies”  15 Jun 2021). 

 TREND FORECAST:  The SEC already has staked its claim  to overseeing digital 
 coins by permitting Bitcoin ETFs to trade in the U.S. 

 This not only advances the SEC’s case to ride herd on crypto but also helps a 
 wider group of investors feel comfortable enough to think about playing crypto 
 markets. 

 Crypto and digital assets will be regulated. The extent of government oversight 
 will be closer to what Gensler and Behnam are suggesting, but probably less 
 than either would like. 
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 As we noted in  “Bitcoin ETFs in Prep as SEC Highlights  Path to Approval”  (24 
 August, 2021), regulation of crypto is inevitable. 

 Regulations will take shape in parallel with central banks’ creation of stablecoins, 
 the prices of which are linked to national currencies or other widely accepted 
 forms of value. 

 As nations roll out those stablecoins, The Street will be more ready to accept 
 them, drawing interest away from freewheeling digital coins whose values often 
 bounce on market whims. 

 BLOCKCHAIN BATTLES 

 NY BITLICENSE IS DRIVING CRYPTO 
 INNOVATION AWAY.  It’s no secret that New 
 York currently has the worst regulatory 
 atmosphere for cryptos of any state in the 
 union. 

 This past week influential investor Bill 
 Ackman took to Twitter to implore NYC Mayor Eric Adams and Governor Kathy 
 Hochul to try to do something about it. 

 Ackman commented: 

 "Let's fix this right away. We can't lose any more New Yorkers. NY is on its 
 way to becoming a crypto center of innovation. Let's remove barriers, 
 create opportunities for growth and innovation, and help our state and 
 city!" 
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 Adams, elected this past November, ran on a crypto friendly platform. But since 
 the election, he has become more equivocal, backing away from supporting 
 Bitcoin mining in the state. 

 During a local government budget hearing with elected officials in Albany, 
 Adams said he supports cryptocurrency but not crypto mining. 

 Bitcoin utilizes a “proof of work” method of consensus for writing data to its 
 decentralized blockchain ledger. The solving of complex mathematical problems 
 involved in the consensus method requires significant computing power and 
 energy. 

 But Ackman’s complaints go beyond the controversial mining issue. 

 New York has an arduous crypto regulatory framework that crypto exchanges 
 and other crypto focused businesses must meet to acquire a “Bitlicense” to 
 legally operate in the state. 

 The complicated and costly requirements have led most exchanges to stop 
 trying to offer services to New York residents, or not to even bother trying. 

 Crypto companies innovating with blockchain technologies and investment 
 vehicles have faced similar disincentives. Tax reporting requirements compared 
 to other states is another headache. 

 Bitlicense was established in 2015 to regulate various aspects of cryptocurrency 
 issuance and trade. 

 Block (formerly payments processing company Square), led by Jack Dorsey, 
 said this week that its Cash App clients in the United States—except for New 
 York residents—would be able to transmit bitcoin quicker thanks to a Lightning 
 Network improvement. 
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 “At this time New York residents aren't eligible for Lightning," Cash App 
 announced last week in a tweet, according to Yahoo News.  Users frustrated at 
 being shut out blamed the BitLicense rule. 

 Ackman, a billionaire founder and CEO of Pershing Square Capital Management, 
 a hedge fund management company, said he believes that eliminating regulatory 
 hurdles and loosening laws might be crucial to NYC becoming a crypto center. 

 For more on where Wall Street and New York may be headed in terms of 
 cryptos, see 2022 Top Trend  “CRYPTO CAPITOL: WALL  STREET 2.0.” 

 SUPPORTERS GET AROUND BLOCKADE OF FINANCING CANADIAN 
 TRUCKER FREEDOM CONVOY WITH CRYPTO.  Following GoFundMe's 
 decision not to give the remaining $9 million to the Freedom Convoy 2022 
 campaign, over 5,000 donors have collected money via Bitcoin (BTC) for 
 Canadian truckers protesting COVID-19 regulations. 

 As of Friday, 5,061 contributors have donated Bitcoin to Tallycoin for the 
 truckers, totaling over 21 BTC worth $925,340, noted crypto news outlet 
 Finbold.com. 

 Because they are utilizing Tallycoin to assist the process, the campaign may 
 receive all Bitcoins straight into crypto wallets in which they hold control of the 
 keys. 

 Tallycoin is a crowdfunding  platform  built on top  of the Bitcoin blockchain. It 
 represents the kind of web3 decentralized app framework that politicians, courts 
 and corporations can’t easily crush. 

 According to its creators, via Tallycoin Connect, a feature that allows donations 
 to be received directly to a bitcoin node (a computer running bitcoin software 
 and on the bitcoin network), the platform offers a “censorship resistant solution 
 that empowers you to accept donations directly to your own bitcoin node.” 
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 Unlike GoFundMe, Tallycoin does not have the ability to withhold any of the 
 monies that have been raised. Tallycoin allows Bitcoin donations to be made 
 both on-chain and through the Lightning Network, which improves the overall 
 efficiency of Bitcoin transactions. 

 GoFundMe became embroiled in controversy when it decided not to disburse 9 
 million dollars raised for the Freedom Convoy. 

 GoFundMe claimed the protest had broken its guidelines, saying the "peaceful 
 demonstration has become an occupation." 

 GoFundMe compounded its problems by initially saying it would redistribute 
 collected funds to “worthy” alternative charities and causes. 

 After an uproar by donors, the company reversed itself and said their money 
 would be refunded to them. 

 The  Trends Journal  has predicted and covered how cryptos  and web3 apps 
 would be a game changer in funding for dissident causes and groups, in stories 
 such as  “HUMAN RIGHTS FOUNDATION HEAD SAYS ‘BITCOIN  IS THE 
 REVOLUTION’”  (29 Jun 2021),  “A PERVERSION OF CRYPTOCURRENCY”  (12 
 Oct 2021) and  “WILL BLOCKCHAIN SAVE THE DAY?”  (20  Apr 2021). 
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 TRENDS IN THE COVID WAR 

 JAB THE YOUNG? THE BOOSTER GOOSE STEP 

 Younger Americans benefited less from taking a third booster COVID-19 vaccine 
 jab than older adults, according to the Centers for Disease Control and 
 Prevention(CDC). 

 The new data was published Thursday and found that older adults benefited the 
 most from these jabs. But Dr. Celine Gounder, an infectious disease expert and 
 epidemiologist at Kaiser Health News, said she does not believe that the “data 
 support a universal booster rollout for everyone.” 

 Kristen Nordlund, a spokeswoman from the CDC, said the vaccine boosters 
 remain safe and continue to be highly effective against severe disease over time. 

 Bye, Bye, Jab 

 The CDC’s report found that the Moderna and Pfizer vaccine boosters were 91 
 percent effective in preventing hospitalization during the two months after the 
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 shot, but after four months, protection fell to 78%. After more than five months, 
 vaccine effectiveness fell to about 31% effectiveness. 

 “I’m a little surprised, according to the data, that it's starting to wane already,” 
 Dr. Willaim Schaffner, a Vanderbilt University vaccines expert, said. He said he 
 was not too alarmed by the study. 

 Dr. Rochelle Walensky, the head of the CDC, took a rare step in September and 
 overruled agency advisers who did not recommend COVID-19 booster shots for 
 younger, at-risk workers like teachers and nurses.  

 The CDC’s Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP), on the same 
 day, recommended the booster for Americans 65 and older and for those over 
 50 with underlying medical conditions but voted against the younger at-risk 
 worker recommendation. Walensky disagreed, saying it aligns with a U.S. Food 
 and Drug Administration booster authorization from earlier this week. 

 “I am surprised that Dr. Walensky overturned one of the four ACIP votes today, 
 and I believe others will be as well,” said Dr. Yvonne Maldonado, an infectious 
 disease expert at Stanford and the American Academy of Pediatrics liaison to 
 the committee, said at the time. 

 Dr. Dan Barouch, a virologist at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in 
 Boston, said last week that he is in favor of boosters but did not want to 
 “overstate their importance.” 

 “The benefit of a booster dose is clearly greater in the elderly,” he said. But is 
 “progressively less in the lower-risk groups.” 

 Dr. Anthony Fauci, President Biden’s chief medical adviser, told the  Financial 
 Times   in an interview that it was his belief that  the U.S. is heading out of the “full 
 blown” pandemic phase of the virus due to the amount of people fully 
 vaccinated and available treatment options. Fauci said he could see—within a 
 few months—the government announcing an end to mask mandates. 
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  “As we get out of the full-blown pandemic phase of COVID-19, which we are 
 certainly heading out of, these decisions will increasingly be made on a local 
 level rather than centrally decided or mandated,” he said. “There we'll also be 
 more people making their own decisions on how they want to deal with the 
 virus.” 

 TRENDPOST:  The New York Times reported that of 18-49  year olds that were 
 unvaxxed, 0.9 per 100,000 died of the virus. What they did not report is that 0.9 
 per 100,000, equals just a 0.0009 COVID death rate. Yet, from newborns to dying 
 elderly, governments continue to dictate COVID Jabs for all. 

 And as we have continually reported, rather than taking precautions to protect 
 those most vulnerable from catching the virus, such as the overweight and 
 obese who account for 78 percent of the hospitalization according to the CDC, 
 those with preexisting comorbidities and the elderly... governments have 
 imposed their draconian mandates and must get vaxxed decrees on entire 
 populations. 

 TRENDPOST  : The   Trends Journal   has reported extensively  on COVID-19 
 vaccines and the effort by governments and The Drug Lords, i.e. Big Pharma, to 
 find as many arms as legally possible to take the jab. (See  “BIDEN’S BOOSTER 
 PLAN: VAX YOU!”  “SELLING BOOSTER SHOTS, CDC’S WALENSKY  SAYS ‘FU’ 
 TO AGENCY ADVISERS”   and  “THE VAX/BOOSTER MARKET: DRUG  DEALER 
 ON PARADE.”) 

 ITALY: #1 TO FIGHT THE COVID. STRICTEST MANDATES, HIGHEST EU 
 DEATH RATE 

 Italy has mandated vaccinations for its 
 elderly, forced citizens to use vaccine 
 passports to go to work, eat in restaurants 
 and cafes, and has enforced some of the 
 most restrictive COVID-19 lockdowns in 
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 Europe... but all of those measures could not prevent 150,000 deaths tied to 
 COVID-19.  

 Nicola Magrini, the director of the Italian Medicines Agency, told reporters that 
 the country will not roll out a fourth mRNA vaccine jab despite a surge in cases. 

 She envisioned a world where these vaccines will be given out on an annual 
 basis. She also mentioned that Novavax, which does not use mRNA, is now 
 available for Italians. 

 “It’s a protein vaccine, like the flu vaccines. It will be a small supplement 
 compared to the other mRNA vaccines. Some seem to prefer it, so Novavax will 
 soon be an option,” she said. 

 TRENDPOST:  As of Saturday, the country of some 60  million recorded a total of 
 150,824 COVID deaths, which is the eighth highest COVID death rate in the 
 world. 

 However, what the Presstitute media did not report, is that while the Italian 
 government has executed among the harshest COVID War mandates on the 
 entire population... the death rate for individuals under 60 years of age is well 
 below one percent, according to statista.com 

 TRENDPOST:  The   Trends Journal   has reported on Prime  Minister Mario 
 Draghi’s controversial response to the outbreak. (See  “ITALIANS TAKE TO THE 
 STREETS TO RAIL AGAINST WORKPLACE ‘GREEN PASS’,”  “ITALY  DEMANDS 
 COVID PASSPORTS,”  “DRAGHI: ITALY’S NEW BANKSTER PM”  and  “ITALY: 
 POPULIST MOVEMENTS DEAD, PART II.”  ) 

 We reported that Italy was the first Western nation to launch the COVID War in 
 2020 and the first to impose draconian lockdown mandates on its population.  

 The country has also led the way when it comes to stripping freedoms from its 
 people with its “No Jab, No Job” Green Passport declaration.   
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 Protests broke out in the country in opposition to these mandates but 
 demonstrators were called fascists in media reports and the police have shut 
 them down. 

 TRUDEAU STILL IN HIDING, INVOKES RARELY USED EMERGENCY ACT 

 Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau 
 announced Monday that he invoked the 
 country’s Emergencies Act, which would 
 enable his government to override 
 provincial powers as the "Freedom 
 Convoy" protests entered a third week in 

 Ottawa. 

 The move allows Trudeau to use new measures to break up the protests that 
 were launched by truckers who are fighting against government mandates that 
 force them to get the Operation Warp Speed inoculation when crossing the U.S. 
 border. 

 Calling the Freedom Convoy illegal and “dangerous,” Trudeau told them, “The 
 time to go home is now.” 

 Trudeau, under the Emergencies Act, is allowed to do what he believes is 
 needed in order to regain control of the protest—and even ban assemblies in 
 certain areas. The Prime Minister insisted that the emergency order, which still 
 needs to be approved by the Canadian Parliament, will not result in a loss of 
 “fundamental rights.” 

 Trudeau’s government threatened to tow away vehicles, freeze truckers' 
 personal and corporate bank accounts, and suspend the insurance on their 
 rigs, The Associated Press reported. 
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 Canada was not facing the kind of public emergency the act had been designed 
 to tackle, Leah West, a professor and national security expert at Ottawa's 
 Carleton University, said, according to Reuters  . 

 "I'm kind of shocked to be honest that the government of Canada still actually 
 believes that this meets the definition to even invoke the act," she told the 
 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. 

 Nelson Wiseman, a professor emeritus at University of Toronto, said, "What's 
 striking about this time is we've had no violence, nothing like that." 

 Reuters reported that civil liberties groups in Canada have come out against 
 Trudeau for invoking the Act and cutting off the Freedom Convoy’s funding. 

 Among them, The Canadian Civil Liberties Association said the truckers’ 
 protests did not meet the standard for invoking the Emergencies Act, which 
 exists for "the ability of the Government of Canada to preserve the sovereignty, 
 security and territorial integrity of Canada" and only for actions that "cannot be 
 effectively dealt with under any other law of Canada." 

 Trudeau has faced criticism from every quarter. The truckers blame him for his 
 cowardice while those opposed to the truckers say he has been too lenient.  

 “We’re in the midst of a serious emergency, the most serious emergency, the 
 most serious emergency our city ever faced,” Jim Watson, Ottawa’s mayor, said. 
 “And we need to get moving much more quickly and much more proactively to 
 bring order back to the streets.” 

 The mayor warned that the protests could lead to “someone” getting killed. 
 Government officials have faced renewed criticism over lockdowns and mask 
 mandates due to the lack of scientific evidence that they benefited society. 

 Tamara Lich, one of the protest organizers in Ottawa, promised not to back 
 down. 
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 “There are no threats that will frighten us. We will hold the line,” she said, 
 according to the AP  . 

 Pierre Poilievre, an opposition Conservative lawmaker, told the AP that Trudeau 
 should simply drop the COVID-19 mandates 

 “He’s got protests right around the country, and now he’s dropping in the polls, 
 desperately trying to save his political career. The solution is staring him in the 
 face,” he said. 

 Canada also announced that it will broaden the scope of its anti-money 
 laundering and terrorist financing rules to include crowdfunding platforms after 
 millions in donations were directed towards these protesters, Reuters reported. 

 "We are making these changes because we know that these platforms are being 
 used to support illegal blockades and illegal activity which is damaging the 
 Canadian economy," Finance Minister Chrystia Freeland said. 

 The City Journal   reported that there is no “convincing  evidence” that strict 
 lockdowns reduced the number of COVID-19 deaths. The report said there has 
 been a significant jump in excess mortality for young and middle-aged 
 individuals not attributed to the virus. 

 The report said some of those deaths point to “obvious lockdown-related 
 factors." The report said that researchers said lockdowns can lead to tens of 
 thousands of “deaths of despair,” which include drug overdoses, alcoholism, 
 and suicide. 

 “Lockdowns have protected the laptop class of young low-risk journalists, 
 scientists, teachers, politicians, and lawyers, while throwing children, the 
 working class, and high risk older people under the bus,” Martin Kulldorff, a 
 professor at Harvard Medical School, told the paper. 

 The protesters in Ottawa arrived in the city on 28 January and have been 
 ordered to stand down or face possible arrest and fines up to $100,000. 
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 The  Times   reported that Canadian police cleared the  Ambassador Bridge in 
 Windsor, Ontario, which is a major trade route to the U.S. The paper said the 
 protesters at the bridge were complying and exchanging fist bumps with 
 officers—who were not issuing tickets. 

 “They’ve taken an oath to protect our country,” one protester told the paper. “A 
 civil servant will not go against watching people being unified.” 

 Peter Sloly, Ottawa’s police chief, called the demonstration “sophisticated.” 
 There are about 500 trucks in the city that is under a state of emergency. 

 “They have the capability to run a strong organization here, provincially and 
 nationally, and we’re seeing that play out in real time,” he said.   

 The protests began with calls for the government to end vaccine mandates for 
 truck drivers who drive into the U.S., but now include calls for the entire country 
 to end restrictions and Trudeau to be removed from office. 

 “Canadians have been missing national leadership during this crisis,” Jagmeet 
 Singh, the leader of the New Democratic Party, said, according to the BBC. 
 (  WATCH: GERALD CELENTE CALLS TRUCKER PROTEST A MEGA  TREND FOR 
 FREEDOM.) 

 Trudeau once called the Freedom Convoy a “small fringe minority” but has now 
 faced pressure from both sides of the vaccine debate. Some Canadians say he 
 has been slow to respond to the protests, which allowed it to take hold of the 
 city. 

 Stewart Prest, a political scientist at Simon Fraser University, told the network 
 that the protests seem to be “almost a Primal Scream of rage, frustration” after 
 two years of outbreak restrictions. 
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 TREND FORECAST:   Confirming our forecast of the power of the Canadian 
 Trucker’s Freedom Convoy, a majority of Canadians now say they want COVID 
 restrictions lifted, according to an Angus Reid poll. 

 This a sharp increase from when the same question was asked in early January. 

 The latest poll, taken by Angus Reid Institute when the trucker’s convoy was 
 spreading across Canada, Jan. 27-28, 54 percent said they want COVID 
 restrictions lifted. Just two weeks earlier, only 39 percent wanted restrictions 
 lifted. 

 Should other nation’s truckers launch Freedom Convoys of this magnitude, 
 people power will force politicians to end many COVID War restrictions. There 
 are reports convoys will be launched in the U.S. and have already begun in some 
 European nations and in Australia.  

 TREND-TRACKING LESSON  : Gerald Celente has long noted  that one of the 
 most important elements for protests to be successful is that they must continue 
 unabated. For example, the Berlin Wall came tumbling down when people came 
 to the wall and did not leave. And each day, more people came and did not leave 
 until they greatly outnumbered the military. 

 We most recently saw this truth demonstrated in November when Indian Prime 
 Minister Narendra Modi on Friday said lawmakers would repeal the agricultural 
 laws that farmers in the country feared would leave them in financial ruin. 
 (See   “MODI LOSES, FARMERS WIN. A MEGA-TREND BEYOND  INDIA.”  ) 

 And as with India’s farmers, day after day, night after night, week after week, 
 month after month, they took to the streets and did not leave until they got what 
 they wanted. 

 Unlike India’s farmers, who work with their hands and are strong and hearty, 
 today’s demonstrators in the Western world generally take to the streets one day, 
 make a big deal about it, and they go home.  
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  For success to be achieved, the resolve to protest must continue until demands 
 are satisfactorily met.  

 And as we noted in the  Trends Journal  last week, Serbia's  government reversed 
 the controversial Rio Tinto lithium mine that was planned for the western part of 
 the country after weeks of massive protests claiming that the mine would lead to 
 environmental ruin for neighboring towns. As we have been reporting, week after 
 week, month after month thousands of demonstrators took to the streets 
 blocking main roads and bridges used to access the mine site near Loznica. 

 “FU” OMICRON. DENMARK QUITTING THE COVID WAR 

 Denmark lifted all COVID-19 restrictions 
 despite a jump in omicron cases and 
 hospitalizations—and issued a statement 
 that said the virus should no longer be 
 categorized as a “socially critical disease.” 

 Among the restrictions that have been lifted 
 is the mask mandate on public transportation and in indoor spaces. Magnus 
 Heunicke, the country’s health minister, called the decision the right moment 
 due to the relative mildness of the Omicron variant and the country’s 81 percent 
 vaccination rate,   The New York Times   reported. Nearly  100 percent of the elderly 
 population is considered boosted. 

 Dr. Jens Lundgren, a professor of infectious diseases at the University of 
 Copenhagen, told the paper that the country would have to impose incredibly 
 strict restrictions if it wanted to pursue a zero-COVID policy, which would not 
 have been proportionate to the threat. 

 “So we essentially let the Omicron epidemic roll,” he said. 
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 The country of about six million had 30 patients in ICUs as of Friday. The 
 government has indicated that it will monitor those numbers. If cases begin to 
 emerge that require intensive treatment at hospitals, it may put restrictions back 
 into place and push for a fourth jab. The country has had 2.1 million cases and 
 4,001 deaths. 

 The  Times   described the scene in main Danish cities  where cafes and shops are 
 filled with customers and bars no longer have to close down at 11 p.m. 

 Norway also announced that it lifted “a large number of COVID-19 measures” on 
 1 February “even though many people are becoming infected with COVID-19.” 

 Petr Fiala, the prime minister of the Czech Republic, also announced Thursday 
 that most restrictions would be lifted in the country—including the mandate to 
 show vaccine cards prior to entering various indoor venues. Euronews reported 
 that Prague is eyeing 1 March to lift the remaining restrictions. 

 Vlastimil Valek, the country’s health minister, said on 19 February, up to 5,000 
 people will be allowed to attend concerts—which is a marked increase from the 
 current 1,000-person limit. The Associated Press reported that Prague will also 
 stop testing at schools and companies. 

 Like the other countries shelving restrictions, the Czech Republic is seeing 
 record numbers of COVID-19 cases due to the Omicron variant. (See  “PLAY 
 SCRAMBLE: DOES OMICRON=MORONIC?”  “OMICRON: WE DON’T  KNOW IF 
 VACCINES ARE EFFECTIVE, BUT YOU MUST TAKE THE JAB”   and  “VAXXED 
 OR NOT, OMICRON’S GONNA GET YA!”  ) 

 Prague has seen a significant jump in cases, but the number in the country of 
 10.5 million is coming down. The country has seen 37,612 virus-related 
 deaths, the AP reported. 

 Sweden also announced that it will end testing sites across the country because 
 scientists in the country say testing for Omicron infection—which is easily 
 transmissible but milder—is expensive and has fewer benefits. 
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 “We have reached a point where the cost and relevance of the testing is no 
 longer justifiable,” Karin Tegmark Wisell, the Swedish public health agency chief, 
 told the AP. “If we were to have extensive testing adapted to everyone who has 
 COVID-19, that would mean half a billion kronor a week (about $55 million) and 
 2 billion a month.” 

 The report said only health care workers and the most vulnerable will be offered 
 free tests going forward, others who are symptomatic will be told to go home 
 and isolate. 

 “Sweden is leading the way, and other nations will inevitably follow,” Dr. Bharat 
 Pankhania, a senior clinical lecturer at the University of Exeter Medical School in 
 Britain, said. “We don't need extensive testing for the sake of testing, but we 
 must work nevertheless in sensitive settings such as hospitals, nursing homes 
 and other sensitive places where there are very vulnerable people.” 

 TREND FORECAST:  Gerald Celente had forecast well over  a month ago, that 
 the COVID War would wind down by late March, mid-April and draconian 
 mandates would being lifted as the once sheltered-in-place population wants to 
 let loose, go out, dine out, travel, a spend on entertainment. 

 And, on the government side, politicians and bureaucrats who suck off the 
 public tit need tax revenues so they can get paid. Therefore, with businesses 
 closed down on and off for two years and other restrictions placed upon them, 
 less taxes are coming in, thus a need to ease draconian COVID mandates. 

 In addition, after two years of lockdowns and draconian mandates, a once 
 compliant majority is dwindling to a minority, thus politicians are relaxing the 
 mandates to build their voter base.  (See  “DENMARK:  PROTESTS 
 SUCCESSFUL, NO FORCED VACCINATIONS,”  “DENMARK LEADING  TO END 
 COVID WAR,”     “MUTATION FEARS: 17M FARMED MINK KILLED  IN DENMARK” 
 and  “DELTA VARIANT THROWS NEW OBSTACLE IN WAY OF EU  RECOVERY.”  ) 
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 U.K. WINDING DOWN COVID WAR 

 British Prime Minister Boris Johnson last 
 week announced that he was ending the 
 last remaining COVID-19 restrictions in 
 England and will begin a “living with COVID” 
 plan, according to a report. 

 “As COVID becomes endemic we will need to replace legal requirements with 
 advice and guidance urging people with the virus to be careful and considerate 
 of others,” he told the House of Commons, according to the  Financial Times. 

 The paper reported that Johnson’s announcement was embraced by 
 Conservative MPs. The U.K. has seen a jump in infections, including 3.3 million 
 in the week ending on 5 February. Anyone who is infected with the virus in Wales 
 or England must self-isolate for at least five days. 

 Johnson’s rule to end self-isolation and all other COVID restrictions could take 
 effect in late February. Johnson’s decision was met with some opposition from 
 MPs who said the move was not based on science. 

 “There certainly wasn’t a meeting and agreement between the chief medical 
 officers across the U.K., Sir Francis Atherton, a British physician and chief 
 medical officer of Wales, said, according to the BBC. "There was no meeting 
 between health ministers before this change was made, all the things that have 
 been very normal during the course of the last two years, didn't take place." 

 The   Trends Journal   has reported on economy-killing  lockdowns that cost 
 millions their jobs and destroyed small businesses throughout countries 
 worldwide. (See  “U.K. DOCS WARN: LOCKDOWNS MORE HARMFUL  THAN 
 COVID,”  “U.K., FU: COVID RULES FOR THEE, BUT NOT FOR  ME,” 
 “EMBATTLED BORIS JOHNSON AIMS TO LIFT U.K.’S SELF-ISOLATING LAW” 
 and  “U.K.’S BORIS ‘BULLSHIT’ JOHNSON WINDING DOWN  COVID WAR.”  ) 
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 Johnson has faced recent criticism in the country over scandals of his throwing 
 parties at 10 Downing while he ordered England to lockdown. 

 Some NHS staff called Johnson’s move “reckless” and see it as an effort for the 
 embattled prime minister to get the public’s attention off him. Metropolitan 
 Police sent him a questionnaire about the scandal on Saturday amid a growing 
 investigation. 

 He is facing pressure to step down if an inquiry finds he violated the very 
 lockdown orders he put into place.  

 Johnson’s announcement did not persuade other European countries like France 
 and Germany to change their COVID-19 policies, but the two said they are 
 watching England with interest.  

 “I don’t see Germany going down the UK’s path quite so quickly,” Johannes 
 Knobloch, an infection prevention specialist at Hamburg’s University Medical 
 Center, told  The Guardian  . “But then you need to bear  in mind there are broader 
 philosophical differences in our health system, with avoidance of death still 
 playing a fundamental part in the German system, while Britain’s system places 
 more emphasis on maintaining the ability to work.” 

 TREND FORECAST:   Boris Johnson is the epitome of the  “Do as I say, not as I 
 do” ruling class of Liars, Cowards, Freaks and Fools running a nation, state, city 
 near you.  

 Despite his being caught lying numerous times of having parties while locking 
 down the nation, stealing public money to renovate his flat, etc., the clown of a 
 man—with a body, face and actions that a cartoonist could not envision—is 
 running a major nation of the world.   

 We note these “features” to illustrate Boris Johnson’s personification of the 
 image, ways and means of the leaders of the world. 
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 Therefore, to divert attention from the economic destruction that will devastate 
 what was once the middle class, these psychopathic, pathological political liars 
 will lead their nations to war.  

 TRENDPOST:   Beyond forecasting the devastating effects  of the made-up, 
 lacking-scientific-data rules imposed upon societies by the lockdowns, 
 the   Trends Journal   has been detailing the failures  of extended lockdowns.  

 Here are a few examples:  

 ●  “COVID-19 LOCKDOWNS: COMPLETE POLICY FAILURES”    
 ●  “MEDICAL EXPERTS: LOCKDOWNS WORSE THAN COVID-19”    
 ●  “DON’T LOCK DOWN, DOCS DEMAND”    
 ●  “W.H.O. NOW SAYS “WE DO NOT ADVOCATE LOCKDOWNS”    

 And going back to 14 April of last year, in our article   “SHUT  DOWNS & SHUT 
 INS,”   we wrote: 

 “Taking advantage of successful fear campaigns, political leaders continue 
 to shut down economies and shut in their citizens based on their individual 
 temperament rather than hard data.” 

 Also absent the mainstream media reporting—except to condemn them for not 
 mandating draconian lockdowns and robbing its citizens of freedom and liberty 
 as most nations did—is Sweden’s success for not joining the COVID war yet 
 beating the coronavirus.” 

 Sweden stood out among European nations for its hands-off response, not 
 forcing mask wearing, keeping schools and businesses open.  What Presstitutes 
 did report was that Sweden had higher COVID death rates compared to other 
 Nordic countries, but downplayed the fact that they were lower than most 
 European nations that imposed strict lockdown mandates. 

 Last week, the government also halted testing for coronavirus even if people had 
 symptoms of a virus infection. 
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 NEVADA: WE NEED YOUR MONEY, TAKE OFF YOUR (WORTHLESS) MASKS 

 As Gerald Celente had forecast several 
 weeks ago, as economic and political 
 pressures increased, the COVID War would 
 decrease. 

 Last Thursday, Nevada Gov. Steve Sisolak 
 declared the state will no longer require 

 masks in some public settings, which means Las Vegas casinos—whose 
 businesses were in the toilet as people refused to follow COVID War 
 mandates—are no longer required to force players to wear face coverings at 
 tables. 

 “I’m doing what I think is best to protect the health and welfare of the residents 
 of the state of Nevada,” Sisolak said, according to The Associated Press. 

 Nevada joined other states that have updated their mask policies. He said the 
 state has seen a drop in hospitalizations. About 60 percent of the state is fully 
 vaccinated, including 82 percent of those 65 and older. There are currently 1,199 
 people hospitalized and 208 in ICUs, according to data compiled by   The New 
 York Times. 

 The decision took effect immediately. The new guidelines do not apply to public 
 transportation, airports, hospitals, health care clinics and other places serving 
 vulnerable populations,  USA Today  reported. 

 The newspaper reported that more than 3 million people visited Vegas in 
 December, which is about 13 percent below the December 2019 levels. The city 
 was completely shut down for two months in 2020 due to the outbreak. 
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 “It’s what we’re used to (in Florida). … We’re going back to normal again,” 
 Danny Boyd of Miami told the paper. He was in town for the Super Bowl. “I just 
 hate the way (a mask) feels.” 

 A video emerged on social media that showed elementary school students 
 jumping with joy when they were told that they would no longer need to wear 
 face coverings inside the classroom.  

 A teacher told  The Daily Mail  that one of the students  was so elated that he 
 nearly threw his desk outside a window. 

 The paper pointed out that Dr. Scott Gottlieb, the former chief of the F.D.A. and 
 board member of Pfizer, told CNBC’s “Squawk Box” that it is time for governors 
 to lift these school mandates. 

 “I don't think it's imprudent that governors lean forward, anticipating that 
 conditions are going to continue to improve, recognizing that people are frayed,” 
 he said. “We have a narrow window of opportunity to restore some sense of 
 normalcy to the schools.” 

 TRENDPOST:  The   Trends Journal   has reported on COVID-19  rules and their 
 devastating impact on children. (See  “CRUCIAL COVID  DATA IGNORED BY 
 PRESSTITUTES,”  “DRUG DEALERS: GET KIDS VACCINATED”  and  “COVID 
 WAR 2.0: MASS DESTRUCTION.”  ) 

 We also noted a study by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention that 
 said mask mandates were associated with an average 1.32 percent decrease in 
 the rates of COVID-19 cases and deaths during the first 100 days after the mask 
 policy was implemented. 

 TRENDPOST:   The following are just a few of the past  articles from the   Trends 
 Journal   that detail the ineffectiveness and dangers  of constant mask wearing: 

 ●  “FACING THE TRUTH, PART III: MASKS CAUSE HEALTH PROBLEMS”    
 ●  “GERMAN DOC: MANDATORY MASK-WEARING IS “CRIMINAL” 
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 ●  “MASK UP AND DIE?” 
 ●  “EUROPEAN HEALTH OFFICIALS AGREE: MASKS DON’T WORK” 

 TRENDPOST:   On 12 February 2021, althealthworks.com,  a website that focuses 
 on news about natural health, revealed that an article posted on the Microsoft 
 News website detailing potential health risks from long-term mask wearing was 
 taken down. According to althealthworks.com: 

 “The potential side effects include the following according to several 
 doctors quoted by   MSN.com  : 

 “  Shortness of Breath and Lightheadedness:   According  to Dr. Lili 
 Barsky, any activities that result in the expulsion of air, such as talking, 
 singing and exercising can result ‘in the accumulation of carbon dioxide 
 between the face and the mask.’ 

 The symptoms are seen due to increases in CO2 levels in the body 
 according to Dr. Rashmi Byakodi as mentioned in the MSN article. 
 ‘Breathing over exhaled air that turns into carbon dioxide might make you 
 feel dizzy.’ 

 Headaches:   According to Dr. Byakodi, ‘Headaches may  occur due to the 
 band fitting around the head all day, stress from breathing through the 
 mask, or slight changes in oxygen and carbon dioxide levels in the blood.’  

 Dermatitis:   Some people’s skin may break out, and  scarring around the 
 area where the mask is worn may result in some cases. 

  Weakened Immune System:   Perhaps the most troubling  of all symptoms 
 on the list of doctor warnings, the immune system can be greatly 
 weakened by low oxygen levels in the tissues as noted by Dr. Esteban 
 Kosak in the article.” 
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 TRENDS IN GEOPOLITICS 

 RUSSIA: U.S. SPREADING ‘LARGE-SCALE DISINFORMATION CAMPAIGN’ 
 TO DIVERT ATTENTION FROM THEIR ‘OWN AGGRESSIVE ACTIONS’ 

 Russia’s claims that Washington is stepping up its “Hate Russia” campaign, to 
 cover up its own war atrocities. 

 In response to the constant U.S. ramping up of the narrative that Russia’s 
 invasion is “imminent”—which, as we have detailed they have been claiming 
 since 2014, (See  “COWARDS AND FOOLS,”  28 Jul 2015),  the Kremlin on Friday 
 accused Western countries of producing an “unprecedented” campaign to 
 attempt to “convince the world community” that Russia is planning an invasion 
 of Ukraine. 

 The Russian Foreign Ministry claimed that it has been on the receiving end of a 
 coordinated media attack to discredit legitimate security demands from NATO. 
 The ministry said it collected a dossier of articles that have been published to 
 support the allegation. 
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 “They serve as evidence of a well-coordinated information attack against 
 Moscow, aimed at undermining and discrediting Russia rightful demands for 
 securing guarantees and justifying western geopolitical aspirations and its notary 
 development of Ukrainian territory,” the ministry said. 

 He also noted that Putin is set to meet with German Chancellor Olaf Scholz last 
 Tuesday as tensions worsen between Moscow and the European Union. 

 Back in December, Russia stated its demands that NATO would not continue to 
 expand to bordering nations and insisted on a guarantee that NATO and the U.S. 
 military would not expand into Ukraine. 

 However, the U.S./NATO alliance refused to accept the deal. U.S. Secretary of 
 State Antony Blinken insisted that the alliance will continue to consider new 
 prospective NATO members. 

 The   Trends Journal   has reported extensively on Russia’s  claim that Western 
 countries are strategically expanding NATO-allied in an attempt to surround 
 Moscow. (See  “PUTIN PUTS PRESSURE ON UKRAINE,”  ”U.S.  VOWS UKRAINE 
 SUPPORT,”  “KREMLIN BLAMES UKRAINE FOR STOKING TENSIONS  AT 
 BORDER,”  “U.S. CONTINUES TO RAMP UP COLD WAR 2 RHETORIC,”  “BIDEN 
 PLEDGES “UNWAVERING SUPPORT” FOR UKRAINE”   and  “BLINKEN 
 BELLOWS: U.S. COMMITTED TO UKRAINE’S SOVEREIGNTY IS ‘IRONCLAD.”  )    

 Maria Zakharova, a Russian foreign ministry spokeswoman, wrote on Telegram 
 late Friday that the “hysteria from the White House is more revealing than ever.” 

 “That Anglo-Saxons need a war,” Zakharova wrote, according to   The Wall Street 
 Journal.   “At any price. Provocations, misinformation  and threats are a favorite 
 method of solving their own problems.” 

 Her comments came after Jake Sullivan, President Biden’s national security 
 adviser, told reporters on Friday that the U.S. would not conduct military-led 
 evacuations of citizens from a war zone. Sullivan said an invasion may occur at 
 any moment. 
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 "I will not comment on details of our intelligence information, but I do want to be 
 clear: It could begin during the Olympics despite a lot of speculation that it 
 would only happen after the Olympics,” Sullivan said. 

 A senior Defense Department official told Politico that the Pentagon ordered 
 3,000 additional soldiers from the 82nd Airborne Infantry Brigade Combat Team 
 to Poland. 

 The outlet reported that the additional troops bring the total numbers to 6,000 
 troops—mostly from the Army’s 82nd Airborne Division. 

 “We want to crystal clear on this point: Any American in Ukraine should leave as 
 soon as possible and, in any event, in the next 24 to 48 hours. If you stay, you 
 are assuming risk with no guarantee that there will be any other opportunity to 
 leave and no prospect of a U.S. military evacuation in the event of Russian 
 invasion,” Sullivan said. 

 Earlier this week, Sullivan said the conflict, which could result in the fall of Kyiv, 
 could result in as many as 50,000 casualties. U.S. officials told the  WSJ  that 
 Russian President Vladimir Putin has about 70 percent of the forces he needs in 
 place to mount a full invasion of Ukraine. 

 And on Sunday, Sullivan, appearing on America’s mainstream media, said, 
 Russian President Vladimir Putin could give an order for military action 
 "essentially at any time." 

 "We have seen over the course of the past 10 days a dramatic acceleration in 
 the build-up of Russian forces and the disposition of those forces in such a way 
 that they could launch a military action essentially at any time," Sullivan said on 
 Face the Nation  , without a shred of evidence, Russian  forces could invade 
 Ukraine “this coming week.” 

 Russia has denied having any intention of invading Ukraine and blamed the U.S. 
 and other NATO members for escalating tensions in Eastern Europe. Moscow 
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 last December sent security proposals to Washington—among them, barring 
 Ukraine from joining NATO. 

 TRENDPOST:   Totally unreported by the Presstitute media  is Washington’s 
 breach of the Gorbachev/Reagan agreement that ended the Cold War, whereby 
 the U.S. vowed not to expand NATO. 

 The   Trends Journal   reported  in 2016 that "forward  positions in Ukraine, Georgia 
 and the Baltic States are hundreds of miles further east than the Oder-Neisse 
 border between Germany and Poland, where U.S. President George Herbert 
 Walker Bush solemnly promised Soviet and Russian leaders Mikhail Gorbachev 
 and Boris Yeltsin that NATO would halt its expansion more than a quarter-century 
 ago. 

 The trend, clearly, is pushing toward mounting Russia/NATO tensions." (See 
 “WHAT THE ANTI-RUSSIA RHETORIC MEANS,”  28 Mar 2016). 

 TRENDPOST:  As NATO’s first secretary general put it,  NATO was formed in 
 order to keep the Russians out of Western Europe and the Americans in.  Instead 
 of disbanding NATO when the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991, Washington 
 dramatically expanded NATO. 

 In violation of the Reagan-Gorbachev agreements, the Bill Clinton and George 
 W. Bush regimes added constituent parts of the former Soviet empire to 
 NATO—Hungary, Czech Republic, Poland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovenia, 
 Slovakia, Bulgaria and Romania. 

 France, taken out of NATO by General de Gaulle, rejoined in April 2009, 18 years 
 after the collapse of the Soviet Union, followed by other nations including 
 Croatia, Albania, Montenegro and North Macedonia  . 
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 NO, RUSSIA DID NOT INVADE CRIMEA 

 As Washington and America’s media keep 
 pumping up the intelligence reports of 
 which they have not provided a scintilla of 
 evidence, another the D.C. media’s greatest 
 lies and greatest hits is Russia’s invasion 
 and takeover of Crimea in Eastern Ukraine. 

 In the print-news world, “nut graphs” are statements of fact that explain a story’s 
 news value and provide historical context. And in mainstream media in print and 
 on the air, a familiar nut graph is repeated over and over… Russia invaded 
 Crimea in the winter of 2014, and annexed it. 

 Russia did not attack Crimea. And it would likely still be a part of Ukraine if the 
 US had not orchestrated a coup to overthrow the government of the 
 democratically elected president of Ukraine, Viktor Yanukovych. (See 
 “WASHINGTON IS DRIVING THE WORLD TO THE FINAL WAR,”  28 Apr 2014). 

 No, Russia did not invade Crimea. The Russian military already had a presence 
 there. Under a lease agreement (which did not expire until 2047), negotiated 
 when Russia granted independence to Ukraine, its Black Sea Fleet is based at 
 Sevastopol port in Crimea. 

 However, Vladimir Putin did order more troops into Crimea as he feared the 
 government takeover in Kiev would provoke an attack. 

 It was Crimean’s who voted overwhelmingly—by 95 percent—to rejoin Russia. 

 Crimea had been part of Ukraine only since 1954, when then-Soviet Premier 
 Nikita Khrushchev, a Ukrainian, designated it as such. In fact, Crimea had been 
 part of Russia longer than the United States has been a country. 
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 TRENDPOST:  In the Spring of 2014, Hillary Clinton compared Crimea 2014 to 
 Czechoslovakia 1930 and said Russian President Vladimir Putin’s actions were 
 like ‘what Hitler did back in the ’30s’. 

 And Vice President Biden at the time—managing to ignore that over 80 percent 
 of Crimeans turned out to vote, with over 95 percent voting “yes” to reestablish 
 its centuries-long union with Russia, in what international observers called a fair 
 and clean election process—declared it to be “blatant, blatant violation of 
 international law … nothing more than a land grab.” 

 Pimping himself before 1,000 LGBQT rights supporters at a Los Angeles gala, 
 Biden made a stab at linking Russia’s anti-gay laws to the position it had taken in 
 the Ukraine crisis! 

 DENMARK BRINGING IN U.S. WAR MACHINE 

 Denmark, which has a longstanding policy 
 of not allowing foreign troops to be 
 stationed within its borders, announced 
 Thursday that U.S. troops may soon be 
 welcome in the Scandinavian country in 
 part of the effort to bolster European 
 defense forces. 

 “An increase to the American commitment here in Denmark will improve the 
 access of the United States to the European continent,” Mette Frederiksen, the 
 Danish prime minister, said in an interview. Copenhagen said tensions in Ukraine 
 were not the basis of its decision. 

 The U.S. would not open a base in the country. The U.S. troops would train and 
 conduct exercises alongside Danish soldiers, the  Financial  Times  reported. The 
 report pointed out that Norway and other countries have said they will open up 
 to U.S. troops on a rotational basis. 
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 The report pointed out that there are 500 U.S. troops stationed in Lithuania, and 
 the country’s president has expressed an interest in taking on more.  

 Copenhagen hopes to have a similar defense pact that Norway currently has 
 with the U.S., the report said. 

 Norway, which shares a border with Russia, signed a new agreement with the 
 U.S. back in April that will allow the U.S. to build facilities at three Norwegian 
 airfields and a naval base, according to Reuters  .    

 Oslo was clear that these would not amount to a separate U.S. base. Norway, a 
 founding member of NATO, does not allow the stockpiling or deployment of 
 nuclear weapons. 

 The move is not universally embraced in Copenhagen. Sikandar Siddique, the 
 leader of the Independent Greens, essentially called the country’s relationship 
 with Washington toxic. 

 He said the partnership has already pulled Denmark into an “illegal war in Iraq 
 and a hopeless mission in Afghanistan.” He also expressed dismay with the 
 desire by some of his colleagues to be tied closer to the “aggressive American 
 foreign and defense policy.” 

 TRENDPOST:  Americans are constantly told they live  in the world’s greatest 
 democracy. And, with fewer U.S. products to sell overseas, Washington justifies 
 exporting its brand of democracy by attacking sovereign nations and 
 overthrowing governments under the guise that freedom-loving people yearn for 
 it... people who are slaughtered by the millions that cost American taxpayers 
 tens of trillions. 

 And now, unreported by the mainstream Presstitutes, is the United States 
 ramping up it murderous role in the Yemen War which, according to the United 
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 Nations, is the worst humanitarian crisis on earth... an atrocity that is out of the 
 mainstream news and the Russia/Ukraine conflict makes the headlines. 

 AntiWar.com reported the Yemeni Shia group holds the Biden administration 
 responsible for the Saudi-led coalition’s escalation in the war that has 
 slaughtered tens of thousands of civilians. 

 “There is an escalation by the countries of aggression against our country, under 
 clear directives from America, and therefore we escalated our operations against 
 them in response to that,” Houthi Deputy Information Secretary Nasreddin Amer 
 said. (See  “MURDEROUS YEMEN WAR: MILLIONS IN PERIL.  WHO CARES?” 
 19 Oct 2021) 

 America itself functions as a democracy in name only. The United States is run 
 by two political gangs, a Republican and Democrat crime syndicate, both of 
 which boast long track records of starting murderous wars based on outright lies 
 and of stealing citizens’ money under the guise of taxes. 

 SENATE COMMITTEE: AMERICA’S MASS MURDER OF CIVILIANS WITH 
 DRONES 

 While the U.S. media blasts allegations of 
 China committing genocide against Uyghurs 
 and that Russian President Vladimir Putin is 
 ready to attack Ukraine "essentially at any 
 time," and as early “as this week,” hardly a 

 peep from the Presstitutes about America’s long history of slaughtering innocent 
 civilians with drone strikes. 

 After being silent for nearly 10 years, last week the U.S. Senate Judiciary 
 Committee held its first hearing about the U.S. military’s use of drones in the 
 Middle East and the number of civilians who have died in bombings. 
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 Sen. Dick Durbin, the chairman of the committee, said up to 30,000 civilians 
 have been killed in U.S. drone strikes since the last meeting occurred in April 
 2013. (See  “BIDEN PRESIDENCY= OBAMA 2021.”  ) 

 “These are not just numbers,” Durbin said, according to   Middle East Eye  . “These 
 are real people.” 

 Perhaps the most infamous recent strike occurred on 29 August in Kabul that 
 resulted in the deaths of 10 innocent people—including seven children.   The New 
 York Times   called the strike “a tragic blunder that  punctuated the end of the 
 20-year war in Afghanistan.” 

 Hina Shamsi, the National Security Project at the ACLU, blasted the “secretive 
 war-based rules to kill terrorism suspects in places where we weren’t or aren’t at 
 war.” 

 “Despite widespread credible accounts of horrifying civilian deaths, the 
 executive branch kept expanding the program and the categories of groups and 
 people who could be targeted,” she said. “It used vague and ever-shifting secret 
 legal justifications. If any other country had done this, we would call it unlawful 
 extrajudicial killing, yet it’s a core component of what Americans now call our 
 forever wars.” 

 The Middle East Eye     pointed out that Republican and  Democrat lawmakers have 
 attempted to curb the president’s ability to authorize these strikes. Dozens of 
 lawmakers sent President Biden a letter asking for him to change the policy. 

 Sen. Chuck Grassley of Iowa, the ranking Republican on the committee, was 
 dismissive of the proceeding, according to CommonDreams.org. He said he 
 wanted to address "the growing spike in violent crime, including murders and 
 attacks on police" in the United States. "But the order of the day by the majority 
 is drones." 

 TRENDPOST:  Also not mentioned, is President Barack  Obama, the Nobel Peace 
 Prize winner, was a master at mass drone murders.  Back in 2014, with the 
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 nation in a vacation state of mind as it celebrated July 4, the White House 
 released its tally of civilians killed in drone strikes outside battle zones such as 
 Iraq, Afghanistan and Syria from when Obama took office in 2009 until 2015. 

 From the man who spends his “Terror Tuesdays” signing a “kill list” and was 
 quoted in the book “Double Down” that “I’m really good at killing people,” 
 Obama launched over 10 times as many drone strikes as former 
 murderer-in-chief, George W. Bush. 

 Although the administration put the number of civilians killed between 64 and 
 116, human-rights organization Reprieve said over 4,000 innocent men, women 
 and children have been killed by Obama drones: “What little the Obama 
 administration has previously said on the record about the drone program has 
 been shown by the facts on the ground, and even the US government’s own 
 internal documents, to be false,” Reprieve said regarding the White House 
 report.  

 “It has to be asked what bare numbers will mean if they omit even basic details 
 such as the names of those killed and the areas, even the countries, they live in,” 
 the group wrote. 

 Considering all males between ages 18 and 80 blown to death by US Hellfire 
 missiles automatically are deemed “combatants” and are not counted as civilians 
 killed—and considering that Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria were not included in the 
 White House report—human-rights organizations had brought the death tally 
 much higher. 
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 U.S. EXPANDING WARZONE TO STOP CHINA’S EXPANSION 

 The Biden administration is reportedly in 
 panic mode over China’s apparent 
 ambitions to develop a military base in 
 Equatorial Guinea and is sending top 
 officials to the country in an effort to 
 dissuade Malabo from agreeing to any deal 
 with Beijing, which has already made 

 significant inroads in the West African country. 

 The U.S. team will be led by Molly Phee, the State Department’s top Africa 
 official, who served as Washington’s ambassador to South Sudan and deputy 
 chief of mission of the U.S. Embassy in Addis Ababa. She will try to convince 
 Guinean President Teodoro Obiang Nguema Mbasogo that Washington would 
 make it worth his while to spurn Beijing’s advances. 

 The Wall Street Journal   reported that Malabo seems  to be enjoying the attention 
 of the two competing powers. Teodoro “Tenodorin” Nguema Obiang Mangue, 
 the vice president and son of the current president, tweeted in December, 
 “China is the model of a friendly nation and strategic partner, but, for now, there 
 is no agreement.” 

 Gen. Stephen Townsend, the head of U.S. Africa Command, told   VOA   that 
 Washington has no interest in asking Equatorial Guinea to choose between the 
 U.S. and China. 

 “What we’re asking them to do is consider their other international partners and 
 their concerns,” he said. 

 The  Journal   first reported on China’s ambitions with  the country of two million in 
 December, citing classified U.S. intelligence. The Chinese People’s Liberation 
 Army Navy hopes to “rearm and refit opposite the East Coast of the U.S.—a 
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 threat that is setting off alarm bells at the White House and Pentagon,” these 
 officials told the paper late last year. 

 The paper reported that last April, Townsend addressed the Senate Armed 
 Services Committees and said he believed the most significant threat from 
 China would be a military useful naval facility on the Atlantic coast of Africa. 

 “And by ‘militarily useful,’ I mean something more than a place that can make 
 port calls and get gas and groceries. I'm talking about a port where they can 
 rearm with munitions and repair naval vessels.” He said China is working 
 “aggressively” to achieve that and that is his “number one global power 
 competition concern.” 

 AllAfrica.com     reported that the Biden administration’s  official position is 
 “neutral” when it comes to African countries and their ties with Beijing. The 
 website reported that Secretary of State Antony Blinken toured some of these 
 African countries in November and said the U.S. does not want to have these 
 countries choose between Washington and Beijing. 

 “We want to make your partnerships with us even stronger. We don't want to 
 make you choose. We want to give you choices,” he said. But the report said the 
 U.S. looks at the possible development of a naval base in Equatorial Guinea as 
 something that would raise “national-security concerns.” 

 One senior congressional aide told Politico that some countries will be forced to 
 choose or they’re “not going to rebuff China on key national security issues such 
 as this.” 

 TREND FORECAST:  Despite U.S. comments of “neutrality,”  as evidenced by 
 President Biden ramping up the U.S. war with Yemen and escalating the Ukraine 
 crisis, America is once again on the warpath. And, President Biden has said one 
 of his top geopolitical objectives is to prevent China from surpassing the U.S. in 
 power. (SEE:  “CHINA WON’T STOP AT TAIWAN, SO WHERE  SHOULD 
 AMERICA DRAW THE LINE?”     “SPOTLIGHT: THE RISE OF CHINA,”  “BIDEN 
 RAMPS UP PRESSURE ON CHINA,”  “U.S. LAUNCHES COLD WAR  2.0: CHINA 
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 LAMBASTS ‘COLD-WAR MENTALITY’”  and  “BIDEN VS. CHINA’S BELT & ROAD 
 INITIATIVE: U.S. LOSES.”  ) 

 TRENDSPOST:  Washington Monthly pointed out in an article  last month that 
 The Journal’s report failed to mention that Chevron and Exxon, two U.S. oil 
 giants have been “economic mainstays” in the county for two decades. The 
 report pointed out that Chevron just signed a new deal with the corrupt Obiang 
 regime after the first WSJ report emerged about the base. 

 The Obiang family has been accused of taking hundreds of millions from these 
 oil deals while the rest of the country lives in poverty, the Washington Monthly 
 reported. The report said the Biden administration would do well to inquire why 
 these companies continue to subsidize a regime that may allow the base in 
 Bata.  

 James North, the journalist, recalled a time he visited the country about 10 years 
 ago. He recalled visiting a restaurant called Pizza Place.  

 “On hot, muggy afternoons, groups of white oil workers from Europe and 
 America, dressed in jeans and T-shirts, watched European soccer on big-screen 
 televisions. Other tables were filled with dark-suited, senior Equatorial Guinean 
 government officials, wearing lapel pins with President Obiang’s likeness, 
 drinking Moët champagne over very long lunches,” he wrote. 

 AFGHAN REFUGEES LIVING HELL ON EARTH 

 About 10,000 Afghan refugees have faced 
 prison-like conditions for six months inside 
 a facility in Abu Dhabi after being 
 evacuated from Afghanistan after the fall of 
 Kabul to the Taliban, according to 
 protesters at the facility. 
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 The New York Times   reported that the protest broke out last Wednesday outside 
 a U.S. official’s office on the compound. There were rumors that a protest 
 organizer had been detained by Emirati secret police. Women reportedly joined 
 the protest and held banners that demanded freedom. One read, “Six months 
 life in prison.” 

 The U.S. is trying to figure out what to do with tens of thousands of refugees 
 from the country after the fall of Kabul, which President Biden vowed would not 
 happen. 

 More than 23 million Afghans face acute hunger, including nine million who are 
 nearly famished, UNICEF World Food Program said in a report. The UN 
 Development Program estimated that 97 percent of the Afghan population will 
 plunge into poverty by mid-2022. Up to a million children under five could die by 
 the end of the year due to the food crisis in the country. 

 The protest in Abu Dhabi has carried on for days and some have demanded 
 resettlement in the U.S., according to Reuters  .   Hundreds  of people have taken 
 part in these peaceful protests and they say U.S. officials have been wooly 
 about whether or not they will ever leave. A source told the outlet that a U.S. 
 official informed the protesters that it could take years for their applications to be 
 processed. 

 These protesters include individuals who worked with the U.S. government prior 
 to the Taliban takeover and those who served in the country’s military under 
 former President Ashraf Ghani. 

 The Biden administration has already allowed 75,000 Afghans into the U.S. 
 under humanitarian parole, which is a temporary status, according to the 
 Times.   The White House told the paper that it has  quadrupled staffing in its 
 visa-processing office and has reduced the wait time for applicants. 

 TREND FORECAST:  The   Trends Journal   has reported extensively  on the 
 “Operation Enduring Freedom, the longest war in American history that was 
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 launched by President George W. Bush with 88 percent support from the 
 American public. 

 The massive destruction and murder that has been caused by the United States 
 and its NATO allies that has created massive misery in Afghanistan following and 
 the disastrous withdrawal in August that has led to a humanitarian crisis in the 
 country. (See  “BIDEN ON AFHGANISTAN: ‘FUCK THAT’”  and  “AS CELENTE 
 FORECAST: U.S. WOULD LOSE AFGHAN WAR LAUNCHED BY BUSH. THE 
 WORST IS YET TO COME.”  ) 

 The Afghan crisis will escalate as the global economy contracts, creating intense 
 refugee issues in neighboring and eastern European states as Afghan citizens try 
 to escape the poverty, crime, violence and corruption raging across their nation. 
 This in turn will also build stronger foundations for anti-immigrant, 
 anti-establishment political movements in nations overrun by refugees. 
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 TRENDS-EYE VIEW 

 BANKSTER MOB PLAYS THE MARKETS, CASHES IN 

 For the last several months we have been reporting in detail how the inside mob 
 of the Fed Bankster Bandits know ahead of time what the Federal Reserve is 
 going to do and gamble millions in the equity markets knowing the play 
 beforehand. 

 And now, two economists at the Federal Reserve, with access to the central 
 bank’s policy deliberations, complied with the board of government rules when 
 they executed dozens of trades just before the central bank's massive stimulus 
 program in the early days of the outbreak. 

 The Fed cut its benchmark interest rate to near zero and supplied more than $1 
 trillion to buy Treasury and mortgage-backed securities at the time. The Fed also 
 pumped an additional $2.3 trillion into the U.S. economy. The massive stimulus 
 was credited for inflating stock prices and preventing a major market crash. 

 John Stevens and Diana Hancock, the two economists mentioned in   The Wall 
 Street Journal   report, apparently had some insight  on how stocks would move 
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 and executed the trades in February and March of 2020. Stevens executed 46 
 trades on 28 February alone. He executed a total of 566 trades in 2020—earning 
 the title of most active trader among his peers for the year. 

 Stevens' spouse Dominique Casimir-Stevens told   Reuters   after  the newspaper 
 published its report: "I had a financial advisor rebalance those investments for 
 me in order to bring them into compliance with the ethics rules. It is that 
 rebalancing that resulted in the large number of transactions that my husband 
 disclosed." 

 "I am devastated that my dad's unexpected death and the actions we took to 
 comply with the rules are now being used to tarnish my husband's good name 
 and public service." 

 Hancock sold over $1 million in her fund on the iShares Edge MSCI USA Quality 
 Factor exchange on 27 February and got back into the same fund about three 
 weeks later, spending between $500,000 and a million for new shares. 

 The report pointed out that Fed Chairman Jay Powell signaled the following day 
 the plans to cut rates and its preventative measures to prevent a financial crisis. 
 (See  “MONEY JUNKIES HOLIDAY,”     “THE FED WORLD AND THE  REAL 
 WORLD,”  “FED WINDING DOWN BOND PURCHASE PROGRAM: JOKERS 
 WILD”  and  “FED ETHICS? FU!”  ) 

 Stevens told the  Journal   through a Fed spokesman that  the transactions were 
 nearly all tied to a spouse’s inheritance and he had nothing to do with the trades. 
 Hancock also pinned the trades on her spouse and said she had no control over 
 the transactions, the paper reported. 

 Gerald Celente, the publisher of the   Trends Journal  ,  has long quoted the late 
 comedian George Carlin who said, “It’s one big club, and you ain’t in it.” 

 Powell has ordered a review of ethics rules for the central bank after it became 
 known that three Fed officials (including two regional presidents) owned and 
 traded the same type of assets the Fed has been purchasing to stimulate the 
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 economy and counter the economic impact of COVID-19. And one of those 
 officials was the chairman himself. 

 Gregory Mannarino has written extensively in the  Trends  Journal   about the 
 Federal Reserve; see, for example,   "PARABOLIC DEBT:  THE FED'S 
 ANSWER,"   (26 May 2020)    "THE FED'S DANGEROUS GAME,"     (27  Apr 2021) 
 and   "IS INFLATION 'CONTAINED'?"   (27 Jul 2021). 

 Stevens and Hancock continue to work at the Fed’s research and statistics 
 division. 

 TREND FORECAST:   As we have continually noted, the  Fed is nothing more than 
 a Bankster Gang. The Fed is facing a two-pronged crisis of credibility and 
 confidence: investors (and the public) in a real Democracy would be told whether 
 the Fed is operating in an ethical manner, and whether it knows what it is doing.  

 See  “MORE PANDEMIC SHADY TRADES AT THE FEDERAL RESERVE?”  (5 Oct 
 2021)  “THE FEDERAL RESERVE MOB: GANGSTERS, INC.,”  (11 January 2022) 
 “FEDERAL RESERVE’S CHAIRMAN COMES UNDER SCRUTINY”  (6 Oct 2021) 
 and  “CRIMINALITY IN HIGH FINANCE: THE BEAT GOES ON,”  (9 Nov 2021). 

 Therefore, considering the ongoing depth and scope of these findings, the 
 members of the Fed will continue to do what they can to reap personal rewards 
 of their national actions. 

 “UNIONIZATION,” TOP TREND FOR 2022, ON-TREND 

 Democrats have come out in support of the 
 push by some congressional staffers—who 
 often work long hours for little pay—to 
 unionize, but some lawmakers do not seem 
 to be keen on the idea. 
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 “The fundamental question is whether our workers will have the basic human 
 right to form a union in the first place,” Rep. Andy Levin, a Democrat from 
 Michigan, said, according to   The New York Times. 

 Levin was joined by other leaders in his party—including President Biden and 
 House Speaker Nancy Pelosi. 

 Rep. Cathy McMorris Rodgers, a Republican from Washington, said the onus is 
 on elected officials to improve working conditions for staffers. She said there 
 should not have to be a law in place “to do the right thing.” 

 Many staffers in Washington, D.C., are young and have either their own political 
 ambitions or dreams of landing a K Street job to become a high-salaried 
 lobbyist. 

 But the   Trends Journal   has reported on how there has  been a clear change in 
 the employer-employee working dynamic since the COVID-19 outbreak—even 
 for young workers. (See “  “ACTIVISION STUDIO GROUP  WILL FORM A UNION, 
 SOLIDFYING TRENDS JOURNAL FORECAST,”  “POLITICO JOURNALISTS 
 FORM UNION. A TREND OF THE TIMES,”  "DEERE EMPLOYEES  GO ON 
 STRIKE: MORE STRIKES TO COME"  (19 Oct 2021)  and  “REI:  UNIONIZATION 
 TREND EXPANDS AS FORECAST.”  ) 

 Levin’s resolution to formally recognize the staffers’ ability to form a union had 
 130 co-sponsors and reportedly cites the Congressional Accountability Act of 
 1995 which was a hallmark law that allows legislative-branch workers to form a 
 union. 

 The Hill   reported that there are some questions about  what a union would look 
 like for these staffers since each office sets its own policies. 

 Rep. Steny Hoyer, D-Md., told the news site that unionization among 
 congressional staffers is “more complicated than the private sector because 
 you’re dealing with 535 different offices. 
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 “I think it’s nuts,” Sen. Mitt Romney, R-Utah, told   The Hill. 

 Daniel Schuman, a policy director at Demand Progress, told the news site that 
 each elected official’s office could serve as a “bargaining unit.” 

 “It’s office by office,” he said. “They could form a local [with multiple offices] 
 where they collaborate.” 

 The Hill   reported that the move to unionize followed  the creation of an 
 anonymous Instagram account named Dear White Staffers, which tells stories of 
 the challenges that come while working for various politicians. 

 Some entry-level staff earn $30,000 a year. The Congressional Workers Union 
 announced its effort to unionize this month, but talks have been going on for a 
 year.  

 Roll Call   reported that if the House passes the measure,  it would apply to 
 staffers there, the same goes for the Senate. 

 “The feeling in this country has changed,” Levin, who was a former union 
 organizer prior to being elected into Congress. “Workers are just standing up 
 and saying we want to have more say and a more decent life. Why should our 
 staff be left out of that?” 

 TREND FORECAST:   When the COVID War began in 2020,  there was never an 
 expectation of the combination of an employee shortage, spiking inflation and 
 worker strikes. 

 Indeed, just the opposite was expected. After being cooped up, locked down, 
 and out of work, when there was a ceasefire in the COVID War, the workers were 
 expected to rush back to their jobs. 

 As we have detailed, there are several reasons for the falloff: from “No Jab, No 
 Job” employer mandates, not wanting to work at jobs that are unfulfilling and 
 refusing to go to work for a company that pays non-living wages. 
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 In the 1960s, a slogan (derived from a poem by Carl Sandburg and made 
 popular by anti-war activists) asked, "What if they had a war and nobody came?" 
 Now, in the 2020s, the question might be, "What if they had jobs available and 
 nobody applied?" 

 TREND FORECAST:  Unionization will continue to be a  top trend; the more 
 limited the supply of workers (made worse by "No Jab, No Job" mandates; (see 
 “WANT TO KEEP YOUR JOB? GET THE JAB!”  and  “NO JAB,  NO JOB. 
 VACCINE MANDATES ‘WORKING’”  ), the more powerful the  trend toward 
 unionization will be. 

 And, as inflation continues to rise faster than wages, corporations that wish to 
 incentivize their workforce to do and give the best they can, will raise the pay 
 scale to levels higher than inflation rates. In doing so, they will create 
 atmosphere’s of mutual appreciation. 

 FRANCE GOING NUKE TO COUNTER CLIMATE CHANGE 

 France announced plans to develop up to 
 14 nuclear reactors to counter climate 
 change. 

 French President Emmanuel Macron 
 announced Thursday that the country would 
 develop at least six reactors and possibly 

 eight more after those are completed. 

 “Given the electricity needs, the need to also anticipate the transition and the 
 end of the existing fleet, which cannot be extended indefinitely, we are going to 
 launch today a program of new nuclear reactors,” Macron said, according to 
 CNN. 
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 The report said construction is set to begin in 2028 and the first reactor could be 
 in service by 2035. 

 The  Trends Journal  has reported on countries attempting  to go green by turning 
 to nuclear energy. (  See  “A NEW PATH TO CLEAN NUCLEAR  ENERGY,”  “AHOY! 
 NUCLEAR POWER MINI-PLANTS ARE FLOATING YOUR WAY”  and  “FRANCE 
 EARMARKS BILLIONS FOR NUCLEAR AND ‘GREEN’ ENERGY; INVESTORS 
 BULLISH ON URANIUM.” 

 Macron addressed reporters at a GE plant in eastern France and said going 
 nuclear is the “most relevant choice from an ecological point of view and the 
 most expedient from an economic point of view, and finally the least costly from 
 a financial point of view.” 

 France already produces more nuclear waste per capita than any other country 
 at about two kilograms per person each year, according to Bloomberg. 

 There are about 1,200 producers of radioactive waste in the country. About 90 
 percent of the waste is considered short-lived but 10 percent is highly 
 radioactive and its half-life can extend tens of thousands of years. 

 Earlier this month, we reported that nuclear energy in Europe has been a 
 contentious issue between countries. Brussels has been sued after issuing a 
 report that said nuclear power stations would be able to qualify for the “green” 
 label if they can lay out how they will be able to handle waste management and 
 decommissioning. 

 The average age of a nuclear reactor in France is 37. 

 The Wall Street Journal  reported that Macron’s announcement  is the world’s 
 most ambitious since the Fukushima accident back in 2011. 

 “We are not convinced, and I think that it’s scientifically established, that if we 
 want to succeed in the climate transition, the energy sovereignty of our country, 
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 and industrial production, we have to make this choice,” he said, according to 
 the  Journal  . 

 The  Journal’s  report pointed out that while Macron  sees nuclear power a viable 
 contributor in the country's effort to reduce its carbon emissions. 

 Macron has faced some resistance from those who say nuclear power—and its 
 waste—are far from green. The report said Germany recently announced the end 
 of all nuclear reactors within the country. 

 Barbara Pompili, France's minister for energy transition, told CNN that Macron's 
 nuclear policy shift was needed due to an "acceleration" of the "unprecedented" 
 energy situation. 

 "To have more electricity, we need to produce more," Pompili told CNN affiliate 
 BFMTV. 

 TREND FORECAST:  As we have forecast, it will be a  long haul before the world 
 goes “Green.” There will not be a fast move to alternative energies until new ones 
 that are affordable, efficient and truly “sustainable,” are invented. 

 And as for nuclear energy as an energy of the future, please see: 

 ●  “RADIOACTIVE NUCLEAR WASTE, FUKUSHIMA, CHERNOBYL GOOD. 
 COAL BAD” 

 ●  “A NEW PATH TO CLEAN NUCLEAR ENERGY” 
 ●  “FRANCE EARMARKS BILLIONS FOR NUCLEAR AND ‘GREEN’ ENERGY; 

 INVESTORS BULLISH ON URANIUM.” 
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 EMPLOYEES AT 3 NYC-AREA STARBUCKS FILE PETITION TO UNIONIZE 

 Tracking trends is the understanding of 
 where we are, how we got here and where 
 we are going. What is making today’s 
 headline news for  Trends Journal 
 subscribers is yesterday’s news today. 

 The “big” mainstream headline is employees 
 at three Starbucks locations in New York 

 filed petitions on Thursday to unionize and hope to hold a vote on 3 March. 

 As we have long noted, the unionization effort started in Buffalo and has been 
 embraced by employees at other locations who have complained about salaries, 
 working conditions, and the treatment of senior employees.  See  “STARBUCKS 
 STORE TO UNIONIZE, A TOP TREND FOR 2022.” 

 "Our primary goals are to create an elevated work experience for everyone," the 
 New York Starbuck employee’s letter read. "To make sure our partners are 
 recognized, included, appreciated, supported, and delighted every day they 
 walk into the space." 

 The  Trends Journal  has also pointed out that another  result of the outbreak was 
 that the rich got richer and the poor got poorer; 37.2 million Americans are living 
 in poverty in the U.S., which marks a 3.3 million jump since 2019. (See  “$4 
 TRILLION FOR BILLIONAIRES AS MIDDLE-CLASS SHRINKS”  and  “COVID 
 WAR: RICH GOT RICHER, POOR GOT POORER.”  ) 

 Most Americans are stuck in their menial jobs making minimum wage with no 
 career advancement. (See  “DOLLAR GENERAL EMPLOYEES:  PLANTATION 
 WORKERS OF SLAVELANDIA.”  ) 

 The New York Times  reported that 60 Starbucks locations  in all have sought to 
 unionize over the last few months. The paper reported that unions have been 
 established at two stores in Buffalo. There are 9,000 locations in the country. 
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 TREND FORECAST:  Again, this is old news for  Trends  Journal  subscribers. 
 One of our Top Trends for 2022 is “Unionization.” (See  “LABOR UNION 
 COMEBACK,”  30 Nov 2021.) 

 And, the deeper economies fall, the stronger the unionization trend will grow 
 stronger. 

 CORPORATE MEDIA LIES ABOUT TRUCKER PROTEST BY CALLING THEM 
 ‘FAR-RIGHT’ 

 These are the facts as we reported them. 

 When the Canadian truckers Freedom 
 Convoy began to make its way to Ottawa 
 on 27 January in protest of government 
 regulations that forced drivers to get 

 injected with the Operation Warp Speed gene therapy jab or else they could not 
 cross the border into the U.S., the Presstitute media barely covered it. 

 And when they did, they played it down and defamed it.  (See  “CANADIAN 
 TRUCKERS FREEDOM CONVOY: MEGATREND DEFAMED BY MAINSTREAM 
 MEDIA LIES,”  1 Feb 2022). 

 Yet, the  Trends Journal  noted the significance of  the movement and had 
 forecast that it was a “Megatrend” freedom model that would spread globally... 
 which it has. 

 Just as the low-life Presstitutes lied to the public to march them off to wars, 
 again, as they did with selling the bullshit that Saddam Hussein had weapons of 
 mass destruction, while blackballing those who knew it was a lie, so too with the 
 COVID War. 
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 In front of the eyes of the world the corporate media has again laid bare its 
 tried-and-true technique of undermining the legitimate Canadian trucker’s 
 protest by writing these movements off as some kind of racist, “right-wing” 
 desperate grab at relevance. 

 These companies allow embattled Prime Minister Justin Trudeau to take the lead 
 on this effort and he has consistently tied these Ottawa protesters to a racist 
 movement. 

 He held a meeting on Thursday about how to “end the far-right occupation of 
 downtown Ottawa,” according to WSWS.org. He said he will use all options to 
 remove the protesters, which is a subtle threat that the country’s armed forces 
 are a phone call away. 

 The report, which was not in favor of the protest, pointed out that these 
 protesters have already been successful in getting provincial governments to 
 announce an end of public health restrictions, and showed Trudeau to be the 
 feckless leader that he is, since he refused to meet with truckers and went into 
 hiding. 

 But before Trudeau takes an extreme measure on these protesters, he knows 
 that he has to make the general public hate them and see them as racist villains.  

 Main news outlets are not opposed to carrying his water. Politico ran a headline 
 last week:  “OTTAWA TRUCKERS’ CONVOY GALVANIZES FAR-RIGHT 
 WORLDWIDE,”  and   The New York Times   followed that article  with its own titled  , 
 “OTTAWA PROTESTS BECOME RALLYING CRY FOR FAR-RIGHT AND 
 ANTI-VACCINE GROUPS.” 

 The  Times   wrote that the protest “mushroomed into  a much broader, largely 
 right-wing campaign, with international backers, against COVID-19 precautions 
 and the Trudeau government, gridlocking not only border crossings but also the 
 heart of Ottawa, the capital.” 
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 The  Times  called these protests a “rallying cry for the far-right” and a fringe 
 group. A  Times  report last week accused some of the protesters of wearing Nazi 
 symbols who desecrated war memorials. Articles have described the city as 
 “under siege” by these protesters and even described those who openly support 
 these protests as “prominent far-right figures.” 

 The paper ran a story titled, “CONVOY PROVIDES MOMENT FOR CANADA’S 
 FAR RIGHT,” and warned that the “right-wing populist wave has now fully 
 arrived in Canada.” 

 The paper, without citing evidence, reported, “The organizers are mostly fringe 
 activists rather than truck drivers, an overwhelmingly majority of whom are 
 vaccinated.” (Max Fisher, the author of the propaganda, failed to mention that 
 the only reason 90 percent of the truck drivers are vaccinated is because they 
 would be out of a job if they were not under the current mandate.) 

 (See  “TRUCKER’S FREEDOM CONVOY, MEGATREND TROUNCED  BY 
 PRESSTITUTES AND POLITICIANS.”  ) 

 TRENDPOST:   The New York Times,     the self-proclaimed  “Paper of Record,” 
 which Gerald Celente says is more accurately the “Toilet Paper of Record,” 
 spewed out the same Trudeau crap last night.  

 Following the mayor of Ottawa declaring a State of Emergency, the Times, totally 
 discounting the tens of thousands of people peacefully taking to the streets, in 
 Ottawa, Quebec, Alberta, Manitoba, British Columbia, Saskatchewan and 
 Toronto said, “The demonstrations, during which some protesters have 
 desecrated national memorials and threatened local residents, have shaken a 
 country known globally as a model for humanism and serenity.” 

 “Some protesters?”  

 How many? One, two, three people out of tens of thousands?  

 And who were they, agents provocateurs?  
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 This is not journalism; it is demeaning, destructive, Presstitute propaganda.  

 And labeling Canada a country that is a “model for humanism and serenity?”  

 What “humanism” model of “serenity” murderous wars did the Toilet Paper 
 forget that the Canadians marched and murdered in... Besides slaughtering their 
 indigenous population?  

 Forgetting the past few hundred years and starting in the 20th century, was it the 
 World War I slaughter; no possibly their “humanism” involvement in the Russian 
 Civil War; or could be the Korean War massacre, the Congo murders, the Persian 
 Gulf War, the Afghan War, the Iraq War, the Somali Civil War, Bosnian War, 
 Kosovo War, Libyan War? 

 Canada is just another nation ruled by sociopaths, psychopaths and pathological 
 liars. 

 On the COVID War front, numerous times the nation was locked down by 
 politicians who destroyed the lives and livelihoods of tens of millions of civilians 
 despite the fact that COVID victims that died from the virus were predominantly 
 elderly with pre-existing comorbidities.  

 But obviously, the Toilet Paper of Record did not report that of the 38,815 
 alleged COVID victims, over 20,000 were over 80 years of age. Another 7,000 
 virus victims were over 70 years of age, and 3,500 that died of the virus were 
 between 60 and 69 years old.  

 That’s right, out of a population of 38,271,761... some 38,000 allegedly died of 
 the virus over the course of two years, or 0.0507 percent per year, and over the 
 course of 24 months, a grand total of 0.00422 percent per month. 

 And as we have noted, the vast majority were 80 years of age or older. Indeed, 
 see our 16 March 2021 article  ,   “CANADA LOCKDOWN: NURSING  HOMES’ 
 VICTIMS OF COVID.” 
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 Again, these facts are never reported by the mainstream media who instead 
 support the politicians in charge and demean citizens that put their lives on the 
 line for Freedom, Peace and Justice. (See     “CANADA:  ‘HEIL VAX’ NO FREEDOM 
 FOR UNVAXXED,”     “60 PERCENT OF CANADA’S RESTAURANTS  MAY 
 FAIL”   and   “CANADA; LOCKDOWN LUNACY, GESTAPO 2.0.”  ) 

 And keeping with the Gestapo way of life in the 21st century, big-tech, 
 GoFundMe—selling the Trudeau and Presstitutes propaganda that the Canadian 
 protests were violent and racist—said they would not give the $10 million they 
 received from people supporting the Freedom Convoy, and would give to other 
 organizations.  

 SHORTAGES INCLUDE MANY PRESCRIPTION MEDICINES 

 It’s not just grocery stores and 
 manufacturing plants feeling the shortages. 

 According to FDA statistics, more than 100 
 pharmaceuticals are in limited supply 
 throughout the country, including 
 antibiotics, diuretics, painkillers, and heart 

 failure meds. 

 The FDA's database of current and resolved medication shortages, which is 
 updated daily, 114 pharmaceuticals were in low supply as of 11 January, 
 BeckeHospitalReview.com recently reported. 

 The FDA cited 112 medication shortages in November 2021. 

 Many ingredients for important pharmaceuticals are sourced from China and 
 India, which have both experienced prolonged COVID related disruptions in their 
 economic production. 
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 As a result, stateside medical facilities and pharmacies are being impacted. 

 Heparin sodium and sodium chloride 0.9 percent injection, an anticoagulant, 
 was the most recent medicine put to the FDA's shortage list on 7 January. The 
 sedative dexmedetomidine injection, which is used in patients on ventilators, 
 was introduced on 27 December, 2021. 

 Atropine, used to counteract serious allergy reactions, made the list. Cortisone 
 Acetate tablets, HydroCortisone tablets, Epinephrine, Dopamine Hydrochloride, 
 Lorazepam (Injection), Lithium Oral Solution, Morphine Sulfate Injection, and 
 even Multivitamin Infusion (Adult and Pediatric) are currently listed in short 
 supply. 

 The complete list of medicine shortages may be seen  here  . 
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 TRENDS IN HI-TECH SCIENCE 

 By  Ben Daviss 

 BREAKTHROUGHS RESTORE WALKING TO PARALYZED LEGS 

 Two breakthrough trials have opened parallel paths to restoring motion after 
 spinal cords have been partly or completely severed. 

 Using electrical stimulation to reactivate spinal neurons, researchers at 
 Switzerland’s Lausanne University have enabled three patients with partly or 
 completely severed spinal cords to stand, walk, pedal a bike, twist their torsos, 
 and even swim. 

 Other scientists, in past attempts, were unable to restore complete motion. 

 The Lausanne team improved on those attempts by designing longer, wider 
 implanted electrical leads that linked more closely to spinal nerve roots. The 
 innovation gives precise control over the neurons governing specific muscles. 
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 The neurons are stimulated by a pacemaker implanted in a patient’s abdomen. 
 The motions that result are controlled by software programs. 

 The patient selects the type of activity—walking or pedaling, for example—on a 
 tablet or smartphone, which then sends instructions to the neurons about which 
 muscles to stimulate and how to move them. 

 The patients in the trial regained motion the day after their implant surgeries. 

 Paired with several weeks of physical therapy, the men were able to carry out 
 the activities fluidly and get around in community settings. 

 Biochemists at Northwestern University are making a longer-term bet. 

 They created protein molecules that self-assemble into long fibers when the 
 molecules are injected into the site of spinal injuries. 

 The fibers formed a gel at the injury site that stimulated the growth of new 
 neurons, new blood vessels to nourish the growing cells, and reduced formation 
 of scar tissue, typically a barrier to cell regeneration. 

 Four weeks after trying the technique on mice whose hind legs had been 
 paralyzed by damaging their spinal cords, the mice were walking on all fours 
 again. 

 TRENDPOST:  Northwestern’s breakthrough is another  step in a broad array of 
 work attempting to regenerate neurons in severed spinal cords. At least one form 
 of regenerative treatment will be ready for human clinical trials by the end of this 
 decade. 

 Meanwhile, advances in electrically reconnecting severed cords will progress 
 even more quickly and successfully. 

 In the not too distant future, these and similar techniques will put quadriplegia in 
 humanity’s past. 
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 MAKING MEALS OUT OF MEALWORMS 

 If you’re eating mealworms—the larval stage 
 of a common beetle—you want to chow 
 down on first-rate grubs. 

 Ynsect, the French mealworm rancher, is 
 going to make your mealworm wishes come 

 true. 

 The 11-year old company operates two mealworm farms in Europe, producing 
 the critters for pet food, livestock feed, and a tofu-like substance for human 
 consumption. 

 Now Ynsect is going upscale. 

 Having charted the genome of the yellow mealworm, it’s now investing $5 
 million to sort out the genetic traits that will mark the best breeder insects, 
 conveying traits such as disease resistance, fast reproduction, and tastiness to 
 their progeny. 

 The company thinks that using only Grade A mealworms might help overcome 
 the “ick” factor when people think of eating worms. 

 Mealworms have about the same protein content as beef per unit of weight and 
 have been deemed safe for human consumption by the European Food Safety 
 Authority. 

 TRENDPOST:  Demand for protein is growing along with  the world’s population 
 while the amount of arable land is shrinking. Ynsect grows its worms in vertical 
 farms, producing good-quality protein on far less acreage than it takes to graze 
 livestock. 
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 Humanity has been eating insects since the dawn of time, with “cricket bars” 
 making a furtive entrance into natural food stores in recent years. (Verdict: they 
 tasted better than dried leaves but you’d have to work to get to like it.) 

 Necessity will force new food choices on humanity. Mealworms will be on 
 tomorrow’s menu. 

 COMMON MINERAL MAKES NEW NEURONS DURING EXERCISE 

 Running enables the brain to make more 
 neurons in its hippocampus, where learning 
 and memory are rooted, but it took an 
 experiment by scientists at the University of 
 Queensland’s Brain Institute to explain why. 

 The researchers analyzed the blood of mice 
 that used a running wheel on and off over four days and compared the results to 
 that of blood from mice with no wheels. 

 They found the freewheeling mice had 38 proteins that had increased in their 
 blood levels compared to their idle siblings. 

 One in particular stood out: selenoprotein, which carries the mineral selenium to 
 the brain, had more than doubled in the active mice. 

 Next, the team added forms of selenium to a lab dish dotted with neuron 
 precursor cells. Two weeks later, the number of precursor cells had doubled. 

 When the scientists injected selenium selenite, a salt, directly into mice’s brains 
 daily for seven days, the number of precursor cells in their hippocampus region 
 tripled. 
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 To see if selenium might reverse aging’s drag on the brain, the group added a 
 different form of selenium to the drinking water of 18-month-old mice, roughly 
 equivalent to 60-year-old humans. 

 After a month, the mice had doubled the number of new neurons in their 
 hippocampus areas and performed better on memory tests than old mice whose 
 water hadn’t been dosed. 

 To see if selenium also could reverse damage from a stroke or other traumatic 
 brain injury, the researchers induced a stroke-like lesion in some mice’s brains 
 that destroyed some memories. 

 Treated with selenium, those mice regained their memories and later performed 
 as well on memory tests as their normal siblings. Damaged but untreated mice 
 were unable to regain what they’d lost. 

 The study team emphasized that there’s no way to know whether selenium 
 would have the same effect on human brains or, if it does, how much selenium 
 would be needed in a diet or supplements to achieve the result. 

 TRENDPOST:  The Australian work points research in  the new direction of 
 simple, non-pharmaceutical treatment of brain deficiencies, possibly including 
 Alzheimer’s Disease. 

 More broadly, this is another step away from synthetic chemicals as the first 
 resort in medical treatment, showing again that nature, not drug factories, often 
 can supply effective and less dangerous treatments for human ailments. 
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